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In the 
SUPREME COURT 
of the 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Reed J. Taylor, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
FILED ow COP) 
v. 
AlA Services Corporation, et aI, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
VOLUME XXXI 
Appealed from the District Court of the 
Second Judicial District of t he State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Nez Perce 
The Honorable Jef f M. Brudie 
Supreme Court No . 36916- 2009 
RODERI CK C . BOND 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF - APPELLANT 
GARY D. BABBITT 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT AlA CORP-RESPONDENTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff-Counterdefendant -Appellant-
Cross Respondent, 
v. 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE 
T AYLOR, individually and the community 
property comprised thereof, BRIAN FREEMAN, 
a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person 
and JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK, 
and 
Defendants-Counterclaimants-
Respondents-Cross Appellants-Cross 
Respondents, 
CROP USA INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., 
an Idaho corporation; 
Defendant-Respondent-Cross Respondent, 
and 
401(k) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR THE 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, 
Intervenor-Cross Appellant-Cross 
Respondent. 
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David R. Risley, ISB No. 1789 
RANDALL, BLAKE & COX, PLLC 
P.O. Box 446 
1106 Idaho Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
(208) 743-1234 
(208) 743-1266 (Fax) 
Attorneys for Connie Taylor, James Beck and 
Corrine Beck 
FILED 
~ f€.8 II f'Pl l 37 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and ) 
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof; ) 
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE ) 
DUCLOS, a single person; CROP USA ) 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho ) 
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and ) 
CORRlNE BECK, individually and the ) 
community property comprised thereof, ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho ) 
corporation; and AlA INSURANCE, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation, ) 
) 
Counterc1aimants, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON - 1 
Case No. CV-07-00208 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person, ) 
) 
Counterdefendant. ) 
) 
AIMEE GORDON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am an adult citizen of the United States of America, competent to testify as a 
witness, and I make this affidavit on my personal knowledge. 
2. I am the Accounting Manager for AlA Insurance and AlA Services. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1997 and 1996. AIA0028702-
745. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31,1996 and 1995. AIA0025034-
076. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31,1995 and 1994. AIA0028658-
701. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992. 
AIA0027725-756. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation unaudited Consolidated Financial Statements, March 31, 1995. AIA0028203-209. 
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8. Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, September 30, 1994. AIA0028541-547. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1993 and 1992. AIA0028502-
525. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1991 and 1990. AIA0028889-
904. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1990 and 1989. AIA0028873-
888. 
12. Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1989 and 1988. AIA0028856-
872. 
13. Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated and Combined Financial Statements, December 31, 1988 and 1987. 
AIA0028837-855. 
14. Attached hereto as Exhibit L is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements Statutory Basis, December 31, 1987 and 1986, 
Accompanying Data. AIA0028824-836. 
15. Attached hereto as Exhibits M is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Balance Sheets, September 30, June 30, March 31, 1995 and 
December 31,1994. AIA0028746-748. 
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16. Attached hereto as Exhibit N is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation, Assumptions to Pro Forma Balance Sheets, June 30, 1995. AIA0028164-165. 
17. Attached hereto as Exhibit 0 is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Balance Sheets, December 31,1994. AI0028780-28782. 
18. Attached hereto as Exhibit P is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1992 and 1991. AIA0028526-
540. 
19. Attached hereto as Exhibit Q is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Consolidated Financial Statements For The Year Ended December 31,1987. AIA0028813-823. 
20. Attached hereto as Exhibit R is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation, Consolidated Balance Sheet, December 31, 1986. AIA0028805-812. 
21. Attached hereto as Exhibit S is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation, Consolidated Balance Sheets, December 31, 1994. AIA0028200-20 1. 
22. Attached hereto as Exhibit T is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation, Consolidated Statement ofIncome, For the Year Ended December 31, 1994. 
AIA0028202. 
23. Attached hereto as Exhibit U is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation, Consolidated Statements ofIncome, For the Three Months Ended September 30, 
1995 and 1994 and For the Nine Months Ended September 31, 1995 and 1994. AIA0028746-
747. 
24. Attached hereto as Exhibit V is a true and accurate copy of AlA Services 
Corporation, Consolidated Statements of Stockholders' Equity, For the Nine Months Ended 
September 30, 1995. AIA0028748. 
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25. Attached hereto as Exhibit W is a :;preadsheet showing the payments made to Mr. 
Reed Taylor by AlA Services Corporation as per the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement and the. 
1996 Stock Redemption Restructute Agreelllent. 
26. The filial payment to Reed Taylor on the $1.5 million promissory note was not 
made by AlA Services Corporation until llli1e of20'Ol. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
Aimee Gordon 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS. 
County of ~~. ) .. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this fa.-#! day QrFebruary, 20'09. 
~.d~l(/l.jJ.)p\.m.!!J1 . ... ~. _. '. __ ... ,,--
Name. . . ~,SCt.Yl~. 4lj.&~~ ______ ._._~. __ 
Notary Publie for Tdaho 
Residing al L(4u:> 'k<J:w 
My commission expires . !O-3,~cA 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this J2t day of February, 2009, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
Roderick C. Bond 
Ned A. Cannon 
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC 
508 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
Michael S. Bissell 
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY, PLLC 
416 Symons Building 
7 South Howard Street 
Spokane, WA 99201 
[Attorneys for Plaintiff] 
David A. Gittins 
LAW OFFICE OF DAVID A. GITTINS 
P.O. Box 191 
Clarkston, W A 99403 
[Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman] 
Michael E. McNichols 
CLEMENTS BROWN & MCNICHOLS 
321 13th Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorneys for Defendant R. John Taylor] 
Gary D. Babbit 
D. John Ashby 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
Boise, ID 83701 
[Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance] 
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__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
--A- Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Telecopy 
Email 
~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
~ Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Telecopy 
Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
X. Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Telecopy 
Email 
-X:- U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Telecopy 
Email 
James 1. Gatziolis 
Charles E. Harper 
QUARLES & BRADY LLP 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago,IL 60661-2511 
[Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance] 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
324 Main Street 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
[Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan] 
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__ Overnight Mail 
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Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
~ Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy 
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EXHIBIT A 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
· . , 
AlA Services 
and S 
Consolidated Financial Statements 
Years Ended December 31, 1997 and 1996 
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5q7~ 
AIA0028702 
Independent Auditor's Report 3 
Financial Statements: 
Consolidated Balance Sheets 4 
Consolidated Statements of Income 5 
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Stockholders' Deficit 6 
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows 7-8 
Summary of Accounting Policies 9-14 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 15-43 
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AIA0028703 
IBDO BDO Seidman. LLP Accountants and Consultants 
Independent Auditor's Report 
The Board of Directors 
AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries 
900 Seafirst Anana,,1 Center 
60 I West Riverside Aven ue 
Spokane. Washington 99201 -0611 
Telephone. (5091747-8095 
fax 1509) 747-0415 
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of AlA Services 
Corporation and Subsidiaries (the Company) as of December 31, 1997 and 1996, and the 
related consolidated statements of income, changes in stockholders' deficit and cash flows 
for the years then ended. These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of 
the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these 
consolidated financial statements based on our audits. 
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the finan.cial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes 
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant 
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement 
presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
In our oplOlon, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material 
respects, the consolidated financial position of AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries 
as of December 3), 1997 and 1996, and the results of their operations and their cash flows 
for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. 
As discussed in Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements, the Company suffered 
significant losses in prior years, primarily attributable to its insurance underwriting 
operations. These operations were discontinued effective October 1, 1995; however, 
disposal is not complete and the recovery of the operation's assets and settlement of 
continuing and terminated obligations are being negotiated. The status of Management's 
efforts to transfer its insurance risk and settle its insurance obligations is described in Note 
1. The accompanying consolidated financial statements do not include any adjustments that 
might res'ult from the outcome of these negotiations. 
March 11, 1998 
3 
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AIA0028704 
December 31, 
Assets 
Cash and cash equivalents 
Short-term investments 
Accrued investment income 
Investment and mortgage-backed securities (Note 3): 
Available-for-sale 
Held-to-maturity 
Accounts receivable 
Mortgage loans 
Agent advances 
Related party receivable (Note 7) 
Prepaid expenses 
Deferred income taxes (Note 6) 
Real estate, net of accumulated depreciation of 
$ I 1l,315 and $107,280, respectively 
Property and equipment, net (Note 4) 
Cost of licenses acquired 
Deferred acquisition costs 
Net assets to be dis~osed (Note 22 
Total assets 
AFFIDA VIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
1997 
$ 284,552 
864,470 
55,525 
1,195,095 
1,398,148 
456,681 
224,031 
814,186 
349,542 
469,969 
30,000 
157,529 
185,452 
1,046,252 
16-1,765 
67,646 
$ 7,760,843 
1996 
$ 474,137 
12,228 
254,449 
152.560 
746.144 
283.736 
471,969 
203,747 
161,565 
96,301 
$ 2,856,836 
~975 
AIA0028705 
AlA Services corp~&~g~tr~:'" 
and Subs i d iirries:·:;':'·<i.;~L. :. 
Conso Iidated Balanl~~j'. ~~~ut;,: 
December 31, 1997 1996 
Liabilities and Stockholders' Deficit 
Liabilities: 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses $ 2,441,358 $ 1,466,876 
Policy benefits and other policy liabilities 1,211,891 
Income taxes payable (Note 6) 290,000 65,216 
Unearned commissions 441,790 761,000 
Mortgages and notes payable (Note 5) 65,937 131,670 
Obligation to former majority common stockholder 
(Note 7) 7,164,783 7,394,472 
Net liabilities to be dis20sed (Note 2} 6,293,944 
Total liabilities 11,615,759 16,113,178 
Series A preferred stock - redeemable and convertible, 
no par value, 200,000 shares authorized, issued and 
outstandinp:. 136.852 and 153,613 shares (Note 82 1,368,517 1.536,134 
Commitments and Contingencies (Notes 2 and 10) 
Stockholders' deficit (Note 8): 
Series C convertible preferred stock - $1 par value, 
500,000 shares authorized, issued and outstanding, 
297,500 and 286,500 shares (Note 8) 297,500 286,500 
Common stock - $0.01 par value, I} ,000,000 authorized, 
issued 1,125,997 and 1,079,520 shares, outstanding 
1,058,477 and 1,079,520 shares (Notes 7 and 8) 11,260 10,795 
Additional paid-in capital . 
Accumulated deficit, including retained earnings 
1,773,641 1,947,902 
(accumulated deficit) from discontinued operations 
0[$67,646 and ($14,245,921) 
Unrealized gains on investment and mortgage-backed 
(7,247,168) (17,037.673) 
securities available-for-sale, net of taxes 92,544 
Treasury stock - at cost, 67,520 and 0 shares (151,210} 
Total stockholders' deficit (5,223,433 ) (14.792.4762 
Total liabilities and stockholders' deficit $ 7,760,843 $ 2,856,836 
Sue accompanying summary oj accounting policies and notes to consolidated financial statements. 
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AIA0028706 
AlA Services corp.:~~.~ 
an d 5 u bs 1 CharleS:":it:'}:~::;;·:,,:~: 
Consolidated Statements 0"' . '/'jIq"\l!~ 
Years Ended December 31, 1997 1996 
Revenues: 
Commissions (Note 7) $ 5,552,039 $ 6,255,197 
Administrative fees 2,662,344 3,382,553 
Investment income 98,330 120,476 
Total revenues 8,312,713 9,758,226 
-Expenses: 
General and administrative expenses 4,078,120 5,212,644 
Commission expense 2,267,079 2,857,256 
Interest expense 804,614 820,293 
Total expenses 7,149,813 8,890,193 
Income from continuing operations before income 
tax expense 1,162,900 868,033 
Income tax expense (Note 6) 192,395 46,084 
Income from continuing operations 970,505 821,949 
Income from discontinued operations, net of applicable 
income taxes (Note 2) 8,820,000 900,505 
Net income $ 9,790,505 $ 1,722,454 
See accompanying summary of accounting poliCieS and notes 10 consolidaledfinancial statements. 
5 
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AIA0028707 
AlA Services Co 
_ _ -. _ -- _ C.onsoridated Statements of Changes in Stockholde 
Unrcaliz.d 
(J:Jins (Lossos) 
on InvOS1ment 
and Mongag •• 
Series C B3Ck.d S.:curititS 
COllvertible Additional Availabl.-for· 
Preferred Common Paid-in Treasury Sale, Nclof Accumulated 
Stock Stock CaEital Stock Taxes Deficit 
Balance, January I, 1996 $ 200,000 $ 10,795 $ 1,419,295 $ 
-
$ - 111,199 $ (18,760,127) 
Net income 
Unrealized gains all 
1,722,454 
investm<!tlt securities 
available-far-sale, net of 4,563 
ta'(es 
Issuance of Series C 
cOllvertible preferred 
__________ ____ snnres --_.--- _86,500 _ 718,501 _ 
--
Senes C preferred 
dividends paid or 
ao!crucd (249.894 ) 
Transfer to net liabilittcs to 
be disEosed (115,762 ) 
Balance, December 31, 
1996 286,500 10,795 1,947,902 (17,037,673 ) 
Netinrome 9,790,505 
Issuance of common Slack 465 16,44\ 
Purchase of common stock (\5\.210) 
Issuance of Series C 
convertible preferred 
shares 11.000 99,000 
Serit!.>:; C preferred 
dividends paid or 
accrued (289,702) 
Unrealized gains on 
investment and 
mortgage-backed 
securities available-for- 92,544 
sah:, net of ta.'(es 
Balance, DecC!mlx.-r J I. 
1997 $ 297,500 $ 11.260 $ 1.773,641 $ (151.210) $ 92.544 $ ~7,247,168) 
See accompanying SIlmmary of accounting poliCies and notes to consolidated financial slatements. 
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AIA0028708 
AlA Services corp~;I~~ ~~ 
and SUbSi~!~ %'~~ 
Incre.'lse (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Years Ended December 31. 1997 1996 
Cash nows from operating activities: 
Net income $ 9,790,505 $ 1,722,454 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net 
cash used in operating activities: 
Depreciation 51,023 101,451 
Deferred income taxes 185,698 (35,170) 
Write off of account receivable 260,706 
Changes in assets and liabilities: 
Accounts receivable and agent advances (186,649) (32.?,354) 
. Prepaid expenses and other assets 124,237 (54,117) 
Accounts payable and accmed expenses 242,018 (1,751,232) 
Income taxes payable 224,784 68,249 
Unearned commissions (319,210) 115,000 
Discontinued operations 38,751 (5,751,605) 
Net cash used in operating activities 10,151,157 (5,647,618) 
Cash nows from investing activities: 
Capital expenditures (35,905) (11,352) 
Issuance of notes receivable (65,806) (157,079) 
Discontinued operations investing activities 1,544,240 5,748,399 
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment 246 
Net cash provided bi: investing activities 1,442,529 5,580,214 
See accompanying summary of accounting policies and notes to consolidated financial statements. 
7 
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AIA0028709 
AlA Services corpo;~tio~~~T"i' 
and Subsidla:rles:':;t;, :<~"':. 
,_ Consolidated Statements oLca~i,~~i4~:, , 
Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Years Ended December 31. 
Cash flows front financing activities: 
Repayment of mortgages and notes payable 
Redemption of Series A preferred stock 
Dividends paid to preferred stockholders 
Net proceeds from issuance of Series C 
preferred stock 
Proceeds from issuance of common stock 
Purchase of common stock 
Repayment of obligation to former majority 
common stockholder 
Issuance of notes payable 
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year, including 
$1,143,257 and $504,484 from discontinued operations 
Cash and cash equivalents, end of year, including 
$12,149,483 and $1,143,257 from discontinued operations 
Supplemental Disclosures of Cash Flow Information: 
Cash paid during the year for: 
Interest 
Income taxes 
Noncash investing and financing activities: 
Exchange of investment in preferred stock for 
investment in common stock and advertising 
Exchange of accounts receivable for investment 
in common stock 
Unrealized loss on securities available-for-sale, 
net of taxes 
1997 
(65,733) 
(167,617) 
(289,702) 
110,000 
16,906 
(151,210) 
(229,689) 
(777,045) 
10,816,641 
1,617,394 
$ 12,434,035 
$ 808,119 
$ 
$ 245,474 
$ 109,000 
$ 23,218 
1996 
(710,334) 
(169,486) 
(249,894) 
865,001 
269,938 
5,22.5 
(62,179) 
1,679,573 
$ 1,617,394 
$ 785,253 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
See accompanying summary of accounting policies and noi[!S to consolidated financial statements. 
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AIA0028710 
Business Activities AlA Services Corporation (the Company) is an insurance holding 
company based in Lewiston, Idaho. Prior to October 1, 1995, the 
Company had two business segments. The insurance underwriting 
operations are contained within the Company's wholly-owned 
subsidiary, The Universe Life Insurance Company (Universe) and 
Universe's wholly-owned subsidiary, Great Fidelity Life Insurance 
Company (Great Fidelity). Effective October 1, 1995, the 
Company adopted a plan of disposal of its insurance underwriting 
operations. (See Notes I and 2 for further discussion.) 
The Company's continuing operations consist of its insurance 
marketing segment. The principal business of this segment is 
marketing insurance products and services to ranchers and farmers, 
many of whom are members of agricultural associations. The 
Company's current products include group health and life insurance 
and long-term care insurance. These products are marketed 
through two subsidiaries, AlA Insurance, Inc. (AlA) and AlA 
Mid America, Inc. (MidAmerica). 
The Company has established relationships with state and regional 
associations including the National Association of Wheat Growers, 
American Soybean Association, and the National Contract Poultry 
Growers Association (Association). These Associations were 
formed through the common interests of their members to promote 
specific segments of the agriculture industry. They are the primary 
recognized organizations representing the interests of the grain 
growers, soybean growers and poultry growers in the United 
States. 
The Company sells group health insurance to these Associations 
and their. members and provides administrative services for such 
insurance in accordance with the terms of marketing and 
administrative agreements between the Company and the 
underwriting insurance company. The Company also acts as the 
marketer and administrator for a multiple-association trust whose 
9 
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AIA0028711 
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1 
Principles of 
Consoli da tion 
Jnvestmehts 
~~:!:::1i~':~:::' :~:·}~~t~:f~~(~~i~j: ~~:{:1;: 
AlA serv~~e: ;uO~~ill~'il 
- Summary of Accountin~1~SliE'( 
participants engage in farming, ranching or other agriculture related 
businesses. As part of the Company's administrative duties, the 
Company collects association dues through its regular customer 
billing procedure, thereby creating an important link between the 
Company and the Associations. In return, the Associations endorse 
the Company and certain of its products and services. 
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the 
Company and its wholly-owned subsidiaries: AIA., MidAmerica, 
IVA Pacific Marketing Corporation, Universe, Great Fidelity and 
AlA Bancard Services Corporation. All material intercompany 
transactions have been eliminated in consolidation. The long-tenn 
care and group universal health operations of Universe and Great 
Fidelity are shown as discontinued operations in 1997. The entire 
insurance underwriting operations of Universe and Great Fidelity 
are shown as discontinued operations in 1996 (see Notes 1 and 2). 
The Company accounts for investments according to the provisions 
of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SF AS) No. 115 
"Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity 
Securities". SF AS No. 115 requires that investments in all debt 
securities and those equity securities with readily determinable 
market values be classified into one of three categories: held-to-
maturity, trading, or available-far-sale. Classification of 
investments is based upon management's current intent. Debt 
securities which management has a positive intent and ability to 
hold until maturity are classified as securities held-to-maturity and 
are carried at amortized cost adjusted for unamortized premium or 
discount. Unrealized holding gains and losses on securities held-to-
maturity are not reflected in the consolidated financial statements. 
I:tebt and)!quity sec~riti.es ·~hat are purchased for short-term r~sale 
are classified as trading securities. Trading securities are carried at 
market value, with unrealized holding gains and losses included in 
earnings. All other debt and equity securities not included in the 
above two categories are classified as securities available-for-sale. 
Securities available-for-sale are carried at market value, with 
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unrealized holding gains and losses reported as a separate 
component of stockholders' equity, net of applicable income taxes. 
At December 31, 1997 and 1996, the Company did not have any 
investments categorized as trading securities. 
The Company's carrying value for investments in the held-to-
maturity and available-for-sale category is reduced to its estimated 
realizable value if a decline in the market value is deemed other 
than temporary. Such reductions in carrying value are recognized 
as realized losses and charged to income. The Company has no 
investments where a decline in market value is deemed other than 
temporary. Premiums and discounts on debt securities are 
amortized over the life of the security as an adjustment to yield 
using the effective interest method. Realized gains and Jo"sses on 
disposition of investments are included in net income. The cost of 
investments sold is determined on the specific identification 
method. 
Costs of acquiring insurance business which vary with and are 
primarily related to the production of such business are deferred 
and amortized over the estimated life of the underlying policy. 
Such costs include certain expenses related to policy issuance and 
underwriting. These costs are being amortized over five to forty 
years on a straight-line basis. 
The cost of licenses acquired related to the insurance underwriting 
operations is being amortized on a straight-line basis over 30 to 40 
years 
Property and equipment are carried at cost less accumulated 
depreciation._ ... Wh.ere applic(!.ble, cost includes interest and real 
estate taxes incurred during construction and other construction 
related costs. Depreciation is computed principally by the straight-
line method using lives of 31 to 40 years for buildings and five to 
seven years for equipment. 
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Commission Income Commission income is recognized ratably over the policy period. 
Administrative Fees 
Mortgage and 
Policy Loans 
Policy Benefits and 
Other Policy 
Lia biIities 
AIA is a third-party administrator for Trustmark, Universe and 
various Association trusts providing administrative and data 
processing services. Through December 1, 1997, the Company 
was a third-party administrator for Centennial Life Insurance 
Company (Centennial) (see Note 1). All administrative fees result 
from such arrangements and are recorded as income upon receipt, 
which approximates the time period over which the fees are earned. 
The administrative fees are calculated on a per policy basis, on a 
percentage of certain future policy benefits, and also as specific 
administrative functions are perfonned. 
Mortgage loans and policy loans are carried at unpaid principal 
balances. 
Ordinary life insurance and annuity policy benefit liabilities are 
computed on a net level premium method using assumptions with 
respect to current investment yield, mortality, morbidity, 
withdrawal rates, and other assumptions detennined to be 
appropriate as of the date the business was issued or purchased by 
the Company. Such estimates were based upon past experience 
adjusted to provide for possible adverse deviation from the 
estimates. 
Reserves for the Universal Benefit (UB), the Withdrawal Value 
(WV), and the Supplemental Benefit Accumulation (SBA) 
components of the group accident and health insurance contracts 
are computed on a graduated scale from 25% to 100% of the 
certificate holders' UB, WV, or SBA balance over a 10 to 15 year 
period. 
The liability for unpaid is an estimate of payments to be made on 
insurance claims for reported losses and estimates of incurred but 
not reported claims. 
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The Company accounts for reinsurance of insurance contracts 
according to the provisions of SPAS No. 113, "Accounting and 
Reporting for Reinsurance of Short-Duration and Long-Duration 
Contracts." . Under SPAS No. 113, reinsurance receivables and 
prepaid reinsurance premiums are accounted for and reported 
separately as assets, net of valuation allowance, rather than being 
deducted from the liability for future policy benefits and claims. 
The cost of reinsurance related to long-duration contracts is 
accounted for over the life of the underlying reinsured policies 
using assumptions consistent with those used to account for the 
underlying policies. Contracts not resulting in the reasonable 
possibility that the reinsurer may realize a significant loss from the 
insurance risk assumed generally do not meet the conditions for 
reinsurance accounting and are to be accounted for as deposits. 
Reinsurance premiums ceded and reinsurance recoveries on benefits 
and claims incurred are deducted from the respective income and 
expense accounts. 
Premiums on life insurance are recognized as revenue when due. 
Benefits, losses and related expenses are matched with earned 
premiums in order to recognize income over the tenn of the 
contracts. This matching is accomplished by means of the 
provision for future policyholder benefits and estimated unpaid 
losses. 
The Company files a consolidated income tax return. In 1996, the 
Company filed a separate consolidated income tax return for its non 
life i.nsurance subsidiaries and a separate consolidated income tax 
return for the Company's life insurance subsidiaries. 
The Company accounts for income taxes according to the 
provisions of SPAS No. 109 "Accounting for Income Taxes." 
Under the asset and liability method of SF AS No. 109, deferred tax 
assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences 
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attributable to differences between the financial statement carrying 
amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax 
bases. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using 
enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the years 
in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered 
or settled. Under SFAS No.1 09, the effect on deferred tax: assets 
and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in income in the 
period that includes the enactment date. 
The Company accounts for stock options issued to employees 
under the provisions of Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 
25 ("APB 25"). Under APB 25, because the exercise price of the 
Company's employee stock options approximates the fair value of 
the underlying stock at the date of grant, no compensation cost is 
recognized. SFAS No. 123 "Accounting for Stock-Based 
Compensation:' requires the Company to provide pro forma 
information regarding net income (loss) as if compensation cost for 
the Company's stock option plans had been determined in 
accordance with the fair value method prescribed in SFAS No. 123. 
Cash and cash equivalents are comprised of cash and funds 
temporarily invested (with original maturities not exceeding three 
months) as part of the Company's management of day-to-day 
operating cash receipts and disbursements. 
Certain amounts in the prior year's financial statements have been 
reclassified to conform to the current year's presentation. 
The preparation of financial statements in confonnity with generally 
accepted accounting principles requires management to make 
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of 
assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and 
liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported 
amount of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. 
Actual results could differ from those estimates. 
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In 1995, the Company adopted a plan to dispose of its insurance 
underwriting operations (the Plan) and recognized a net loss from 
discontinued operations of $9.0 million. This loss included 
management's estimate of the liabilities to be incurred by the 
Company in disposing of the insurance underwriting operations 
according to the Plan, in excess of the assets available to satisfy 
these liabilities (see Note 2) and the operating results of the 
insurance underwriting operations. During 1997, the Company 
revised the Plan whereby it intends to transfer or settle only the 
long-term care and group universal health insurance underwriting 
risk of its insurance subsidiaries, Universe and Great Fidelity. As 
such, discontinued operations for 1997 includes only those assets 
and liabilities and operating results of the long-term care and group 
universal health operations of Universe and Great· Fidelity. 
Discontinued operations for 1996 includes all of the assets and 
liabilities and operating results of Universe and Great Fidelity. As 
the Plan is carried out, management re-estimates its net liability to 
dispose of the discontinued operations. In 1997 and 1996, net 
income from discontinued operations of approximately $9 million 
and $900,000 included changes in estimates of liabilities and 
recoverable amounts of assets and the operating results of the 
discontinued operations. 
Effective December 1, 1997, in connection with a formal Plan of 
Rehabilitation, Universe completed the cancellation of substantially 
all of the Group Universal Health insurance policies previously 
reinsured, assumed or written by Centennial and arranged for the 
certificateholders to obtain similar coverage from Trustmark 
Insurance Company (Trustmark). The cash value obligation for the 
related Supplemental Benefit Accounts (SBA) and Universal 
. Benefits (UB) of the certificateholders remained with Universe, and 
was subsequently paid in January 1998 (See Note 2). 
During 1996 and 1997, Great Fidelity continued to retain 10% of 
the risk on long-term care policies with 90% of risk being assumed 
by The American Long Term-Care Reinsurance Group CAL TCRG). 
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In March 1998, the Company transferred the agreement with 
AL TCRG and executed an assumption reinsurance agreement with 
Central States Health and Life Company (Central States) to transfer 
alliong-tenn care in force policies as of an effective date of January 
1, 1998. The Company is currently negotiating the sale of a 
majority of its common stock ownership interests in Great Fidelity 
to an unrelated third party investor. No acljustments have been 
recorded to reflect this possible sale of Great Fidelity common 
stock. 
The net assets (liabilities) to be disposed, recorded in the 
consolidated financial statements, include management's estimates 
in accordance with Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion 
·No.-3D "Reporting the Results of Operations-Reporting the Effects 
of Disposal of a Segment of a Business, and Extraordinary, 
Unusual and Infrequently Occurring Events and Transactions," and 
consist of the following assets and liabilities of the discontinued 
insurance operations at December 31 : 
Cash and cash equivalents 
Investment and mortgage backed 
securities: 
Available-for-sale 
Held-to-maturity 
Mortgage loans on real estate 
Policy loans 
Short-term investments 
Accrued investment income 
Receivables 
Prepaid expenses 
Net property and equipment 
Deferred acquisition costs 
Cost of insurance and licenses 
acquired 
Total assets 
1997 1996 
$12,149,483 
5,745,068 
2,315,758 
16,160 
37,973 
1,556,417 
21,820,859 
$ 1,143,257 
8,028,768 
1,402,031 
3,224,774 
58,545 
289,56l 
90,392 
14,341,496 
119,684 
153,900 
163,396 
1,509,896 
30,525,700 
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1997 1996 
Policy liabilities 12,445,834 32,327,665 
Accounts payable and accrued 
ex~enses 9,307,379 4,491,979 
Total liabilities 21,753,213 36,819,644 
Net assets (liabilities) to be 
disposed $ 67,646 ($ 6.293,944) 
Summary consolidated statements of income for the discontinued 
insurance operations are as follows: 
Years ended December 3f, 1997 1996 
Revenues: 
Premiums $ 14,131,803 $ 5,631,049 
Net investment income 816,868 945,380 
Gain on termination of 
reinsurance agreements 1,542,235 
Total revenues 16,490,906 6,576,429 
Benefits and expenses: 
Benefits 3,623,163 1,520,581 
Commissions 2,677,743 815,519 
General and administrative 
eXEenses 1,180,000 3,339,824 
Total benefits and eXEenses 7,480,906 5.675,924 
Income before income tax 
expense .. 9,010,000 900,505 
Income tax eXEense 190,000 
Net income $ 8,820,000 $ 900,505 
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Operating results of the long-term care and group universal health 
operations of Universe and Great Fidelity for 1997 (the entire 
insurance underwriting operating results of Universe and Great 
Fidelity for 1996), including. changes in the estimate of net assets 
(liabilities) to be disposed, have been shown separately as income 
from discontinued operations, net of applicable income taxes, in the 
accompanying consolidated statements of income. 
Management anticipates no future significant operating gain or loss 
for the discontinued operations through final disposal date. 
However, the final settlement of liabilities and recovery of assets 
may result in a change in management's current estimates of these 
assets and liabilities, which will be included in the income (loss) 
from discontinue~ operations. 
Investment and Mortgage-Backed Securities 
The amortized cost and market value of investment and mortgage-
backed securities as of December 31, 1997 and 1996 follows. The 
market values are based on quoted market prices, where available, 
or on value obtained from independent pricing services. 
Available-far-sale: 
Government 
U.S. Treasury bonds 
Mortgage backed 
securilies 
C0!E0rate bonds 
Total debt securities 
Common stocks 
Total available-far-sale 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
December 31, 1997 
Gross Gross 
Amortized Unrealized Unrealized Market 
Value Cost Gains, Losses 
$ 2,703,403 $ 79,531 $ (150) $ 2,782,784 
2,635,334 (26,444 ) 2,608,890 
150,000 25 250,025 
5,588,737 79,556 (26,594 ) 5,641,699 
83,705 19,664 103,369 
$ 5,672A·.n $ 99.220 $ (26.594) $ 5,745,068 
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December 31. 1996 
Gross Gross 
Amortized Unrealized Unrealized Market 
Cost Gains Losses Value 
Available-far-sale: 
Government: 
U.S. Treasury bonds $ 2,705,536 $ 104,278 $ - $ 2,809,814-
Mortgage backed 
securities 4,505,200 (38,234 ) 4,466,966 
C0!:e0rate bonds 249.726 (6,8 J 8) 242,908 
Total debt securities 7,460.462 104,278 (45,052) 7,519,688 
Common stocks 392,918 116,162 509,080 
Total a\'3ilable-for-sale $ 7,853,380 $ 220.4~0 S (45,052) $ 8,028,768 
December 31, 1996 
Gross Gross 
Amortized Unrealized Unrealized Market 
Cost Gains Losses Value 
Held-to-maturity: 
U.S. Treasury bonds $ 1,302,031 .$ 49,009 S - $ 1,351,040 
CO!:eorate bonds 100,000 1,159 10 1, 159 
Total held-to-maturi2: S 1,402.031 S 50,168 S -.$ 1,452.199 
At December 31, 1997 and 1996 securities held with a carrying 
value of $3,955,469 and $3,963,445, respectively, were on deposit 
with certain state insurance departments in order to meet regulatory 
requirements 
At December 31, 1996, a U.S. Treasury note with a carrying value 
of $766,875 was held in a Texas district court as security for 
payment of a judgment. In 1997, the judgment was settled and the 
note was released. 
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The amortized cost and market value of debt securities available-
for-sale at December 31, 1997, by contractual maturity, are shown 
below. Expected maturities may differ from contractual maturities 
because borrowers may have the right to prepay obligations. 
Securities not due at a single maturity date are collateralized 
mortgage obligations of government backed securities which have 
principal payments throughout the life of the investment, the timing 
of which may vary with market conditions. 
Available-for-Sale 
Amortized Market 
Cost Value 
Due one year or less $1,398,435 $ 1,399,247 
Due one through five years 1,857,322 1,933,532 
Not due at a single maturity date 2,332,980 2,308,920 
$5,588,737 $ 5,641,699 
Net investment income consists of the following: 
Year ended December 31, 1997 1996 
Bonds $ 469,919 $ 559,184 
Mortgage loans 234,858 276,502 
Short-term investments 84,791 91,142 
Real estate 32,842 32,842 
Policy loans 3,332 13,084 
Other 14,708 3,339 
840,450 976,093 
Less investment expenses 23,582 30,713 
$ 816,868 $ 945,380 
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Realized gains and losses on investments are as follows: 
Year ended December 31, 1997 1996 
$ - $ Gross gains 
Gross losses (20,483) (74,440) 
$ (20,483) $ (74,440) 
Proceeds from the sales of fixed maturity securities during 1997 
and 1996 were $50,000 and $1,025,000, respectively. 
Sal'e of Real Estate 
On December 30, 1993, Universe sold its home office building for 
$2,650,000 in connection with a sale and lease back agreement. 
Universe received a note secured by a deed of trust for $1,987,500 
at 8% per annum and the balance in cash. AlA entered into a 15 
year lease with an option to purchase the property. Universe 
reported a deferred gain of $492,629 in 1993 which is being 
recognized over the term of the lease. Universe recognized 
$32,842 of the deferred gain in both 1997 and 1996. 
Policy Liabilities 
Policy liabilities at December 31 are as follows: 
1997 1996 
Future policy benefits $ 5,308,576 $ 30,965,857 
Unpaid claims 7,105,306 1,069,9l6 
Other policy liabilities 31,952 291,892 
$ 12,445,834 $ 32,327,665 
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Activity in the liability for claims in the course of settlement and 
unrecorded claims as it applies to accident and health policies are as 
follows (includes unpaid claims included in continuing operations of 
$64,050 at December 31, 1997): 
1997 1996 
Balance, beginning of year, 
accident and health $ 1,069,916 $ 5,853,825 
Less reinsurance recoverable (167,418) (190,040) 
Net balance, beginning of year 902,498 5,663)85 
Total incurred during year 22,618,930 1,794,107 
Paid in current year related to: 
Current year 11,452,120 2,923,908 
Prior years 4,902,968 3,631,486 
Total paid 16,355,088 6,555,394 
Net balance, end of year 7,166,340 902,498 
Plus reinsurance recoverable 167,418 
Balance, end of year, accident 
and health 7,166,340 1,069,916 
Net life claims liability 3,016 
Total uneaid claims, end of lear $ 7,169,356 $ 1,069,916 
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Dispositions and Reinsurance 
During 1995 and 1994, Universe entered into various agreements 
with Centennial, pursuant to which Universe sold or reinsured its 
group universal health (GUH) business. Under a transfer 
agreement and related reinsurance agreements, Universe transferred 
all of its GUH morbidity underwriting risk, other than that related 
tO'totally disabled claimants, to Centennial. Effective December I, 
1997, in connection with a fonnal Plan of Rehabilitation, Universe 
completed the cancellation of substantially all of the GUH insurance 
policies previously reinsured, assumed or written by Centennial and 
arranged for the certificatehoJders to obtain similar coverage from 
Trustmark. The cash value obligation for the SBA and VB of the 
certificateholders remained with Universe, which was subsequently 
paid in January 1998. 
Effective July I, 1995,90% of the long-term care business of Great 
Fidelity was ceded to AL TCRG on a quota-share basis, In March 
1998, the Company transferred the agreement with AL TCRG and 
executed an assumption reinsurance agreement with Central States 
to transfer all long-term care in force policies as of an effective date 
of January I, 1998. The insurance agreement with Central States 
provides for the Company to receive a monthly fee equal to 3,5% 
of the net gross premiums collected on aU reinsured contnicts. 
Summary of significant reinsurance amounts affecting the 
accompanying financial statements as of and for the years ended 
December 31, 1997 and 1996 is presented below. The ceded 
balance sheet amounts have been classified as assets in the balance 
sheets of Universe and Great Fidelity in accordance with the 
provision of SF AS 113. 
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1997 
Assumed Ceded 
Balance sheets: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Future policy benefits and claims: 
Accident and health $ $ 158,406 
Amounts recoverable from 
reinsurer 1,394 
Reinsurance receivables $ - $ 159,800 
1997 
-Assumed Ceded 
Statements of income: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Life insurance premiums $ - $ 3,744 
Accident and health insurance 
premiums $ $ 3,245,726 
Benefits and claims $ $ 2,240,08& 
Commission and expense 
allowances on reinsurance 
ceded $ - $ 1,209,991 
1996 
Assumed Ceded 
Balance sheets: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Future policy ~.~.nefits and claims: 
Accident and health $ - $ 13,330,533 
Amounts recoverable from 
reinsurer 781,830 
Reinsurance receivables $ - $ 14,112.363 
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Statements of income: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Life insurance premiums $ 
Accident and health insurance 
premiums 
Benefits and claims 
Commission and expense 
allowances on reinsurance 
ceded 
$ 
$ 
$ 
1996 
Assumed Ceded 
- $ 192,548 
- $ 18,825,289 
- $ 13,956,351 
- $ 4,428,378 
The Company evaluates the financial condition of its r~insurers and 
monitors concentrations of credit risk arising from similar 
geographic regions, activities, or economic characteristics of the 
reinsurers to minimize its exposure to significant losses from 
reinsurer insolvencies. Amounts for ceded future policy benefits 
and claims would represent a liability of the Company in the 
unlikely event that its reinsurers would be unable to meet existing 
obligations under reinsurance agreements. 
Income Taxes 
The significant components of the Company's net deferred tax 
assets and liabilities related to discontinued operations at December 
31 are summarized as follows: 
Deferred tax assets: 
Policy reserves 
Net operating loss carryforwards 
Other 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
1997 1996 
$ 130,000 
1,018,000 
150,000 
1,298,000 
$ 69,807 
4,730,934 
274,380 
5,075,121 
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1997 1996 
Deferred tax liabilities: 
Tax over book depreciation and 
amortization (10,000) (136,616) 
Deferred gains on installment 
sales on real estate (210,000) (327,467) 
Net unrealized gains on available-
for-sale securities (60,000) (59,631) 
Deferred policy acquisition costs (55,555) 
Other (12,478) 
(280,000) (591,747) 
Valuation allowance (1,018,000) (4,483,374} 
Net deferred tax asset (liabilit~) $ 
-
$ 
At December 31, 1997, the long-term care and group universal 
health operations of Universe and Great Fidelity have 
approximately $3 million in net operating loss carryforwards 
available to offset future taxable income which expire through 
2011. 
Regulatory Requirements and Other Matters 
Generally, the net assets of Universe and Great Fidelity available 
for transfer to the Company are limited to the amounts by which 
the net assets exceed minimum capital requirements. 
Under Idaho insurance law, dividends may be paid by Universe only 
from profits or earned surplus and require Idaho Insurance 
Department (Department)' approval if the dividend is in excess of 
the greater of 10% of surplus or net gain from operations of the 
prior year. Universe may not pay a dividend without prior approval 
from the Department. 
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Under Indiana insurance law, the minimum statutory capital and 
surplus required is $450,000. Great Fidelity may not pay dividends 
that reduce surplus to less than 50% of capital stock. 
Extraordinary dividend payments which exceed the greater of the 
net gain from operations or 10% of surplus from the preceding year 
require approval from the Indiana Commissioner ofInsurance. 
Universe and Great Fidelity file annual statements with the 
Department of Insurance of the states of Idaho and Indiana, 
respectively, prepared on the basis of accounting practices 
prescribed or permitted by such regulatory authorities. Prescribed 
statutory accounting practices include a variety of publications of 
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), as 
weIl as state laws, regulations and general administrative rules. 
Permitted statutory accounting practices encompass aU accounting 
practices not so prescribed. The Company has no material 
permitted statutory accounting practices. 
On March 5, 1996, at the direction of its Board of Directors, 
Universe and the Idaho Department of Insurance (the Department) 
entered into a Stipulation and Order of Rehabilitation (the Order) in 
the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho (the Court). Pursuant to the Order, the rehabilitator 
appointed by the Department took possession of Universe's assets. 
In addition, Great Fidelity consented to a modified supervision 
order issued by the Indiana Department of Insurance on March 6, 
1996. Under both orders, the present management of both 
companies was retained. A formal Plan of Rehabilitation (the Plan) 
was filed with the Court on August 8, 1997 and was amended and 
approved on October 7, 1997. The Plan became effective upon ·an 
offer of repl~cement coverage from Trustmark, an acceptable third 
-party· Insure'i- to all certificateholders insured under the group 
universal health policies originally issued by Universe. The Plan 
required Centennial to deposit $14.5 million plus net premiums 
(defined as gross premiums less claims, commissions, taxes and 
administration and trust fees) from September I, 1997, into a 
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segregated trust account under the control of the rehabilitator, and 
rescinded or terminated all contracts and agreements between 
Centennial and Universe (see Note 1). 
Universe and Centennial reserved the right to continue negotiations 
to resolve their respective claims relating to Centennial's activities 
associated with the administration of these policies. 
On February 4, 1998, the Commission of the Kansas Insurance 
Department (the Centennial Rehabilitator) was appointed as 
rehabilitator of Centennial. 
On February 19, 1998, the Court entered a Judgment against 
Centennial for restitution and return by Centennial of Universe's 
assets held by Centennial and/or the Centennial Rehabilitator in the 
aggregate amount of $19.3 million. The Court further ordered that 
Universe was entitled to interest on its net assets held while in the 
possession of Centennial. Universe received a transfer of $13.5 
from the segregated trust account in December 1997. The Court 
ordered Centennial to place $9.5 million on deposit in the same 
segregated trust .account, which represented the remaining Universe 
assets of $5.8 million plus the interest on the total assets of $3.7 
million, as calculated over the period for which theses assets were 
under the control of Centennial. 
Universe estimates that if the entire $9.5 million is ultimately 
collected from Centennial, Universe will incur liabilities 
approximating $8.1 million for the payment of certain 
administrative costs, legal fees and for future policy benefits. 
Should the amount collected be less than $9.5 million, the related 
liability would also be reduced by an amoun~ which management 
believes would approximate the uncollected'judgment amount. 
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The following reconciles the statutory net income (loss) of 
Universe and Great Fidelity, as filed with regulatory authorities, to 
the net income included in the accompanying consolidated financial 
statements (as discontinued operations) based on generally 
accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for the years ended 
December 31, 1997 and 1996: 
1997 1996 
Statutory net income (loss) $ 7,225,795 $ (2,458,247) 
Adjustments to reconcile to the 
basis ofGAAP: 
Future policy benefits 688,397 4,129,443 
- Depreciation and amortization (15,646) 74,504 
Deferred gain on sale of real 
estate 32,842 32,842 
Deferred acquisition costs (163,397) (351,483) 
Cost of insurance and licenses 
acquired (106,612) (54,816) 
Prepaid expenses (33,599) (60,150) 
Interest maintenance reserve (61,021) (38,885) 
GUHgain 1,542,235 
Other (288,994) (372,703) 
Net income in accordance 
withGAAP $ 8,820,000 $ 900,505 
The following reconciles the statutory capital and surplus (deficit) 
of Universe and Great Fidelity, as filed with regulatory authorities, 
to stockholder's equity (deficit) of Universe and Great Fidelity in 
.accordance with GAAP which includes the net assets (liabilities) to 
be disposed and stockholder's equity ($1,822,242 at December 31, 
1997) included in continuing operations in the accompanying 
consolidated financial statements for the years ended December 31, 
1997 and 1996: 
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1997 1996 
Statutory capital and surplus (deficit) $ 1,508,667 $ (3,537,883) 
Cumulative effect of adjustments 
to reconcile to the basis ofGAAP: 
Non-admitted assets 
Asset valuation reserve 
Interest maintenance reserve 
Future policy benefit 
Difference between amortized 
cost and fair value· of debt and 
equity securities available for 
sale, net of deferred taxes 
Deferred gain on sale of real 
estate 
Deferred income taxes 
Deferred acquisition costs 
Cost of insurance and licenses 
acquired 
Gain on sale of GOO business 
Prepaid expenses 
Stockholder's equity (deficit) in 
362,249 
184,515 
740,941 
(492,041) 
47,915 
(361,261) 
(101,097) 
709,775 
280,006 
801,962 
(900,675) 
(26,725) 
(423,917) 
(113,054) 
164,843 
1,618,125 
(4,900,000) 
33,599 
accordance with GAAP $1,889,888 $ (6,293,944) 
Risk Based Capital 
The annual statement instructions of the National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners require the calculation of risk-based 
capital (RBC) for all life insurance enterprises. The RBC serves as 
a benchmark for the regulation of life insurance companies by state 
insurarlce' regulators. RBC provides for surplus formufas similar to 
target surplus formulas used by commercial rating agencies. The 
formulas specify various weighting factors that are applied to 
financial balances or various levels of activity based on the 
perceived degree of risk, and are set forth in the RBC requirements. 
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Such formulas focus on four general types of risk: (a) the risk with 
respect to the Company's assets (assets or default risk); (b) the risk 
of adverse insurance experience with respect to the Company's 
liabilities and obligations (insurance or underwriting risk); (c) the 
interest rate risk with respect to the Company's business 
(assetlliability matching); and, (d) all other business risks 
(management, regulatory action, and contingencies). The amount 
determined under such formulas is called the authorized control 
level RBC (ACLC). 
The RBC guidelines define specific capital levels based on a 
company's ACLC that are determined by the ratio of the 
Company's total adjusted capital (T AC) to its ACLC. TAC is equal 
to statutory capital, plus the Asset Valuation Reserve and any 
voluntary investment reserves, 50% of dividend liability, and certain 
other specified adjustments. The specific capital levels, in declining 
order, and applicable ratios are generally as follows: "Company 
Action Level" where TAC is less than or equal to 2.0 times ACLC; 
"Regulatory Action Level" where T AC is less than or equal to 1.5 
times ACLC; "Authorized Control Level" where T AC is less than 
or equal to 1.0 times ACLC; "Mandatory Control Level" where 
T AC is less than or equal to 0.7 times ACLC. Companies at the 
Company Action Level must submit a comprehensive financial plan 
to the insurance commissioner of the state of domicile. Companies 
at the Regulatory Action Level are subject to a mandatory 
examination or analysis by the commissioner and possible required 
corrective actions. At the Authorized Control Level, a company 
may be subject to, among other things, the commissioner placing it 
under regulatory control. At the Mandatory Control Level, the 
insurance commissioner is required to place a company under 
regulatory control. 
At December 31, 1997, Universe's TAC was-n,693,181 or 6.3 
times its ACLC. At December 31, 1995, Universe fell into the 
mandatory control level as its TAC was a deficit. As Universe's 
T AC was still a deficit at December 31, 1996, Universe remained in 
the mandatory control level. 
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At December 31, 1997 Great Fidelity's T AC was $2,511,297 or 
31.6 times its ACLC ($2,731,839 or 12.2 times its ACLC in 1996). 
Accordingly. Great Fidelity does not currently fall into one of the 
above levels. 
Contingencies 
Various lawsuits against Universe have arisen in the ordinary 
course of business. Management believes that contingent liabilities 
that may arise from these lawsuits will not be material in relation to 
the financial position or results of operations of Universe. 
The amortized cost and market value of investment and mortgage-
backed securities as of December 31, 1997 and 1996 follow. The 
market values are based on quoted market prices, where ayailable, 
or on values obtained from independent pricing services. 
Held-to-maturity: 
U.S. Treasury bonds 
Corporate bonds 
Total held-to-maturity 
Available-far-sale: 
Government 
Mortgage backed 
securities 
Total debt securities 
Common slocks 
Total available-for-sale 
$ 
$ 
Amortized 
Cost 
December 3 I, 1997 
Gross Gross 
Unrealized Unrealized 
Gains Losses 
Market 
Value 
1,298,1~8 $ 65,717 $ - $ 1,363,865 
102,27] 100,000 2,271 
1,398.148 $ 67,988 $ -$ 1.466,136 
December 31, ) 997 
Gross Gross 
Amortized Unrealized Unrealized Market 
Value Cost Gai ns Losses 
$' . 502.8.+0 $ $ {5,O~6) $' 497,794 . 
502,8-+0 (5,0.+6) 497,794 
62H62 72.639 697.301 
$ 1.127.502 $ 72,639 $ (5,046) $ 1.195,095 
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Deccmber 31. 1996 
Gross Gross 
Amortized Unrealized Unrealized 
COS! Gains Losses 
Available-far-sale: 
Market 
Value 
Prefcrred slacks $ 245,474 $ 
- $ - $ 245,474 
8,975 Common slacks 8,975 
Total available-for-sale $ 254,4~9 $ $ $ 25~,4~9 
The amortized cost and market value of debt securities 
segregated by held-to-maturity and available-for-sale at 
December 31. 1997, by cQntractual maturity. are shown below. 
Expected maturities may differ from contractual· maturities 
because borrowers may have the right to prepay obligations. 
Securities not due at a single maturity date are collateralized 
mortgage obligations of government backed securities which 
have principal payments throughout the life of the investment, the 
timing of which may vary with market conditions. 
Held-Io-Maturi!r Available-far-Sale 
Amortized· Market Amortized Market 
Cost Value Cost Value 
Due one through 
five years $ 1,398,148 $ 1,466.136 $ 
- $ 
Not ~ue at a single 
maturity dale 502,840 497.79~ 
$ 1,398,148 $ 1,466,136 $ 502,840 $ 497,79~ 
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Property and equipment at December 31 consist of the following: 
1997 1996 
Leasehold improvements $ 136,143 $ 87,794 
Furniture and equipment 2,311,100 596,475 
2,447,243 684,269 
Less accumulated depreciation 2,261,791 587,968 
$ 185,452 $ 96,301 
Mortgages and notes payable at December 31 consist of the 
following: 
1997 1996 
Mortgages on real estate - 11.75% 
at December J I, 1997, due 2000 $ 65,433 $ 71,357 
Notes payable: 
Term loan - 8%, due 1998, 
unsecured 504 60,313 
$ 65,937 $ 131,670 
Aggregate maturities of mortgages and notes payable over the next 
five years are as follows: 
Year ending December 3 I, 
1998 
1999 
2000 
Amount 
$ 6,743 
7,013 
52,181 
$ 65,937 
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Income tax expense (benefit) at December 31 consists of the 
following: 
1997 1996 
Current $ 196,697 $ 81,254 
Deferred 185,698 (35,170) 
Income tax exEense $ 382,395 $ 46,084 
The allocation of income tax expense behveen contmuIng and 
discontinued operations at December 31 is as follows: 
1997 1996 
Continuing operations $ 192,395 $ 46,084 
Discontinued operations 190,000 
Income t8..,,( exeense $ 382,395 $ 46,084 
Deferred income taxes reflect the impact of "temporary differences" 
between amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting 
purposes and such amounts as measured by tax laws. 
The significant components of the Company's net deferred tax 
assets and liabilities at December 31 are summarized as follows: 
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1997 1996 
Deferred tax assets: 
'Net operating loss canyforwards $ 1,716,000 $ 5,374,405 
AMT credit c:.1l1}forwards 226,000 6,967 
Accrued wages 126,000 136,000 
Policy reserves 140,000 69,&07 
Other 207,000 301,787 
Total deferred tax assets 2,415,000 5,&&&,966 
Deferred tax liabilities: 
Tax over book depreciation (128,000) (164,149) 
Deferred gains on installment 
sales on real estate (251,000) (327,467) 
'Net unrealized gains on available-
for-sale securities (71,000) (59,631 ) 
Deferred policy acquisition eosts (55,555 ) 
Other (l2,4n) 
Total deferred tax liabilities (450,000) (619,2&0) 
Valuation allowance (1,935,000) (5,065,939) 
'Net deferred tax asset $ 30,000 $ 203,747 
The Company's effective income tax on income from continuing 
operations differs from the expected corporate statutory federal 
income tax rate primarily as a result of the change in valuation 
allowance. 
At December 31, 1997, the Company has approximately $ 5 million 
in net operating lo~s cariyforwards which-are available to offset 
future taxable income which expire through 2011. 
The Company's ability to use its net operating loss carryforwards to 
offset future taxable income is subject to annual restrictions 
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contained in the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended (the Code). These restrictions act to limit the Company's 
future use of its net operating losses following certain substantial 
stock ownership changes as enumerated in the Code. There was 
such a change in ownership during 1995 and there are substantial 
annual restrictions limiting the Company's future use of its net 
operating loss carryforwards. 
The Company had transactions with stockholders as follows: 
1997 1996 
Related party receivable, 
.- beginning of year $ 283,736 $ 126,657 
Advances 65,&06 157,079 
Reductions 
Related Ea!!l receivable, end of lear $ 349,542 $ 283,736 
In July 1995, the Company acquired aU the outstanding shares 
(613,494 shares) of its former majority stockholder in exchange for 
the following: 
$7.5 million of debt as described in the paragraph below and 
the following items with an aggregate fair market value of 
$240,000: 
* Three aircraft, net of related encumbrances; 
* Elimination of approximately $570,000 in debt to 
the Company. 
* Non-competition agreement through December 31, 
1998; and 
* Miscellaneous furniture and fixtures_ 
A down payment of $1.5 million originally due on October 22, 
1995 was renegotiated in July 1996 to be due October 31, 1996. 
Interest on this note (as renegotiated in July 1996) is 9.5% (14% 
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while in default) and principal and interest payments of $33,750 per 
month are due beginning August 1, 1996. The balance at 
December 31, 1997 and 1996 was $1,164,783 and $1,394,472, 
respectively. The remaining $6 miJlion is payable in the form of a 
note with interest at 8.25%, monthly payments of interest only, 
principal due and payable August 1,2005. These notes are secured 
by the Company's stock and commission income. In addition, in 
July 1996, the Company agreed to reimburse the former majority 
stockholder for attorney's fees related to the restructuring. 
Series A Preferred Stock 
The Company has 136,852 outstanding shares of no par, 
nonparticipating Series A preferred stock at Decem1;>er 31, 1997 
(153,613 in 1996). 
Pursuant to the preferred stock agreement, the holder of the Series 
A preferred stock has the right to require the Company to redeem 
the stock at any time after September 14, 1993. The right was 
exercised by giving the Company written notice of demand for 
redemption effective December 2, 1993. 
The Company began redeeming the Series A preferred shares at 
$10 per share over a fifteen year period with interest at 1-1/2% 
below the First Interstate Bank of Idaho, N.A. prime rate, adjusted 
quarterly. In 1995, the Company agreed to restructure the 
redemption over a ten year period with interest at 1/4% above the 
First Interstate Bank of Idaho, N.A. prime rate, adjusted quarterly. 
The Company redeemed 16,761 shares in 1997 and 16,949 shares 
in 1996. On July 1, 1996, the Company further restructured the 
Series A shareholder agreement such that in addition to the regular 
ten-year amortization agreed to in 1995, a payment of $100,000 
will be made at the end of each six-month period commencing upon 
the full payment of the down payment note to the Company's 
former majority stockholder (see Note 7). Also, no principal 
payment shall be made on the $6 million note payable to the 
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Company's former maJonty stockholder (see Note 7) until the 
Series A preferred stock has been fully redeemed. 
The redemption over the next five years and thereafter according to 
the regular ten year amortization schedule is as follows: 
Year ending December 3 1, 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
Thereafter 
$ 
Amount 
181,400 
197,925 
215,955 
235,628 
257,093 
280,516 
$ 1,368,517 
If the Company dissolves, the Series A preferred stock has 
liquidating preference over common and Series C Stockholders in 
amounts equal to its redemption value. The holder of the Series A 
preferred stock has the right, voting separately as a class, to elect 
one member to the Board of Directors .. 
Series C Preferred Stock 
During 1995, the Company initiated a private placement of 
preferred stock in which 150,000 shares of the 500,000 shares 
authorized of the Series C ) 0% convertible preferred stock and 
attendant Series C warrants were sold for $1.5 million in August of 
1995. An additional 50,000 shares with proceeds of approximately 
$200,000 were placed by December 31, 1995. During 1996, 
86,500 shares with proceeds of $865,000 were placed. During 
1997, 11,000 shares with proceeds of $110,000 were placed. At 
December 31, 1997,297,500 shares were outstanding. Each Series 
C warrant issued to the preferred stock investors is exercisable 
upon the earlier of two years or the completion of a stock offering 
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which raises a minimum of $5 million and entitles the investors to 
acquire .0000307% of the Company's common stock on a fully 
diluted basis at a price below market value. The terms of the Series 
C preferred shares are as follows: 
The holders shall have no right to receive notice of or to vote 
on any matter at any regular or special meeting of 
stockholders of the corporation. 
The holders shall be entitled to receive, when and as declared 
by the Company's Board of Directors, cumulative cash 
dividends at the per annum rate of 10% of the liquidation rate. 
The liquidation rate is $10 per share and the dividends are 
payable annually in preference to any d.ividends upon the 
Company's common stock, but only if redempti"on payments 
to the Series A stockholder are cun·ent. 
Upon dissolution, liquidation, or winding-up affairs of the 
Company, the Series C convertible preferred stockholders 
receive preference before any payment is made to the holders 
of common stock. The liquidation value per share is $10 plus 
any declared and unpaid dividends. 
Preferred stock is subject to certain mandatory redemption 
features and the Company has the right to redeem the 
preferred shares at any time. The redemption value at 
December 31, 1997 totaled approximately $3.0 million ($2.9 
million at December 31, 1996). 
Each holder of Series C preferred stock shall have the right, 
exercisable beginning at the earlier of the date of receipt of 
notice of mandatory redemption of the Series C preferred 
stock or two years after the first Issuance of the stock and 
ending on the closing date of an equity offering, to convert 
each share of preferred stock into that number of shares of 
common stock which equals .0000693% of the common 
stock on a fully diluted basis at the effective date of exercise. 
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See Note 7 for discussion regarding purchase of common stock 
from former majority stockholder. 
Employee Benefits Plans 
The Company may grant options to purchase shares of common 
stock to key employees of the Company under a stock option plan. 
The exercise price shall be no less than the fair market value of the 
shares on the grant date. The options vest immediately upon 
issuance and generally expire within five years. 
The following table" summarizes stock option activity: 
Outstanding at January 1, 1996 
Granted 
Expired or canceled 
Exercised 
Outstanding at December 31, 1996 
Granted 
Expired or canceled 
Exercised 
Outstanding at December 31, 1997 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
Number 
of 
Shares 
507,157 
48,174 
555,331 
101,219 
656,550 
Exercise 
Price Per 
Share 
$0.01-$1.22 
$1.95 
$ 0.01-$1.95 
$3.42 
$0.01-$3.42 
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The following table summarized information about fixed-price 
stock options outstanding and exercisable at December 31, 1997: 
Options Outstandin!! 0Etions Exercisable 
Weighted-
Average Weighted- Weighted-
Range of Remaining Average Average 
Ex..:rcisc Number Contractual Ex..:rcis..: Number Exercise 
Prices of Shares Life Priee ofShnres Price 
SO.OI 475,000 5.00 SO.OI 475,000 SO.O\ 
$1.22 32.157 5.00 SU2 32.157 51.12 
$1.95 48.174 3.75 $1.95 48.174 $1.95 
$3.42 101,219 4.75 53.42 101,219 $3.42 
$0.01-53.42 656,550 4.&7 52.65 656,550 $2.65 
Under the provisions of SF AS No. 123, the Company's net income 
would have been reduced to the pro forma amounts indicated 
below: 
Years eliding December 31, 
Net income 
As report~d 
Pro fonna 
1997 
$ 9,790,505 $ 
$ 9,703,014 $ 
1996 
1,722,454 
1,698,712 
The Company maintains a profit sharing retirement plan with an 
IRS Code Section 401(k) feature covering substantially all 
employees who have completed one year of service. Employee 
elective deferral contributions are 100% vested and Company 
contributions are fully vested after seven years of participation. 
The Company's contributions to the plan were $59,000 and 
$124,847 in' 1997 and 1996, respectively. 
The Company has an employee stock ownership plan covering 
employees who have completed one year of service. Employees 
are fully vested after five years of participation. There were no 
contributions to the plan in 1997 or 1996. Non-vested participants' 
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amounts are forfeited upon departure from the Company and 
reallocated to remaining participants. 
The Company also has an agents' stock ownership plan. No 
contributions were made to the plan in 1997 or 1996. 
The Company leases data processing equipment, office equipment 
and office space as lessee under lease agreements which are 
accounted for as operating leases. The data processing and office 
equipment leases expire over the next two years. The office facility 
lease expires in eleven years. In most cases, management expects 
the leases to be renewed or replaced by other leases upon 
expiration of current lease terms. 
Minimum lease payments required under operating leaSes that have 
initial or remaining noncancelable lease terms in excess of one year 
as of December 31, 1997 are as follows: 
Year ending December 3 I, Amount 
1998 $ 372,813 
1999 331,640 
2000 283,200 
2001 283,200 
2002 283,200 
Thereafter 1,805,700 
$ 3,359,753 
Total rent expense for all operating leases was $361,325 and 
$443,575 in 1997 and 1996, respectively. 
Various lawsuits against the Company have arisen in the ordinary 
course of business. Management believes that contingent liabilities 
that may arise from these lawsuits will not be material in relation to 
the financial position or results of operations of the Company. 
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I DO BOO Seidman. LLP Accountants and Consultants 
Independent Auditor's Report 
The Board of Directors 
AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries 
900 Seafirst Financial Center 
601 West Riverside Avenue 
SpOkane, Washington 99201-{)611 
Telephone: (509) 747-8095 
Fax: (509) 747-0415 
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of AIKServices Corporation (an 
Idaho corporation) and subsidiaries as of December 31, 1996, aDd the related consolidated 
statements of operations, changes in stockholders' deficit and cash flows for the year then ended. 
These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audit. 
The financial statements of AlA Services Corporation as of December 31, 1995, were audited by 
other auditors whose report dated AprilS, 1996, except notes 8 and 9 which are as of July 1, 
1996, and note 3(i) which is as of October 7, 1997, expressed an unqualified opinion except for 
the effects of not writing off or fuily reserving intangible assets included in the net liabilities to be 
disposed of approximately $2,233,000 and included an explanatory paragraph regarding the 
Company's ability to continue as a going concern. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test 
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also 
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, 
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation .. We believe that our audit 
provides a reasonable basis for·our opinion. 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 
the consolidated financial position of AlA Services Corporation and subsidiaries as of December 
31, 1996, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for the year then ended in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. 
As discussed in Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements, the Company has suffered 
significant losses, primarily attrjb~table to its insurance underwriting segment. This segment was 
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discontinued effective October 1, 1995; however, disposal is not complete and the recovery of the 
segment's assets and settlement of continuing and terminated obligations are being negotiated. The 
status of Management's efforts to transfer its insurance risk and settle its insurance obligations is 
described in Note 1. The accompanying consolidated financial statements do not include any 
adjustments that might result from the outcome of these negotiations. 
June 17, 1997, except from the last paragraph 
on page 29 through the second full paragraph 
on page 30 which is as of October 8, 1997 and 
Note 1 and the first paragraph on page 
25 which are as of December 1, 1997 
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December 31, 1996 1995 
Assets 
Cash imd cash equivalents $ 474,~37 $ 1,175,089 
Accrued investment income 12,-228 15,123 
Investments (Note 3) 254,449 254,449 
Real estate, net of accumulated depreciation of $107,280 
and $110,155, respectively 161,565 167,124 
Receivables 898,704 833,161 
Related party receivable (Note 7) 283,736 126,657 
Prepaid expenses 471,969 417,852 
Income tax refund receivable (Note 6) 3,033 
Deferred income taxes (Note 6) 203,747 168,577 
Property and equipment, net (Note 4) 96,301 181,087 
Total assets $ 2,856,836 $ 3,342,152 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
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and Subs 
Consolidated Bal 
December 31, 
liabilities and Stockholders' Deficit 
liabilities: 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Income taxes payable (Note 6) 
Unearned commissions 
Mortgages and notes payable (Note 5) 
Net liabilities to be disposed (Note 2) 
Obligation to former majority common stockholder (Note 7) 
Total liabilities 
Series A preferred stock - redeemable and convertible, 
no par value, 200,000 shares authorized, issued and 
outstanding, 153,613 and 170,562 shares (Note 8). 
Commitments and Contingencies (Notes 2 and 10) 
Stockholders' deficit (Note 8): 
Series C convertible preferred stock - $1 par value, 
500,000 shares authorized, issued and outstanding, 
286,500 and 200,000 shares (Note 8) 
Common stock - $0.01 par value, 11,000,000 authorized, 
issued and outstanding 1,079,520 shares (Notes 7 and 8) 
Additional paid-in capital 
Unrealized gains on investment securities 
available-for-sale, net of taxes 
Accumulated deficit, including accumulated deficit from 
discontinued operations of ($14,245,921) and ($15,146,426) 
Total stockholders' deficit 
Total liabilities and stockholders' deficit 
$ 
1996 
1.466,.876 
65,216 
761,000 
131,670 
6,293,944 
7,394.472 
16,113,178 
1,536,134 
286,500 
10,795 
2,197,796 
(17,287.567) 
(14,792.476) 
$ 2,856,836 
$ 
1995 
3,218,108 
646,000 
842,011 
6,824,717 
7,124,534 
18,655,370 
1,705,620 
200,000 
10,795 
1,419,295 
111 ,199 
(18,760,127) 
(17,018,838) 
$ 3,342,152 
See accompanying summary of accounting policies and notes to consolidated financial statements. 
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Year Ended December 31, 
Revenues: 
Commissions (Note 7) 
Administrative fees 
Investment income 
Total revenues 
Expenses: 
Commission expense 
General and administrative expense 
Interest expense 
Write-off of deferred acquisition costs 
Total expenses 
Income (loss) from continuing operations 
before income taxes 
Income tax expense (benefit) 
Income (loss) from continuing operations 
Income (loss) from discontinued operations, 
net of applicable income taxes (Note 2) 
Net income (loss) 
. '., ,·c·, .·, ., · __ ~~~c··"~.·." ,·",·" c , ., ,." . ,," ~, '. ' " .... '.'i' "'''1 
AlA Services Corp~~~~~ 
and Subs 
Consolidated Statements of 0 
1996 
$ 6,255,197 
3,382,553 
120,476 
9,758,226 
2,857,256 
5,187,974 
844,963 
8,890,193 
$ 
1995 
7,473,932 
3,439,955 
82,866 
10,996,753 
3,025,205 
7,491,331 
564,714 
2,331,166 
13,412,416 
868,033 (2,415,663) 
46,084 (770;633) 
821,949 (1,645,030) . 
900.505 (9,005,120) 
$ 1,722,454 $(10,650,150) 
i 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
. ! 
i , 
See accompanying summary of accounting policies and notes to consolidated financial statements. 
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Consolidated Statements of Changes in 
Unrealized Gains 
(Losses) on 
Investment 
Series C Securities 
Convertible Additional Available-
Preferred Common Paid-in Treasury , for-Sale, Accumulated 
Stock Stock Capital Stock Net of Taxes Deficit 
Balance, January 1, 1995 $ - $ 1,033,380 $ 771,318 $(1,244,153) $ (493,219) $ (919,700) 
Net loss (10,650,150) 
Unrealized gains on investment 
securities available-for-sale 604,418 
Purchase of common stock from 
former majority stockholder [1;740,027) 
Change in par value of common stock 
and split stock (349,045) 349,045 
Cancellation of outstanding 
treasury stock (673,540) (1,120,363) 8,984,180 [1,190,277) 
Issuance of Series C convertible 
preferred shares 200,000 1,486,418 
Series C preferred dividends paid 
or accrued (67,123) 
Balance, December 31, 1995 200,000 10,795 1,419,295 111,199 (18,760,127) 
Net income 1,722,454 
Unrealized gains on investment 
securities available-for-sale 4,563 
Issuance of Series C convertible 
preferred shares 86,500 778,501 
Series C preferred dividends paid 
or accrued (249,894) 
Transfer to net liabilities to 
be disposed of (1!5,762) 
Balance, December 31, 1996 $ 286,500 $ 10,795 $ 2,197,796 $ $ - $ (17,287,567) 
See accompanying summary of accounting policies arui notes to consolidated financial statements. 
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Consolidated Statements of 
Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Year Ended December 31, 1996 · 
Cash flows from operating activities: 
.: ;.: ': •• ::. ~" • . ..:..:" _." .. _ . '~ __ _ ' •• _ . • _ • .c..c. ~~ 
1995 
Net income (loss) $ 1,722,454 $ (10,650,150) 
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net 
cash used in operating activities: 
Depreciation and amortization 
Write off Of account receivable 
Other (gains) losses 
Deferred income taxes 
Change in assets and liabilities: 
Receivables 
Prepaid expenses 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Income taxes payable (receivable) 
Unearned commissions 
Discontinued operations 
Net cash used in operating activities 
Cash flows from investing activities: 
Capital expenditures 
Proceeds from sale of securities available for sale 
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment 
Issuance of notes receivable 
Discontinued operations investing activities 
Net cash provided by investing activities 
AFFIDA VIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
101,451 
260,706 
(35,170) 
(323,354) 
(54,117) 
(1,751,232) 
68,249 
115,000 
(5,751,605) 
(5,647,618) 
(11,352) 
246 
(157,079) 
5,748,399 
5,580,214 
2,560,265 
(649) 
(772,818) 
112,357 
155,554 
1,165,157 
(120,000) 
(9,365,528) 
(16,915,812) 
(24,940) 
8,432 
(28) 
(126,661) 
24,239,945 
24,096,748 
8 
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AlA Services Corp · 
and Subsi 
Consolidated Statements of 
Year Ended December 31, 1996 1995 
Cash flows from financing activities: 
Repayment of mortgages and notes payable (710.334) (701,743) 
Capital paid in to. discontinued operations (l,500,000) 
Redemption of preferred sto.ck (169.486) (197,481) 
Dividends paid to. preferred sto.ckholders (249.894) (67,123) 
Net proceeds from issuance of Series C preferred stock 865.001 1,686,418 
Issuance of notes payable 269.938 
Discontinued o.perations financing activities (5,154,000) 
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 5.225 (5,933,929) 
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (62.179) 1,247,007 
Cash and cash equivalents. beginning of year, including 
$504,484 and $39,188 fro.m discontinued operations 1,679.573 432,566 
Cash and cash equivalents. end of year, including 
$1,143,257 and $504,484 from discontinued operations $ 1.617.394 $ 1,679,573 
Supplemental Disclosures of Cash Flow Information: 
Cash paid for the period for: 
Interest $ ·785.253 $ 757,413 
Income taxes $ $ (220,209) 
See accompanying summary of accounting policies and notes to consolidated financial statements. 
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Business Activities 
AlA Services Corp 
and Subs· 
Summary of Accounting 
AlA Services Corporation (the Company) is an insurance holding company 
. based in Lewiston, Idaho. Prior to October 1, 1995, the Company had two 
business segments. Th.e Insurance Underwriting segment was comprised of 
the Company's wholly-owned subsidiary, The Universe Life Insurance 
Company (Universe), and its wholly:..owned subsjdiary, Great Fidelity Life 
Insurance Company, (Great Fidelity). Effective October 1, 1995, the 
Company adopted a plan of disposal of its insurance underwriting segment. 
(See Notes 1 and 2 for further discussion.) 
The Company's continuing operations consist of its Insurance Marketing 
segment. The principal business of this segment is marketing insurance 
products and services to ranchers and farmers, many of whom are members 
of agricultural associations. The Company's current products include group 
):1ealth and life insurance and long-term care insurance. These products are 
marketed through two subsidiaries, AlA Insurance, Inc. and AlA 
Mid America, Inc. 
The Company has established relationships with state and regional associations 
including the National Association of Wheat Growers, American Soybean 
Association, and the National Contract Poultry Growers Association 
(Association). These Associations were formed through the common interests 
of their members to ,promote specific segments of the agriculture industry. 
They are the primary recognized organizations representing the interests of the 
grain growers, soybean growers and poultry growers in the United States. 
The Company sells group health insurance to these Associations and their 
members and provides administrative services for such insurance in 
accordance with the terms of marketing and administrative agreements 
between the Company and the underwriting insurance company. The 
Company also acts as the marketer and administrator for a multiple-
association trust whose participants engage in farming, ranching or other 
agriculture related businesses. As part of the COI!lpany's administrative 
duties, the Company collects association dues through its regular customer 
billing procedure, thereby creating an important link between the,Company 
and the Associations. In return, the Associations endorse the Company and 
certain of its products and services. 
10 
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Principles of 
Consolidation 
Investments 
AlA Services Corp · 
and Subsi 
Summary of Accounting 
The consolidated fmancial statements include the accounts of the Company 
and its wholly-owned subsidiaries: AlA Insurance, Inc. (AlA), AlA 
MidAmerica, Inc., AlA Pacific Marketing Corporation, The Universe Life 
Insurance Company (Universe), Great Fidelity Life Insurance Company 
(Great Fidelity), and AlA Bancard Services Corporation. All material 
intercompany transactions have been eliminated in consolidation. Universe 
and Great Fidelity are shown as discontinued operations (see Notes 1 and 2). 
The Company accounts for investments according to the provisions of 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 115 (SFAS 115) 
U Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity Securities". SFAS 
115 requires that investments in all debt securities and those equity securities 
with readily determinable market values be classified into one of three 
categories: held-to-maturity, trading, or available-far-sale. Classification of 
investments is based upon management's current intent. Debt securities which 
management has a positive intent and ability to bold until maturity are 
classified as securities held-to-maturity and are carried at amortized cost 
adjusted for unamortized premium or discount. Unrealized bolding gains and 
losses on securities held-to-maturity are not reflected in the consolidated 
financial statements. Debt and equity securities that are purchased for short-
term resale are classified as trading securities. Trading securities are carried 
at market value, with unrealized holding gains and losses included in 
earnings. All other debt and equity securities not included in the above two 
categories are classified as securities available-for-sale. Securities available-
for-sale are carried at market value, with unrealized holding gains and losses 
reported as a separate component of stockholders' equity, net of applicable 
income taxes. At December 3i, 1996 and 1995, the Company did not have 
any investments categorized as trading securities. 
The Company's carrying value for investments in the held-to-maturity and 
available-far-sale category is reduced to its estimated realizable value if a 
decline in the market value is deemed other than temporary. Such reductions 
in carrying value are recognized as realize!i losses and charged to income. 
The Company has no investments where a decline in market value is deemed 
other than temporary. Premiums and discounts on debt securities are 
amortized over the life of the security as an adjustment to yield using the 
11 
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Deferred Policy 
Acquisition Costs 
Property and 
Equipment 
Commission Income 
Administrative Fees 
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AlA Services Corp 
and Subsi 
Summary of Accounting 
effective interest method. Realized gains and losses on disposition of 
investments are included in net income. The cost of investments sold is 
determined on the specific identification method. 
Prior to 1995, costs of acquiring insurance busin~s which vary with and are 
primarily related to the production of such business were deferred and 
amortized over the estimated life of the underlying policy. Such costs include 
certain expenses related to policy issuance and underwriting. These costs 
were being amortized over five years on a straight-line basis. During 1995, 
the Company began the disposal of its life and health underwriting operations. 
This involved the disposal of the risk taking segments of Universe and Great 
Fidelity and the planned disposition of these two companies. The Company 
determined that as a result of actions taken to dispose of these two insurance 
companies, which issue and underwrite the policies related to the costs 
deferred, it was no longer appropriate to defer these costs. As a result, at 
December 31, 1995, the Company wrote off $2,331,166 in deferred 
acquisition costs, increasing 1995 expenses by this amount. 
Property and equipment are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation. 
Where applicable, cost includes interest and real estate taxes incurred during 
construction and other construction related costs. Depreciation is computed 
principally by the straight-line method using lives of 31 to 40 years for 
buildings and five to seven years for equipment. 
Commission income is recognized ratably over the policy period. 
AlA is a third-party administrator for Universe, Centennial Life Insurance 
Company and various Association trusts providing administrative and data 
processing services. All administrative fees result from such arrangements 
and are recorded as income upon receipt, which approximates the time period 
over which the fees are earned. The administrative fees are calculated on a 
per policy basis, on a percentage of certain future policy benefits, and also as 
specific administrative functions are performed. 
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Income Taxes 
Gash and Cash 
Equivalents 
Reclassifications 
Management 
Estimates 
AlA Services CorpllIllmM 
and Subs ~4i3 
Summary of Accounting 
The Company files a consolidated income tax return for its non life insurance 
subsidiaries. A separate return is filed for the Company's life insurance 
subsidiaries. 
The Company accounts for income taxes accordin,g to the provisions of 
Statements of Accounting Financial Standards No. 109 (SFAS 109) 
"Accounting for Income Taxes." Under the asset and liability method of 
SFAS 109, deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax 
consequences attributable to differences between the financial statement 
carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax 
bases. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates 
. expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary 
differences are expected to be recovered or settled. Under SFAS 109, the 
effect on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is 
recognized in income in the period that includes the enactment date. 
Cash and cash equivalents is comprised of cash and funds temporarily 
invested (with original maturities not exceeding three months) as part of the 
Company's management of day-to-day operating cash receipts and 
disbursements .. 
Certain amounts in the prior year's financial statements have been reclassified 
to conform to the current year's presentation. 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions 
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of 
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the 
reported amount of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. 
Actual results could differ from those estimates. 
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Notes to Consolidated Financial 
In 1995, the Company adopted a plan to dispose of its insurance underwriting 
segment (the Plan) and recognized a net loss from discontinued operations of 
$9.0 million. This loss includes management's estimate of the liabilities to 
be incurred by the Company in disposing of the insurance underwriting 
segment according to plan, in excess of the assets available to satisfy these 
liabilities (see Note 2) and the operating results of the insurance underwriting 
segment. The Plan requires that the Company transfer or settle the insurance 
underwriting risk of its insurance subsidiaries, Universe and Great Fidelity, 
and liquidate these insurance subsidiaries' remaining assets and liabilities. As 
the Plan is carried out, management re-estimates its net liability to dispose of 
the insurance underwriting segment. In 1996, net income from discontinued 
operations of $900,000 included changes in estimates of liabilities and 
recoverable amounts of assets and the operating results of the insurance 
underwriting segment. 
Effective December 1, 1997, Universe completed the cancellation of 
substantially all of the Group Universal Health insurance policies previously 
reinsured, assumed or written by Centennial Life Insurance Company 
(Centennial) and arranged for the certificateholdersto obtain similar coverage 
from Trustmark Insurance Company (frustmark). The cash value obligation 
for the related Supplemental Benefit Accounts (SBA) and Universal Benefits 
CUB) of the certificateholders remains with Universe until satisfied by 
payment. Approximately $13.5 million was placed in trust by Centennial and 
management believes these funds will be sufficient to satisfy the remaining 
prepaid premium obligations, claim liabilities, withdrawal values and vested 
SBA and UB obligations of Universe. The Company and Centennial are 
continuing negotiations to resolve their respective claims relating to 
Centennial's activities. associated with the administration of these policies. 
Agreements to formalize the Company's marketing and administration services 
relating to the Associations and their certificateholders,- now covered by 
Trustmark, are near completion and the Company expects that the new 
arrangements for commissions and administrative fees will provide' the 
Company a continued source of revenue sufficient to meet its operating 
obligations. No adjustments to record the effects of these 1997 transactions 
have been included in the Company's 1996 financial statements. 
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Operations 
AlA Services Corp 
and Su 
Notes to Consolidated Financial S 
Great Fidelity continues to retain 10% of the risk on long-term care policies 
(90 % of risk assumed by The American Long Term Care Reinsurance Group) 
and management has included an estimate of reserves necessary to fund policy 
liabilities in the net liabilities to dispose of the insurance underwriting segment 
as of December 31, 1996. The Company is currently negotiating the sale of 
all or a portion of its common stock ownership interests in Great Fidelity to 
an unrelated third party investor and continuing to pursue a reinsurance 
arrangement to transfer the remaining 10% long-term care risk. No 
adjustments have been recorded to reflect this possible sale of Great Fidelity 
cornman stock or reinsurance arrangement as the negotiations have not been 
finalized. 
The net liabilities to be disposed in the consolidated financial statements 
include management's estimates in accordance with Accounting Principles 
Board (APB) Opinion No. 30 "Reporting the Results of Operations-Reporting 
the Effects of Disposal of a Segment of a Business, and Extraordinary, 
Unusual and Infrequently Occurring Events and Transactions," and consist of 
the following assets and liabilities of the insurance subsidiaries at December 
31 : 
1996 1995 
Cash and cash equivalents $ 1,143,257 $ 504,484 
Investment and mortgage-backed securities: 
Held-to-maturity 1,402,031 
A vailable-for-sale 8,028,768 14,033,604 
Mortgage loans on real estate 3,224,774 3,521,680 
Policy loans 58,545 74,316 
Short-term investments 289,561 1,032,564 
Other invested assets 85,351 
Accrued investment income 90,392 137,952 
Income taxes receivable 96,433 
Receivables 14,341,496 22,818,800 
Prepaid expenses 119,684 234,554 
Net property and equipment 153,900 250,495 
15 . 
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1996 1995 
Deferred acquisition costs 163,396 514,880 
Cost of insurance and licenses acquired 1,509,896 1,717,757 
Total assets 30,525,700 45,022,870 
Policy liabilities 32,327,665 43,111,963 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 4,378,925 8,735,624 
Deferred income taxes 113,054 
Total liabilities 36,819,644 51,847,587 
Net liabilities to be disposed of $ 6,293,944 $ 6,824,717 
Summary consolidated statements of operations for the insurance subsidiaries 
to be disposed of are as follows: 
Year ended December 31, 1996 1995 
Revenues: 
Premiums $ 5,631,049 $ 24,319,529 
Investment income 945,380 1,498,819 
Total revenues 6,516,429 25,818,348 
Benefits and expenses: 
Benefits 1,520,581 22,294,342 
Commissions 815,519 5,263,431 
General and administrative expenses 3,339,824 6,650,656 
Interest 210,186 
Total benefits and expenses 5,675,924 34,418,615 
Income (loss) before income taxes 900,505 (8,600,267) 
Income tax expense (benefit) 404,853 
Net income (loss) $ 900,505 $ (9,005,120) 
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and Subsi 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
Operating results of Universe and Great Fidelity, including changes in the 
estimate of net liabilities to be disposed, have been shown separately as 
income (loss) from discontinued operations, net of applicable income taxes, 
in the accompanying consolidated statements of operations. 
All business remaining with Universe and Great Fidelity is in a runoff mode. 
Management anticipates no significant operating gain or loss for either 
company through final disposal date. However, the final settlement of 
liabilities and recovery of assets may result in a change in management's 
current estimates of these assets and liabilities, which will be included in the 
income (loss) from discontinued operations. 
Summary of Accounting Policies 
In addition to the accounting policies for continuing operations, the following 
accounting policies relate only to discontinued operations: 
Investment and Mortgage-Backed Securities 
Mortgage-backed securities represent participating interests in pools of first 
mortgage loans originated and serviced by the issuers of the securities. 
Premiums and discounts on mortgage-backed securities are amortized over 
the estimated life of the security as an adjustmerit to yield using the effective 
interest method. Mortgage-backed securities are accounted for under SF AS 
115. 
Mortgage and Policy Loans 
Mortgage loans and policy loans are carried at unpaid principal balances. 
Real estate is carried at cost, less accumulated depreciation. 
Deferred Acquisition Costs 
Costs of acquiring insurance business which vary with and are primarily 
related to the production of such business are deferred and amortized over the 
estimated life of the underlying policy. Such costs include certain expenses 
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and Subs 
Notes to Consolidated Financial 
related to policy issuance and underwriting. These costs were written off iIi 
1995. 
Cost of Insurance and Licenses Acguired 
The cost of licenses acquired related to discontinued operations is being 
amortized on a straight-line basis over 30 to 40 years. The cost of insurance 
acquired is being amortized over the premium-paying period of the related 
policies, estimated to be 5 to 15 years. 
Policy Benefits and Other Policy Liabilities 
Ordinary life insurance and annuity policy benefit liabilities are computed on 
a net level premium method using assumptions with respect to current 
investment yield, mortality, morbidity, withdrawal rates, and other 
assumptions determined to be appropriate as of the date the business was 
issued or purchased by the Company. Such estimates were based upon past 
experience adjusted to provide for possible adverse deviation from the 
estimates. 
Reserves for the Universal Benefit CUB), the Withdrawal Value (WV), and the 
Supplemental Benefit Accumulation (SBA) components of the group accident 
and health insurance contracts are computed on a graduated scale from 25 % 
to 100% of the certificated holders' UB, WV, or SBA balance over a 10 to 
15 year period. 
The liability for unpaid claims included in the net liability to be disposed is 
an estimate of payments to be made on insurance claims for reported losses 
and estimates of incurred but not reported claims. 
Reinsurance 
The Company accounts for reinsurance qf insurance contracts according to th~ 
provisions of Statement of Financial Standards No. 113, "Accounting and 
Reporting for Reinsurance of Short-Duration and Long-Duration Contracts" 
(SFAS 113). . Under SFAS 113, reinsurance receivables and prepaid 
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Notes to Consolidated Financial 
reinsurance premiums are accounted for and reported separately as assets, net 
of valuation allowance, rather than being deducted from the liability for future 
policy benefits and claims. As the Company's i~urai1ce subsidiaries' 
operations are discontinued, the reinsurance receivables and prepaid 
reinsurance are included in net liabilities to be disposed in the accompanying 
consolidated financial statements. The cost of reinsurance related to long-
duration contracts is accounted for over the life of the underlying reinsured 
policies using assumptions consistent with those used to account for the 
underlying policies. Contracts not resulting in the reasonable possibility that 
the reinsurer may realize a significant loss from the insurance risk assumed 
generally do not meet the conditions for reinsurance accounting and are to be 
accounted for as deposits. 
Reinsurance premiums ceded and reinsurance recoveries on benefits and 
claims incurred are deducted from the respective income and expense 
accounts. 
Recognition of Revenues and Costs 
Premiums on life insurance are recognized as revenue when due. Benefits, 
losses and related expenses are matched with earned premiums in order to 
recognize income over the term of the contracts. This matching is 
accomplished by means of the provision for future policyholder benefits and 
estimated unpaid losses . 
Investment and Mortgage-Backed Securities 
The amortized cost and market value of investment and mortgage-backed 
securities as of December 31, 1996 and 1995 follows. The market values are 
based on quoted market prices, where available, or on value obtained from 
independent pricing services. 
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Held-to-maturity 
Bonds: 
U.S. Treasury bonds 
Corporate bonds 
Total held-to-maturity 
A vailable-for-sale 
Bonds: . 
Government: 
December 31 , 1996 
Gross Gross 
Amortized unrealized unrealized 
cost ' gains losses 
Market 
value 
$ 1,302,031 $ 49,009 $ 
100,000 . 1,159 
- $1,351,040 
101,159 
$.1,402,031 $ 50,168 $ - $1,452,199 
December 31, 1996 
Gross Gross 
Amortized unrealized unrealized 
cost gains losses 
Market 
value 
U.S. Treasury bonds $ 2,705,536 $104,278 $ - $2,809,814 
Mortgage backed 
securities 
Corporate bonds 
Total debt securities 
Common stocks 
Total available-for-sale 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
4,505,200 
249,726 
7,460,462 104,278 
392,918 116,162 
(38,234) 4,466,966 
(6,818) 242,908 
(45,052) 7,519,688 
509,080 
$ 7,853,380 $220,440 $ (45,052) $8,028,768 
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Available for sale: 
Bonds: 
U.S. Treasury bonds 
Mortgage backed 
securities 
Corporate bonds 
Total debt securities 
Common stocks 
$ 
December 31, 1995 
Gross Gross 
Amortized unrealized unrealized 
cost gains losses 
Market 
value 
4,294,047 $236,337 $ (746) $ 4,529,638 
8,940,498 - (137,408) 8,803,090 
348,362 2,800 (237) 350,925 
13,582,907 239,137 (138,391) 13,683,653 
392,918 15,304 (58,271) 349,951 
Total available-for-sale $13,975,825 $254,441 $(196,662) $14,033,604 
At December 31, 1996 and 1995 securities held with a carrying value of 
$3,963,445 and $3,915,311, respectively, were on deposit with certain state 
insurance departments in order to meet regulatory requirements . 
A U.S . Treasury note with a carrying value of $766,875 and $727,098 at 
December 31, 1996 and 1995, respectively, was held in a Texas district court 
as security for payment of a judgment currently under appeaL 
The amortized cost and market value of debt securities segregated by held-to-
maturity and available-for-sale at December 31, 1996, · by contractual 
maturity, are shown below, Expected maturities may diff~r from contractual 
maturities because borrowers may have the right to prepay obligations. 
Securities not due at a single maturity date are collateralized mortgage 
obligations of government backed securities which have principal payments 
throughout the life of the investment, the timing of which may vary with 
market conditions. 
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Contractual maturity: 
Due one year or less 
Due one through five years 
Due six through ten years 
Due after ten years 
Held-to-Maturity AvaiJable-for-5ale 
Amortized Market Amortized Market 
cost value cost value 
$ 50,067 $ 50,315 $ 649,767 $ 637,965 
1,351,964 1,401,884 746,740 771,009 
- 1,558,755 1,643,748 
Not due at a single maturity date - 4,505,200 4,466,966 . 
$ 1,402,031 $1,452,199 $7,460,462 $ 7,519,688 
Investment income consists of the following; 
Year ended December 31, 1996 1995 
Bonds $ 559,184 $ 1,267,947 
Common stocks (16,500) 
Mortgage loans 276.502 299,666 
Policy loans 13,084 4,320 
Real estate 32,842 32,842 
Short-term investments 91,142 124,807 
Other 3,339 5,859 
976,093 1,718,941 
Less investment expenses 30,713 220,122 
$ 945,380 $ 1,498,819 
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Realized gains and losses on investments are as follows: 
Year ended December 31, 1996 1995 
Gross gains 
Gross losses 
$ - $ 78,585 
(74,440) (382,039) 
$ (74,440) (303,454) 
Proceeds from the sales of fixed maturity securities during 1996 and 1995 
were $1,025,000 and $601,914, respectively. 
Property and Equipment 
Property and equipment included as part of discontinued operations at 
December 31 consist of the following: 
1996 1995 
Company occupied properties $ 32,075 $ 32,075 
Furniture and equipment 1,786,238 1,795,485 
1,818,313 1,827,560 
Less accumulated depreciation 1.664.413 1,577,065 
$ 153,900 $ 250,495 
Sale of Real Estate 
On December 30, 1993, Universe sold its home office building for 
$2,650,000 in connection with a sale and lease back agreement. Universe 
received a note secured by a deed or trust for $1,987,500 at 8% per arumrn 
and the balance in cash. AlA entered into a 15 year lease with an option to 
purchase the property. Universe reported a deferred gain of $492,629 in 
1993 which is being recognized over the term of the lease~ Universe 
recognized $32,842 of the deferred gain in both 1996 and 1995. 
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Policy Liabilities 
Policy liabilities at December 31 are as follows: 
Future policy benefits 
Unpaid claims 
Other policy liabilities 
1996 1995 
$ 30,965,857 $ 36,988,825 
1,069.916 5,877,615 
291,892 245,523 
$32,327,665 $43,111,963 
Activity in the liability for claims iri the course of settlement and unrecorded 
claims as it applies to accident and health policies are as fOllows: 
Balance, beginning of year, 
accident and health 
Less reinsurance recoverable 
Net balance, beginning of year 
Total incurred during year 
Paid in current year related to: 
Current year 
Prior years 
Total paid 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
1996 
$ 5,853.825 
(190.040) 
5,663,785 
1,794,107 
2.923,908 
3.631.486 
6,555,394 
1995 
$ 6,687,155 
(3,178,590) 
3,508,565 
25,704,188 
15,177,666 
8,371,302 
23,548,968 
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Net balance, end of year 
Plus reinsurance recoverable 
Balance, end of year, accident 
and health 
Net life claims liability 
1996 
902,498 
167,418 
1,069.916 
1995 
5,663,785 
190,040 
5,853,825 
23,790 
Total unpaid claims, end of year $ 1,069,916 $ 5,877,615 
Dispositions and Reinsurance 
During 1995 and 1994, Universe entered into various agreements with 
Centennial, pursuant to which Universe sold or reinsured its group universal 
health (GUH) business. Under a transfer agreement and related reinsurance 
agreements, Universe transferred all of its GUH morbidity underwriting risk, 
other than that related to totally disabled claimants, to Centennial. Effective 
December 1, 1997, these agreements were rescinded and Centennial placed 
in trust approximately $13.5 million to pay the remaining policy obligations. 
Management believes these funds will be sufficient to satisfy the remaining 
policy obligations of Universe. The Company and CenteIUlial are continuing 
negotiations to resolve their respective claims relating to Centennial's 
activities associated with the administration of these policies. 
Effective July 1, 1995, 90% of the long-term care business of Great Fidelity 
was ceded to a consortium of reinsurers on a quota-share basis. Great 
Fidelity will receive a ceding fee of 15 % of first year premium and 8 % of 
renewal premiums ceded. 
A summary of significant reinsurance amounts affecting the accompanying 
financial statements as of and for the years ended December 31, 1996 and 
1995 is presented below. The ceded balance sheet amounts have been 
classified as assets in the balance sheets of Universe and Great Fidelity in 
accordance with the provision of SFAS 113. 
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1996 
Assumed Ceded 
Balance sheets: 
Nonaffil iates: 
Future policy benefits and claims: 
Accident and health $ $13,330,533 
Amounts recoverable from reinsurer 781 ,830 
Reinsurance receivables $ $14,112,363 
1996 
Assumed Ceded 
Statement of operations: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Life insurance premiums $ $ 192,548 
Accident and health insurance premiums $ $18,825,289 
Benefits and claims $ $13,956,351 
Commission and expense allowances 
on reinsurance ceded $ $ 4,428,378 
1995 
Assumed Ceded 
Balance sheets: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Future policy benefits a,nd claims: 
Accident and health 21,214,355 
Accounts recoverable from reinsurers 67,933 
Reinsurance receivables $ $21,282,288 
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Statements of operations: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Life insurance premiums 
Accident and health insurance premiums 
Benefits and claims 
Commission and expense allowance 
on reinsurance ceded 
Assumed 
$ (9,903) 
$ 858,125 
$ 1,371,852 
$ 150,179 
1995 
Ceded 
$ 102,752 
$11,798,574 
$16,924,365 
$ 5,784,026 
The Company evaluates the financial condition of its reinsurers and monitors 
concentrations of credit risk arising from similar geographic regions, 
activities, or economic characteristics of the reinsurers to minimize its 
exposure to significant losses from reinsurer insolvencies . Ai-flounts for ceded 
future policy benefits and claims would represent a liability of the Company 
in the uruikely event that its reinsurers would be unable to meet existing 
obligations under reinsurance agreements. 
Income Taxes 
. The significant components of the Company's net deferred tax assets and 
liabilities related to discontinued operations at December 31 are summarized 
as follows: 
1996 1995 
Deferred tax assets : 
Policy reserves $ 69,807 $ 194,114 
Net unrealized losses on 
available-for-sale securities 61,328 
Net operating loss carryforwards 4,730.934 3,956,882 
Other 274,380 302,521 
5,075,121 4,514,845 
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1996 
Deferred tax liabilities: 
Deferred policy acquisition costs (55,555) 
Tax over book depreciation 
and amortization (136,616) 
Deferred gains on installment 
sales on real estate (327,467) 
Net unrealized gains on availabJe-
for-sale securities (59,631) 
Other (12,478) 
(591,747) 
Valuation allowance (4,483,374) 
Net deferred tax asset (liability) $ $ 
1995 
(172,422) 
(155,793) 
(319,954) 
(44,480) 
(692,649) 
(3,822,196) 
At December 31, 1996, The Universe Life Insurance Company consolidated 
group has approximately $13,900,000 in net operating loss carryforwards 
available to offset future taxable income which expire through 2010. 
The Company's ability to use its net operating loss carryforwards to offset 
future taxable income is subject to annual restrictions contained in the United 
States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the Code). These 
restrictions act to limit the Company's future use of its net operating losses 
following certain substantial stock ownership changes as enumerated in the 
Code. There was such a change in ownership during the . year ended 
December 31, 1995 and there are substantial annual restrictions limiting the 
Company's future use of its net operating loss carryforwards. 
Regulatory Requirements and Other Matters 
Generally, the net assets of Universe and Great Fidelity available for transfer 
to the Company are limited to the amounts by which the net assets exceed 
minimum capital requirements. 
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Under Idaho insurance law, dividends may be paid by Universe only from 
profits or earned surplus and require Idaho Insurance Department 
(Department) approval if the dividend is ,in excess of the greater of 10% of 
surplus or net gain from operations of the prior year _ Universe may not pay 
a dividend without prior approval from the Department. 
Under Indiana insurance law, the minimum statutory capital and surplus 
required is $450,000. Great Fidelity may not pay dividends that reduce 
surplus to less than 50% of capital stock. Extraordinary dividend payments 
which exceed the greater of the net gain from operations or 10% of surplus 
from the preteding year require approval from the Indiana Commissioner of 
Insurance. 
Universe and Great Fidelity file annual statements with the Department of 
Insurance of the states of Idaho and Indiana, respectively, prepared on the 
basis of accounting practices prescribed or permitted by such regulatory 
authorities. Prescribed statutory accounting practices include a variety of 
publications of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), 
as well as state laws, regulations and general administrative rules. Permitted 
statutory accounting practices encompass all accounting practices not so 
prescribed. The Company has no material permitted statutory accounting 
practices. 
On March 5, 1996, at the direction of its Board of Directors, Universe and 
the Idaho Department of Insurance (the Department) entered into a Stipulation 
and Order of Rehabilitation (the Order) in the District Court of the Fourth 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho (the Court) . .. Pursuant to the Order, the 
rehabilitator appointed by the Department has taken possession of Universe's 
assets. In addition, Great Fidelity consented to a modified supervision order 
issued by the Indiana Department of Insurance on March 6, 1996. Under 
both orders, the present management of both companies was retained . A 
formal Plan of Rehabilitation (the Plan) was filed with the Court on August 
8, 1997 and was amended and approved on October 7, 1997. TIle Plan 
becomes effective upon an offer of replacement coverage from an acceptable 
third party insurer to all certificateholders insured under the group universal 
health policies originally issued by Universe. The Plan requires Centennial 
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to deposit $14.5 million plus net premiums (defined as gross premiums less 
claims, commissions, taxes and administration and trust fees) from September 
1, 1997, into a segregated trust account under the control of the rehabilitator, 
and rescinds or terminates all contracts and agreements between Centennial 
and Universe (see Note 1). 
Universe and Centennial reserve the right to continue negotiations to resolve 
their respective claims relating to Centennial's activities associated with the 
administratiop of these policies. 
The following reconciles the statutory net loss of Universe and Great Fidelity, 
as filed with regulatory authorities, to the net income (Joss) included in the 
accompanying consolidated financial statements (as discontinued operations) 
based on generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for the years 
ending December 31, 1996 and 1995: 
1996 1995 
Statutory net loss $ (2,458.247) $ (823,709) 
Adjustments to reconcile to the basis 
of GAAP: 
Future policy benefitS 4,129.443 (391,053) 
Gain on sale of GUH business (2,717,080) 
Deferred income taxes (404,853) 
Depreciation and amortization 74,504 (153,231) 
Deferred gain on sale of real estate 32.842 32,842 
Deferred acquisition costs (351.483) (1,580,945) 
Cost of insurance and licenses acquired {54,816} . (1,792,328) 
Prepaid expenses (60.150) (27,059) 
Interest maintenance reserve (38,885) (987,805) 
Other (372,703) (159,899) 
Net income (loss) in accordance 
with GAAP $ 900,505 $ (9,005,120) 
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The following reconciles the statutory capital and surplus (deficit) of Universe 
and Great Fidelity, as filed with regulatory authorities, to the net liabilities to 
be disposed included in the accompanying consolidated financial statements 
(as discontinued operations) based on GAAP for the years ending December 
31, 1996 and 1995: 
1996 1995 
Statutory capital and surplus (deficit) $ (3,537,883) $ (l,243,215) 
Cumulative effect of adjustments to 
reconcile to the basis of GAAP: 
Deferred acquisition costs 164,843 425,974 
Cost of insurance and I icenses acquired 403,784 469,704 
Non-admitted assets 709,775 1,495,258 
Gain on sale of GUH business (4,900,000) (4,900,000) 
Cost of licenses 1,214,341 1,235,511 
Asset valuation reserve 280,006 187,105 
Interest maintenance reserve 801,962 840,847 
Future policy benefit (900,675) (5,119,297) 
Difference between amortized cost and 
fair value of debt and equity securities 
available for sale, net of deferred taxes .(26,725) 100,744 
Prepaid expenses 33,599 93,749 
Property and equipment, net 15,848 
Deferred gain on sale of real estate (423,917) (426,945) 
Deferred income taxes (113,054) 
Net liabilities to be disposed $ (6,293,944) $ (6,824,717) 
Risk Based Capital 
The annual statement instructions of the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners require the calculation of risk-based capital (RBC) for all life 
insurance enterprises. The RBC serves as a benchmark for the regulation of 
life insurance companies by state insurance regulators. RBC provides for 
surplus formulas similar to target surplus formulas used by commercial rating 
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agencies. The formulas specify various weighting factors that are applied to 
financial balances or various levels of activity based on the perceived degree 
of risk, and are set forth in the RBC requirements. Such formulas focus on 
four general types of risk: (a) the risk with respect to the Company's assets 
(assets or default risk); (b) the risk of adverse insurance experience with 
respect to the Company's liabilities and obligations (insurance or underwriting 
risk); (c) the interest rate risk with respect to the Company's business 
(asset/liability matching); and, (d) all other business risks (management, 
regulatory action, and contingencies). The amount determined under such 
formulas is called the authorized control level RBC (ACLC) . 
The RBC guidelines define specific capital levels based on a company's 
ACLC that are determined by the ratio of the Company's total adjusted capital 
(T AC) to its ACLC. T AC is equal to statutory capital, plus the Asset 
Valuation Reserve and any voluntary investment reserves, 50% of dividend 
liability, and certain other specified adjustments. The specific capital levels, 
in declining order, and applicable ratios are generally as folJows: "Company 
Action Level" where T AC is less than or equal to 2.0 times ACLC; 
"Regulatory Action Level" where TAC is less than or equal to 1.5 times 
ACLC; "Authorized Control Level" when~ TAC is less than or equal to 1.0 
times ACLC; "Mandatory Control Level" where TAC is less than or equal 
to 0.7 times ACLC. Companies at the Company Action Level mllst submit a 
comprehensive financial plan to the insurance commiss,ioner of the state of 
domicile. Companies at the Regulatory Action Level are subject to a 
mandatory examination or analysis by the commissioner and possible required 
corrective 'actions. At the Authorized Control Level, a company may be 
subject to, among other things, the commissioner placing it under regulatory 
control. At the Mandatory Control Level, the insurance commissioner is 
required to place a company under regulatory control. 
At December 31, 1995, Universe fell into the mandatory control level as its 
TAC was a deficit of $1,056,110 or a negative 3.6 times its ACLC. As 
Universe's TAC was still a deficit at December 31, 1996, Universe remained 
in the mandatory control level . 
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At December 31, 1996 Great Fidelity's TAC was $2,731,839 or 12.2 times 
its ACLC ($3,617,855 or 45.9 times its ACLC in 1995). Accordingly, Great 
Fidelity does not currently fall into one of the above levels . 
Contingencies 
Various lawsuits against Universe have arisen in the ordinary course of 
business. Management believes that contingent liabilities arising from these 
litigation are not material. 
The amortized cost and market value of investments as of December 31, 1996 
and 1995 follow. The market values are based on quoted market prices, 
where available, or on values obtained from independent pricing services. 
Available for sale: 
Preferred stocks 
Common stocks 
Total investments 
available-far-sale 
Available for sale: 
Preferred stocks 
Common stocks 
Total investments 
available~for-sale 
December 31 , 1996 
Amortized 
cost 
Market 
value 
$ 245,474 $ 245,474 
8,975 8,975 
$ 254,449 $ 254,449 
December 31 , 1995 
Amortized 
cost 
Market 
value 
$ 245,474 $ 245,474 
8,975 8,975 
$ 254,449 ' $ 254,449 
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Property and equipment at December 31 consist of the following: 
1996 
Company occupied properties $ 87,794 $ 
Furniture and equipment 596,475 
Transportation equipment 
684,269 
Less accumulated depreciation 587,968 
$ 96,301 $ 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
1995 
87,794 
586,345 
1,650 
675,789 
494,702 
181 ,087 
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Aggregate maturities of mortgages and notes payable over the next five years 
are as follows: 
Year ending December 31, Amount 
1997 $ 65,815 
1998 6,184 
1999 6,951 
2000 7,813 
2001 8,782 
Thereafter 36,125 
$ 131,670 
The provision for income taxes from continuing operations at December 31 
consists of the following : 
Current 
Deferred 
Income tax expense (benefit) 
1996 1995 
$ 8',254 $ 
(35,170) 
2,184 
(772,817) 
$ 46,084 $ (770;633) 
Deferred income taxes reflect the impact of "temporary differences" between 
amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes and such 
amounts as measured by tax laws. 
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The significant components of the Company's net deferred tax assets and 
liabilities related to continuing operations at December 31 are summarized as 
follows: 
1996 1995 
Deferred tax assets: 
Net operating loss carryforwards $ 643,471 $ 824,357 
Accrued wages 136,000 85,000 
Accrued vacation 17,997 14,479 
Other 16,377 92,430 
813,845 1,016,266 
Deferred tax liabilities: 
Tax over book depreciation 
and amortization (27,533) (16,922) 
(27,533) (16,922) 
Valuation allowance (582,565) (830,767) 
Net deferred tax asset $ 203.747 $ 168,577 
The Company's effective income tax on income from continuing operations 
differs from the expected corporate statutory federal income tax rate primaril y 
as a result of the change in valuation allowance. 
At December 31, 1996, the Company has approximately $1,900,000 in net 
operating loss carryforwards which are available to offset future taxable 
income which expire through 2009. 
The Company's ability to use its net operating loss carryforwards to offset 
future taxable income is subject to annual re.strictions contained in the United 
States Internal Revenue Code of 1986; as amended (the Code). These 
restrictions actto limit the Company's future use of its net operating losses 
following certain substantial stock ownership changes as enumerated in Lhe 
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Code. There was such a change in ownership during the year ended 
December 31, 1995 and there are substantial annual restrictions limiting the 
Company's future use of its net operating loss carryforwards. 
The Company had transactions with stockholders as follows: 
1996 1995 
Related party receivable, 
beginning of year 
Advances 
$ 126,657 $ 344,2i4 
157,079 
Reductions 
335,884 
(553,441) 
Related party receivable, 
end of year $ 283,736 $ 126,657 
In July 1995, the Company acquired all the outstanding shares (613,494 
shares) of its former majority stockholder in exchange for the following: 
* In exchange for $7.5 million of debt as described in the 
paragraph below and the following items with an aggregate 
fair market value of $240,000: 
* Three aircraft, net of related encumbrances; 
* Elimination of approximately $570,000 in debt to 
the Company; 
* N on-competition agreement through December 31, 
1998; and 
* Miscellaneous furniture and fixtures. 
A down payment of $1.5 million originally due on October 22, 1995 was 
renegotiated in July 1996 to be due October 31, 1996. Interest on this note 
(as renegotiated in July 1996) is 9.5% (14% while in default) and principal 
and interest payments of $33,750 per month are due beginriing August 1, 
1996. The remaining $6 million is payable in the form of a note with interest 
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at 8.25 %, monthly payments of interest only, principal due and payable 
August 1, 2005. These notes are secured by the Company's stock and 
commission income. An escrow agreement was signed in July 1996 providing 
payments on these notes to be transferred directly from the Company's lock 
box. In addition, in July 1996, the Company agreed to reimburse the former 
majority stockholder for attorney's fees related to the restructuring. 
During 1995, AlA paid off four loans for one of the Company's stockholders 
totalling $126,657. AlA has set up a related party receivable for this amount. 
The receivable has no stated maturity or interest. During 1996, this 
receivable increased to $283,736 . . 
Series A Preferred Stock 
The Company has 153,613 outstanding .shares of no par, nonparticipating 
Series A preferred stock (170,562 in 1995). 
Pursuant to the preferred stock agreement, the holder of the Series A 
preferred stock has the right to require the Company to redeem the stock at 
any time after September 14, 1993. The right was exercised by giving the 
Company written notice of demand for redemption effective December 2, 
1993. 
The Company began redeeming the Series A preferred shares at $10 per share 
over a fifteen year period with interest at 1-112 % below the First Interstate 
Bank ofIdaho, N.A. prime rate, adjusted quarterly. In 1995, the Company 
agreed to restructure the redemption over a ten year period with interest at 
1/4% above the First Interstate Bank of Idaho, N.A. prime rate, adjusted 
quarterly. The Company redeemed 16,949 shares in 1996 and 19,748 shares 
in 1995. On July 1, 1996, the Company further restructured the Series A 
shareholder agreement such that in addition to the regular ten-year 
amortization agreed to in 1995, a payment of $100,000 will be made at the 
end of each six-month period commencing upon the full payment of the down 
payment note to the Company's former majority stockholder (see Note 7). 
Also , no principal payment shall be made on the $6 million note payable to 
the Company's former majority stockholder (see Note 7) until the Series A 
preferred stock has been fulIy redeemed. 
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The redemption over the next five years and thereafter according to the 
regular ten year amortization schedule is as follows: 
Year ending December 31, • 
· 1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
Thereafter 
$ 
$ 
Amount 
168,548 
182,519 
198,652 
216,211 
235,322 
534,882 
1,536,134 
If the Company dissolves, the Series A preferred stock has liquidating 
preference over common and Series C Stockholders in amounts equal to its 
redemption vaJue. The holder of the Series A preferred stock has the right, 
voting separately as a class, to elect one member to the Board of Directors. 
Series C Preferred Stock 
. During 1995, the Company initiated a private placement of preferred stock in 
which 150,000 shares of the 500,000 shares authorized of the Series C 10% 
convertible preferred stock and attendant Series C warrants were sold for 
$1,500,000 in August of 1995. An additional 50,000 shares with proceeds 
of approximately $200,000 were placed by December 31, 1995. During 
1996,86,500 shares with proceeds of $865,000 were placed. At December 
31, 1996, 286,500 shares were outstanding. Each Series .C warrant issued to 
the preferred stock investors is exercisable upon the earlier of two years or 
the completion of a stock offering which raises a minimum of $5 million and 
entitles the investors to acquire .0000307% of the Company's common stock 
on a fully diluted basis at a price below market value. The terms of the 
Series C preferred shares are as follows: 
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The holders shall have no right to receive notice of or to vote on any 
matter at any regular or special meeting of. stockholders of the 
corporation. 
The holders shall be entitled to receive, when and as declared by the 
Company's Board of Directors, cumulative cash dividends at the per 
annum rate of 10% of the liquidation rate. The liquidation rate is $10 
per share and the dividends are payable annually in preference to any 
dividends upon the Companis common stock, but only if redemption 
payments to the Series A stockholder are current. 
Upon dissolution, liquidation, or winding-up affairs of the Company, 
the Series C convertible preferred stockholders receive preference 
before any payment is made to the holders of common stock. The 
liquidation value per share is $10 plus any declared and unpaid 
dividends. 
Preferred stock is subject to certain mandatory redemption features and 
the Company has the right to redeem the preferred shares at any time. 
The redemption value at December 31, 1996 totaled $2.9 million (2.0 
million at December 31, 1995). 
Each holder of Series C preferred stock shall have the right, exercisable 
beginning at the earlier of the date of receipt of notice of mandatory 
redemption of the Series C preferred stock or two years after the first 
Issuance of the stock and ending on the closing date of an equity 
offering, to convert each share of preferred stock into that number of 
shares of common stock which equals .0000693 % of the common stock 
on a fully diluted basis at the effective date of exercise. 
Common Stock 
See Note 7 for discussion regarding purchase of common stock from former 
majority stockholder. 
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In July of 1995 the Company made certain capital structure changes to the 
Company's common stock. This restructuring included a decrease in the par 
value from $1 to $.01 per share and an increase in the number of shares· 
authorized from 5 million to 11 million. The Company also had a three for 
one common stock split on August 26, ·1995 for stockholders of record as of 
June 26, 1995. 
Employee Benefits Plaris 
Options for 12,500 shares of common stock, exercisable at $1.22 per share, 
were granted to certain corporate officers under a nonqualified stock option 
plan in 1987. In return, such officers agreed to loan the Company an amount 
not to exceed $90,000 in the aggregate, if certain earnings targets were not 
achieved over the seven-year period beginning in 1987. The loans are 
convertible to common stock at $1.22 per share. None of these options have 
been exercised and no loans have been made. 
The Company maintains a profit sharing retirement plan with an IRS Code 
Section 401(k) feature covering substantially all employees who have 
completed one year of service. Employee elective deferral contributions are 
100% vested and Company contributions are fully vested after seven years of 
participation. The Company's contribution to the plan was $200,000 and 
$172,428 in 1996 and 1995, respectively. 
The Company has an employee stock ownership plan covering employees who 
have completed one year of service. Employees are . fully vested after five 
years of participation. The Company contributed $120,787 to the plan in 
1995. There were no contributions in 1996. Non-vested participants' 
amounts are forfeited upon departure from the Company and reallocated to 
remaining participants. 
The Company also has an agents' stock ownership plan. No contributions 
were made to the plan in 1996 or 1995. 
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The Company leases data processing and office equipment as lessee under 
lease agreements which are accounted for as operating leases. The data 
processing and office equipment leases expire over the next five years. The 
Company leases its home office building under a 15 year operating lease 
which expires December 31, 2008. In most cases, management expects the 
leases to be renewed or replaced by other leases upon expiration of current 
. lease teI;ms. 
Minimum lease payments required under operating leases that have initial or 
remaining noncancelable lease terms in excess of one year areas follows: 
Year ending December 31, 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
Thereafter 
Amount 
$ 407,496 
375,454 
333,243 
283,200 
283,200 
2,088,900 
$ 3,771,493 
Total rent expense for all operating leases was $443,575 and $856,189 in 
1996 and 1995, respectively. 
Various other lawsuits against the Company have arisen in the ordinary course 
of business. Management believes that contingent liabilities arising from this 
litigation are not considered material in relation to the financial position or 
results of operations of the Company. 
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Independent Auditors' Report 
The Board of Directors 
AIA Services Corporation: 
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of AIA Services Corporation 
(an Idaho corporation) and subsidiaries as of December 31, 1995 and 1994, and the related 
consolidated statements of operations, stockholders' equity (deficit), and cash flows for each 
of the years in the three-year period ended December 31, 1995. These consolidated financial 
statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to 
express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. 
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes 
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant 
estimates made by management, as well as eValuating the overall [mancial statement 
presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
As more fully described in note 3 to the consolidated financial statements, the Company 
discontinued its insurance underwriting segment effective October 5, 1995, however, disposal 
of the segment is not yet complete. The Company has included $2,232,637 in intangible assets 
in the net liabilities to be disposed at December 31, 1995 of $6,824,717. These intangible 
assets relate to deferred acquisition costs and cost of insurance and licenses acquired. Due to 
the recent losses incurred by the Company's insurance underwriting segment, the fact that they 
are under regulatory control and their licenses have been suspended, these assets should, in our 
opinion, be fully reserved in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. 
If these assets are fully reserved, the net liability to be disposed of at December 31, 1995 
would be increased by $2,232,637 to $9,057,354 and the retained deficit would be increased 
by the same amount to $21,059,887. 
Member FIrm of 
KPMG inlemat/anal 
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The Board of Directors 
AIA Services Corporation 
Page 2 
In our opinion, except for the effects of not writing off the intangible assets as discussed in the 
preceding paragraph, the consolidated balance sheets of AIA Services Corporation and 
subsidiaries as of December 31, 1995 and 1994, and the related consolidated statements of 
operations, stockholders' equity (deficit), and cash flows for each of the years in the three-year 
period ended December 31, 1995 present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated 
financial position of AIA Services Corporation and subsidiaries as of December 31, 1995 and 
1994, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the years in the 
three-year period ended December 31, 1995 in conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles. 
The accompanying 1995 and 1994 consolidated financial statements have been prepared 
assuming that AIA Services Corporation and subsidiaries will continue as a going concern. As 
discussed in note I to the consolidated financial statements, the Company has suffered 
significant losses in 1994 and 1995, primarily attributable to its insurance underwriting 
segment. This segment was discontinued effective October 1, 1995, however, disposal is not 
complete. The net liability to be disposed of in the insurance underwriting segment, the recent 
losses from continuing operations, negative cash flow from operating activities, obligations to 
former and current stockholders and negative stockholders' equity raise substantial doubt about 
the entity's ability to continue as a going concern. Continuation of the Company as a going 
. concern is dependent upon, among other things, the ability of the Company· to. dispose of its 
insurance underwriting segment without further investment by the Company, the Company's 
ability to generate sufficient cash from operations and to obtain financing sources to meet its 
obligations. Management's plan in regard to these matters are described in note 1. The 
accompanying consolidated [mancial statements do not include any adjustments that might 
result from the outcome of this uncertainty. 
As discussed in note 1 to the consolidated financial statements, effective January 1, 1993, the 
Company adopted the provisions of SFAS No.1 09, "Accounting for Income Taxes". 
AprilS, 1996, except notes 8 and 9 
are as of July 1, 1996, and note 3(i) 
is as of October 7, 1997 
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Cash 
Accrued investment income 
Investments, available for sale 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Consolidated Balance Sheets 
December 31, 1995 and 1994 
Assets 
. Real estate, net of accumulated depreciation of 
$110,155 and $94,936, respectively 
Receivables, net of allowance of $21,755 
and $36,943, respectively 
Prepaid expenses 
Income tax refund receivable 
Deferred income taxes 
Property and equipment, net 
Deferred acquisition costs 
Net assets to be disposed 
Total assets 
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements. 
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1995 1994 
$ 1,175,089 393,378 
15,123 6,304 
254,449 261,843 
167,124 172,421 
959,818 1,162,249 
417,852 582,766 
3,033 3,033 
168,577 'ill! 
181,087 808,493 
2,298,614 
363,364 
• 
$ 3,342,152 6,052,465 
~o~5 
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LiabiHties and Stockholders' Deficit 1995 1994 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses $ 3,218,108 1,790,870 
Deferred income taxes 604,240 
Unearned commissions 646,000 766,000 
Mortgages and notes payable 842,011 1,840,628 
Net liabilities to be disposed 6,824.717 
11,530.836 5.001,738 
Obligation to former majority common stockholder 7,124,534 
Series A preferred stock - redeemable and convertible, 
no par value, 200,000 shares authorized, 170,562 shares 
issued and outstanding (190,310 in 1994) 1.705,620 1.903.101 
Stockholders' Deficit: 
Series C convertible preferreEhtock - $1 par value, 
500,000 shares authorized, 200,000 issued and 
outstanding 1,686,418 
Common stock - $0.01 par value at 1995 and $1.00 at 1994, 
11,000,000 (5,000,000 in 1994) authorized, 1,079,520 
(1,033,380 in 1994) issued and 1,079,520 
(973,334 in 1994) outstanding 10,795 1,033,380 
Additional paid-in capital 771,318 
Treasury stock, at cost (60,046 shares in 1994) (1,244,153) 
Unrealized gains (losses) on securities available for sale, 
net of deferred taxes of $53,420 ($252,809 in 1994) 111,199 (493,219) 
Retained deficit (18,827.250) (919,700) 
(17,018.838) (852.374) 
Total1iabilities and stockholders' deficit $ 3,342,152 6,052 2465 
€lit 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARlES 
Consolidated Statements of Operations 
Years ended December 31, 1995, 1994 and 1993 
1995 1994 
Revenues: 
Commission income $ 7,473,932 9,581,600 
Net investment income 82,866 155,16] 
Administrative fees 3.439.955 4.038,570 
Total revenues 10.996.753 13,775331 
Expenses: 
Commission expense 3,025,205 4,237,135 
Write-off of deferred acquisition costs 2,331,166 
General and administrative expense 7,491,331 9,475,126 
Interest expense 564,714 323,710 
Total expenses 13.412.416 14,035,971 
Income (loss) from continuing 
operations before income taxes, 
cumulative effect of accounting 
change and discontinued operations (2,415,663) (260,640) 
Provision for (benefit from) income taxes (770.633) (50,187) 
Income (loss) from continuing 
operations before cumulative 
effect of accounting change and 
discontinued operations (1,645,030) (210,453) 
Income (loss) from discontinued operations, 
net of applicable income taxes (benefit) 
of $404,853, $(1,051,743) and $34,554 
in 1995, 1994 and 1993, respectively (9 ,005.120) (4.657509) 
Income (loss) before cumulative 
effect of accounting change (10,650,150) (4,867,962) 
Cumulative effect at January 1, 1993, of income 
tax accounting change 
Net income (loss) $ (10,650,150) (4.867,962) 
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements. 
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1993 
12,155,683 
163,493 
4.539,531 
16,858.707 
5,909,924 
9,587,440 
237.932 
15,735.296 
1,123,411 
315,294 
808,117 
445.373 
1,253,490 
394,554 
1,648,044 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDlARIES 
Consolidated Statements of Stockholders' Equity (Deficit) 
Years ended December 31,1995,1994 and 1993 
Unrealized gains 
and losses 
Series C on securities 
convertible Additional available 
preferred Cornmon paid-in Treasury for sale and 
stock stock capital stock ~ui!;Y securities 
Balance, December 31, 1992 $ 1,018,729 507,177 (1,131.271 ) 302,025 
Net income 
Unrealized investment loss (295,263) 
Accretion of preferred stock 
Purchase of treasury stock (112,882) 
---
Balance, December 31, 1993 1,018,729 507,177 (1,244,153) 6,762 
Net loss 
Effect of adoption of SF AS 115 (39,179) 
Unrealized holding losses on 
securities available for sale, net (460,802) 
Issuance of cornman stock 14,651 264,141 
Balance December 31,1994 1,033,380 77t318 (1,244,153) (493,219) 
Net loss 
Unrealized holding gains on 
securities available for sale, net 604,418 
Purchase of cornman stock from 
former majority cornmon 
stockholder (7,740,027) 
Change in par value of cornmon 
stock and stock split (349,045) 349,045 
Cancellation of outstanding 
treasury stock (673,540) (1,120,363 ) 8,984,180 
Issuance of Series C convertible 
preferred shares 1,686,418 
Series C preferred dividends 
paid or declared 
---
Balance, December 31. 1995 $ 1.686.418 10,795 111,199 
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements. 
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Retained 
earnings 
(deficit} 
2,448,718 
1,648,044 
(148,500) 
3,948,262 
(4,867,962) 
(919,700) 
(10,650,150) 
(7,190,277) 
(67,123) 
(18,827,250) 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows 
Years ended December 31, 1995, 1994 and 1993 
1995 1994 1993 
Cash flows from operating activities: 
Net income (loss) $ (10,650,150) (4,867,962) 1.648,044 
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net 
cash (used in) provided by operating activities: 
Depreciation and amortization 2,560,265 1,030,778 895,443 
Loss (gain) on sale of property and equipment 389 3,977 (11,625) 
Gain on sale of bonds and stocks (1,038) (122,225) 
Loss on disposition of subsidiary 22,451 
Gain on sale of intangibles (100,000) (6,928) 
Change in assets and liabilities: 
Accounts receivab1e 112,357 158,925 (345,467) 
Prepaid expenses 155,554 97,898 177,654 
Deferred policy acquisition costs (793,753) (1,087,196) 
Accounts payable 1,165,157 381,978 303,147 
Income taxes receivable and deferred taxes (772,818) (63,168) 377,178 
Unearned commissions (120,000) (84,000) (271;000) 
Discontinued operations (9.365,528) (4,245.858) 2,787,931 
Total adjustments (6.265,662) (3.613.223) 2,719.363 
Net cash (used in) provided by 
operating activities (16.915,812) (8,481.185) 4,367.407 
Cash flows from investing activities: 
Capital expenditures (24,940) (40,880) (107,377) 
Purchase of securities held to maturity 48,678 (60,153) 
Proceeds from sale of securities held for investment 135,525 
Proceeds from sale of securities available for sale 8,432 
Disposition of subsidiary cash (17,212) 
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment (28) 2,253 24,450 
Proceeds on sale of intangibles 100,000 57,500 
Change in assets: 
Notes receivable (126,661) 72,200 (31,582) 
Discontinued operations investing activities 24.239,945 2.442.167 (4.037.152) 
Net cash provided by (used in) 
investing activities 24,096,748 2,624.418 (4,036,001) 
(Continued) 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows, Continued 
Cash flows from financing activities: 
Repayment of borrowings $ 
Capital paid in to discontinued operations 
Issuance of common stock 
Repurchase of common stock 
Redemption of preferred stock 
Dividends paid to preferred stockholders 
Net proceeds from issuance of Series C 
preferred stock 
Discontinued operations financing activities 
Net cash (used in) provided by 
financing activities 
Net increase (decrease) in cash 
. Cash at beginning of period 
Cash at end of period $ 
Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information: 
Cash paid (received) for the years ended 
December 31 for: 
Interest $ 
Income taxes $ 
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements . 
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1995 
(701,743) 
(1,500,000) 
(197,481) 
(67,123) 
1,686,418 
(5,154.000) 
(5,933.929) 
1,247,007 
432.566 
-
126792573 
757A13 
(220,209) 
1994 1993 
(491,324) (1,105,328) 
278,792 
(112,882) 
(89,099) (7,800) 
6.421.500 (36.066) 
6,119,869 (1,262,076) 
263,102 (930,670) 
162,464 1,100.134 
4322566 1691464 
3532455 2542698 
(65,958) {l902143) 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
December 31, 1995 and 1994 
(1) Summary of Business and Background 
(a) Description of Business 
AlA Services Corporation (the Company), is an insurance holding company b?Sed in 
Lewiston, Idaho. Prior to October I, 1995" the Company had two business segments. 
The Insurance Underwriting segment was comprised of the Company's wholly-owned 
subsidiary, The Universe Life Insurance Company (Universe), and its wholly-owned 
subsidiary, Great Fidelity Life Insurance Company (Great Fidelity). Universe and Great 
Fidelity sold life and health insurance products. Effective October I, 1995, the 
Company implemented a plan of disposal of its Insurance Underwriting segment. (See 
note 3 for further discussion.) 
The Company's continuing operations consist of its Insurance Marketing segment. The 
principal business of this segment is marketing insurance products and services to 
ranchers and farmers, many of whom are members of agricultural associations 
(Associations). The Company's current products include group health and life insurance 
and l<mg-term--care insurance. These products are marketed through two subsidiaries, - -
AlA Insurance, Inc. and AlA MidAmerica, Inc. and are underwritten primarily through 
Centennial Life Insurance Company. 
The Company has established relationships with state and regional Associations including 
the National Association of Wheat Growers, American Soybean Association, and the 
National Contract Poultry Growers Association. These Associations were formed 
through the common interests of their members to promote specific segments of the 
agriculture industry. They are the primary recognized organizations representing the 
interests of the grain growers, soybean growers and poultry growers in the United 
States. The Company sells group health insurance to these Associations and their 
members and provides administrative services for such insurance. 
The Company provides services to the Associations by acting as the marketer and 
administrator for Association trusts through which group insurance programs are made 
available to Association members. The Company also acts as the marketer and 
administrator for a multiple-Association trust whose participants engage in farming, 
ranching or other agriculture related businesses. As part of the Company's administrative 
duties, the Company collects Association dues through its regular customer billing 
procedure, and in return, the Associations endorse the Company and certain of its 
products and services. 
(Continued) 
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(b) Background 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
The Company has suffered significant losses in 1994 and 1995, primarily attributable to 
its Insurance Underwriting segment. This segment was discontinued, however disposal 
is not yet complete. The net liability to be disposed of in the Insurance Underwriting 
segment, the recent losses from continuing operations, negative cash flow from operating 
activities, obligations to former and current stockholders and negative stockholders' 
equity raise substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern. 
Continuation of the Company as a going concern is dependent upon, among other things, 
the ability of the Company to dispose of its Insurance Underwriting segment without 
further investment by the Company, the Company's ability to generate sufficient cash 
from operations and to obtain fmancing sources to meet its obligations. The consolidated 
financial statements do not include any adjustments that might result from the outcome of 
this uncertainty. 
As a result, the Company has made significant changes in 1995, the most significant of 
which is the disposal of its Insurance Underwriting segment as previously discussed (see 
note 3). In addition, the Company repurchased all of the outstanding common shares 
owned by its former majority stockholder (see note 8) and completed a restructuring plan 
in which 200,000 shares of Series C preferred stock was issued with proceeds of 
. ·- approximately $1.7 million (see note 9) . . The Company contributed -$1.5 "milliori-in-
capital to Universe and AIA Insurance, Inc. (a whol1y-owned subsidiary of Universe) 
was dividended to the Company. In addition, par value of the Company's common stock 
was changed from $1.00 per share to $.01 per share and a three-for-one stock split was 
declared. 
(2) Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
(a) Principles of Consolidation 
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and its 
wholly-owned subsidiaries: AIA Insurance, Inc. (AIA), AIA MidAmerica., Inc., AlA. 
Pacific Marketing Corporation, The Universe Life Insurance Company (Universe), Great 
Fidelity Life Insurance Company (Great Fidelity), AIA Bancard Services Corporation, 
and AIA Travel, Inc. (in 1993). All material intercompany transactions have been 
eliminated in consolidation. Universe and Great Fidelity are shown as discontinued 
operations (see note 3). 
(Continued) 
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(b) Investments 
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
Effective January 1, 1994, the Company adopted Statement of Financial Accounting 
Standards No. 115 (SFAS 115) "Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and 
Equity Securities". SF AS 115 requires that investments in all debt securities and those 
equity securities with readily determinable market values be classified into one of three 
categories: held-to-maturity, trading or available-for-sale. Classification of investments 
is based upon management's current intent. Debt securities which'management has a 
positive intent and ability to hold until maturity are classified as securities held-to-maturity 
and are carried at amortized cost adjusted for unamortized premium or discount. 
Unrealized holding gains and losses on securities held-to-maturity are not reflected in the 
consolidated financial statements. Debt and equity securities that are purchased for 
short-term resale are classified as trading securities. Trading securities are carried at 
market value, with unrealized holding gains and losses included in earnings. All other 
debt and equity securities not included in the above two categories are classified as 
securities available-for-sale. Securities available-for-sale are carried at market value, with 
unrealized holding gains and losses reported as a separate component of stockholders' 
equity; net of applicable income taxes. At December 31, 1995 and 1994, the Company 
did not have any investments categorized as trading securities. Adoption of this statement 
had no effect on the income of the Company:-' ,,- " . 
Prior to 1994, investments in debt securities were carried at amortized cost, equity 
securities were carried at market value and short-term investments were carried at cost. 
Changes in unrealized holding gains and losses resulting from the revaluation of equity 
securities were reported as direct increases and decreases in stockholders' equity, net of 
applicable income taxes. Unrealized holding gains and losses of fixed maturities and 
short-term investments were not recognized in the consolidated financial statements. 
The Company's carrying value for investments in the held-to-maturity and 
available-for-sale category is reduced to its estimated realizable value if a decline in the 
market value is deemed other than temporary. Such reductions in carrying value are 
recognized as realized losses and charged to income. The Company has had no 
investments where a decline in market value is deemed other than temporary. Premiums 
and discounts on debt securities are amortized over the life of the security as an 
adjustment to yield using the effective interest method. Realized gains and losses on 
disposition of investments are included in net income. The cost of investments sold is 
determined on the specific identification method. 
(Continued) 
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(c) Deferred Policy Acquisition Costs 
Prior to 1995, costs of acquiring insurance business which vary with and are primarily 
related to the production of such business were deferred and amortized over the estimated 
life of the underlying policy. Such costs include certain expenses related to policy 
issuance and underwriting. These costs were being amortized over five years on a 
straight-l!ne basis. During 1995, the Company began the disposal of its life and health 
underwriting operations. This involved the disposal of the Insurance Underwriting 
segment of Universe and Great Fidelity and the planned disposition of these two 
companies. The Company determined that as a result of actions taken to dispose of these 
two insurance companies, who issue and underwrite the policies related to the costs 
deferred, it is no longer appropriate to defer these costs. Based on this, at December 31, 
1995, the Company wrote off $2,331,166 in deferred acquisition costs, increasing 1995 
expenses by this amount. 
(d) Property and Equipment 
Property and equipment are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation. Where 
applicable, cost includes interest and real estate taxes incurred during construction and 
. other construction related costs. Depreciation is computed principally by the straight-line-· .. -- _ .. -
method using lives of 31 to 40 years for buildings and five to seven years for equipment 
(e) Commission Income 
Commission income is recognized ratably over the policy period. 
(f) Administrative Fees 
AIA is a third-party administrator for Centennial Life Insurance Company (see note 3), 
Universe and various Association trusts providing administrative and data processing 
services. All administrative fees result from such arrangements and are recorded as 
income upon receipt, which approximates the time period over which the fees are earned. 
The administrative fees are calculated on a per policy basis, on a percentage of certain 
future policy benefits, and also as specific administrative functions are performed. 
(Continued) 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARIES 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
The Company files a consolidated income tax return for its non-life insurance 
subsidiaries. 
Effective January 1, 1993, the Company adopted SFAS 109 and has reported the 
cumulative effect of the change in the method of accounting for income taxes in the 1993 
consolidated statement of income. Under the asset and liability method of SF AS 109, 
deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences 
attributable to differences between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing 
assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are 
measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the years in 
which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or settled. Under 
SF AS 109, the effect on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is 
recognized in income in the period that includes the enactment date. 
(h) Cash 
Cash is comprised of cash and funds temporarily invested (with original maturities not 
exceeding three months) -as part of the ' Compani s management of day-to-day operating, 
cash receipts and disbursements. 
(i) Reclassifications 
Certain amounts in the 1994 and 1993 financial statements have been reclassified to 
confonn to the current presentation. 
G) Management Estimates 
The preparation of financial statement in conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the 
reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities 
at the date of the fmandal statements and the reported amount of revenues and expense 
during the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates. 
(3) Universe and Great Fidelity 
(a) Discontinued Operations 
Effective October 1, 1995, the Company implemented a plan of disposal for its 
Insurance Underwriting segment This plan involves the disposal of the insurance risk 
taking subsidiaries, Universe and Great Fidelity. 
(Continued) 
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
The disposal is being accomplished through transfer or disposal of the iusurance in force 
and sale of the insurance companies. The American Long Term Care Reinsurance Group 
assumed 90% of the long term care policies of both Universe and Great Fidelity effective 
July 1, 1995. Centennial Life Insurance Company assumed 100% of the remaining 
group health risk effective October 1, 1995. The completion of the disposal is expected 
to occur within two years. 
Assets and liabilities of the insurance companies to be disposed consisted of the 
following at December 31: 
1995 1994 
Cash $ 504,484 39,188 
Investments 18,747,515 42,632,274 
Accrued investment income 137,952 344,210 
Income taxes receivable 96,433 247,679 
Receivables 22,818,800 5,514,564 
Prepaid expenses 234,554 295,914 
250,495 350,142 Net property and equipment 
. Defei:i'ecfincomfftaXes-·-· 604;240 -. 
Deferred acquisition costs 514,880 2,095,824 
Cost of insurance and licenses acquired 1,717,757 3,716.265 
Total assets 45,022,870 55,840,300 
Policy liabilities 43,111,963 42,464,979 
Accounts payable 8,735,624 6,357,957 
Securities sold under agreement to repurchase 6.654.000 
Total liabilities 51.847.587 55.476,936 
Net assets (liabilities) to be disposed $ (6,824,717) 3631364 
(Continued) 
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Summary consolidated statements of operations for the insurance companies to be 
disposed of are as follows: 
Revenues: 
Premiums 
Investment income 
Total revenues 
Expenses: 
Benefits 
Commissions 
General and administrative 
expenses 
Interest 
Total expenses 
Income (loss) before income taxes 
Provision for (benefit from) 
income taxes 
Net income (loss) 
$ 24,319,529 
1.498.819 
25,818,348 
22,294,342 
5,263,431 
6,650,656 
210.186 
34,418,615 
28,362,420 
2,276,137 
30,638,557 
18,206,135 
10,725,832 
7,410,292 
5,550 
36,347,809 
(8,600,267) (5,709,252) 
404.853 (1.051.743) 
$ (9,005,120) (4,657,509) 
47,753,381 
3.251.820 
51,005,201 
30,988,864 
11,689,953 
7,822,143 
24,314 
50,525,274 
479,927 
34.554 
445,373 
Operating results of Universe and Great Fidelity have been shown separately as income 
(loss) from discontinued operations, net of applicable income taxes in the accompanying 
consolidated statements of operations. Prior years have been reclassified. 
The net liabilities to be disposed at December 31, 1995 of $6,824,717 include 
approximately $2.2 million of intangible assets related to deferred acquisition costs and 
cost of insurance and licenses acquired. Due to the recent losses incurred by the 
insurance companies, their regulatory status (see notes (i) and G) that follow) and the fact 
that their licenses have been suspended, the realizability of these assets is uncertain. 
All business remaining with Universe and Great Fidelity is in a runoff mode. 
Management anticipates no significant gain or loss from operations for either company 
through final disposal date. 
At this time, the Company is unable to estimate proceeds, if any, which may be realized 
from final disposal of the remaining net assets (liabilities). Management believes that no 
loss will be realized and a gain, if any, will be recorded at closing. 
(Continued) 
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(b) Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
In addition to the accounting policies for continuing operations summarized in note 2, the 
following accounting policies relate only to discontinued operations: 
(1) Investments 
Mortgage-backed securities represent participating interests in pools of first mortgage 
loans originated and serviced by the issuers of the securities. Premiums and 
discounts on mortgage-backed securities are amortized over the estimated life of the 
security as an adjustment to yield using the effective interest method. 
Mortgage-backed securities are accounted for under SF AS 115. 
Mortgage loans and policy loans are carried at unpaid principal balances. Real estate 
is carried at cost, less accumulated depreciation. 
(2) Deferred Acquisition Costs 
Cost of acquiring insurance business which vary with and are primarily related to the 
production of such ·business are deferred and amortized over the estimated life of the 
underlying policy. Such costs include certain expenses related to policy issuance and 
underwriting. These costs are being amortized over five years on a straight-line 
basis. 
(3) Cost of Insurance and Licenses Acquired 
The cost of licenses acquired related to discontinued operations is being amortized on 
a straight-line basis over 30 to 40 years. The cost of insurance acquired is being 
amortized over the premium-paying period of the related policies, estimated to be 5 to 
15 years. 
(4) Policy Benefits and Other Policy Liabilities 
Ordinary life insurance and annuity policy benefit liabilities are computed on a net 
level premium method using assumptions with respect to current investment yield, 
mortality, morbidity, withdrawal rates, and other assumptions determined to be 
appropriate as of the date the business was issued or purchased by the Company. 
Such estimates were based upon past experience adjusted to provide for possible 
adverse deviation from the estimates. 
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Reserves for the Universal Benefit CUB), the Withdrawal Value (WV), and the 
Supplemental Benefit Accumulation (SBA) components of the group accident and 
health insurance contracts are computed on a graduated scale from 25% to 100% of 
the certificateholders' UB, WV, or SBA balance over a 15 year period. Using the 
graduated scale in effect discounts the reserve for expected withdrawals and therefore 
takes credit for expected surrender charges. However, this is done on a conservative 
basis. While this is not as conservative as reserving a full account value, it is 
reasonable, sound, and consistent with actuarial principles. 
The liability for unpaid claims included in the net liability to be disposed is an estimate 
of payments to be made on insurance claims for reported losses and estimates of 
incurred but not reported claims. 
(5) Reinsurance 
In 1993, the Company adopted Statement of Financial Standards No. 113, 
"Accounting and Reporting for Reinsurance of Short-Duration and Long-Duration 
Contracts" (SF AS 113). Reinsurance receivables and prepaid reinsurance premiums 
are accounted for and reported separately as assets, net of valuation allowance, rather 
than being deducted from the liability for future policy benefits and claims. As the 
Company's insurance subsidiaries' operations are discontinued, the reinsurance 
receivables and prepaid reinsurance are included in net liabilities/assets to be disposed 
in the accompanying consolidated financial statements. The cost of reinsurance 
related to long-duration contracts is accounted for over the life of the underlying 
reinsured policies using assumptions consistent with those used to account for the 
underlying policies. Contracts not resulting in the reasonable possibility that the 
reinsurer may realize a significant loss from the insurance risk assumed generally do 
not meet the conditions for reinsurance accounting and are to be accounted for as 
deposits. 
Reinsurance premiums ceded and reinsurance recoveries on benefits and claims 
incurred are deducted from the respective income and expense accounts. 
(6) Recognition of Revenues and Costs 
Premiums mi life insurance are recognized as revenue when due. Benefits, losses 
and related expenses are matched with earned premiums in order to recognize income 
over the term of the contracts. This matching is accomplished by means of the 
provision for future policyholder benefits, estimated unpaid losses and the 
amortization of deferred policy acquisiti9n_costs. 
(Continued) 
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The Company flles a separate consolidated income tax return for Universe and Great 
Fidelity. These subsidiaries qualify for a "small life insurance company" deduction 
of 60% of taxable income. 
(c) Investments 
The amortized cost, market and statement value of investments as of December 31, 1995 
and 1994 folIows. The market values are based on quoted market prices, where 
available, or on values obtained from independent pricing services. 
Available for sale: 
Bonds: 
U.S. Treasury bonds $ 
- Mortgage baeked securities 
Corporate bonds 
Common stocks 
Total available-for-sale 
Mortgage loans on real estate 
Policy loans 
Short-term investments 
Other invested assets 
Amortized 
cost 
4,294,047 
8,940,498 
348,362 
392.918 
1995 
Market 
value 
4,529,638 
8,803,090 
350,925 
349.951 
13,975,825 $ 14,033,604 
3,521,680 
74,316 
1,032,564 
85,351 
Statement 
value 
14,033,604 
3,521,680 
74,316 
1,032,564 
85.35.1 
$ 1§,689,736 $ 18,747,515 
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]994 
Amortized Market 
cost value 
Held-to-maturity: 
Bonds: 
Government: 
U.S. Treasury bonds $ 5,140,090 4,904,025 
Mortgage backed 
securities 20,823,713 19,285,272 
Corporate bonds 850,829 802,620 
Total held-to-maturity 26,814,632 $ 24,991,917 
A vailable-for-sale: 
Bonds: 
Government: 
Mortgage backed 
securities 8,490,444 7,748,984 
--- Coimri6il stocks 410,4] 8 405,850 
Total available-for-sale 8,900,862 $ 8,154,834 
Mortgage loans on real estate 3,501,780 
Policy loans 36,152 
Short-term investments 4,086,926 
Other invested assets 37,950 
$ 43,378,302 
Statement 
value 
26,814,632 
8,154,834 
3,501,780 
36,152 
4,086,926 
37,950 
$ 42,632,274 
At December 31,1995 and 1994, investments held with a statement value of $3,915,311 
and $3,620,619, respectively, were on deposit with certain state insurance departments in 
order to meet regulatory requirements. 
At December 31, 1994, bonds held with a cost of $8,490,444 (market value of 
$7,748,984) were held as collateral at a bank for borrowed money and were subject to a 
repurchase agreement In addition, a U.S. Treasury note held with a statement value of 
$727,098 and $729,471 at December 31, 1995 and 1994, respectively, was held in a 
Texas district court as security for payment of a judgment currently under appeal (see 
note 3k). -
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Gross unrealized gains and losses, which represent the difference between market value 
and amortized cost on securities under discontinued operations, at December 31, 1995 
are as follows: 
Gross Gross 
unrealized unrealized 
gains losses 
Held-to-maturity: 
Bonds: 
U.S. Treasury bonds $ 236,337 (746) 
Corporate 2.800 (237) 
$ 2392 137 (983) 
Available-for-sale: 
Bonds: 
Mortgage backed securities (137,408) 
Common stock 15.304 (58.271) 
$ 15,304 (1952679) 
Gross unrealized gains and losses, which represent the difference between market value 
and amortized cost on securities under discontinued operations, at December 31, 1994 
are summarized as follows: 
Held-to-maturity: 
Bonds: 
U.S. Treasury bonds 
Mortgage backed 
Corporate 
Available-for -sale: 
-'- . Bonds: 
Mortgage backed securities 
Common stock 
AFFIDA VIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
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Gross 
unrealized 
gains 
$ 
32,062 
$ 32,062 
12,166 
$ 12,166 
Gross 
unrealized 
losses 
(236,065) 
(1,570,503) 
(48,209) 
(1,854,777) 
(741,460) 
(16.734) 
(758,194) 
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The amortized cost and market value of debt securities at December 31, 1995, by 
contractual maturity, are shown below. Expected maturities may differ from contractual 
maturities because borrowers may have the right to call or prepay obligations. Securities 
not due at a single maturity date are collateralized mortgage obligations of government 
backed securities which have principal payments throughout the life of the investment, 
the timing of which may vary with market conditions. 
Amortized Market 
cost value 
Contractual maturity: 
Due one year or less $ 1,026,944 1,034,975 
Due one through fi ve years 697,960 700,375 
Due six through ten years 2,917,505 3,145,213 
Due after ten years 
Not due at a single 
maturity date 8.940.498 8.803,090 
$ 13.582,907 13,683,653 
Investment income consists of the following: 
1995 1994 1993 
Bonds $ 1,267,947 1,778,299 3,310,073 
Preferred stocks 24,547 
Common stocks (16,500) (427,233) 
Mortgage loans 299,666 236,588 44,238 
Policy loans 4,320 1,820 247 
Real estate 32,842 167,173 143,835 
Short-term investments 124,807 123,780 170,764 
Other 131.229 161.113 34.248 
1,844,311 2,493,320 3,276,172 
Less investment expenses 220,122 62,022 141.980 
$ 1,624,189 2,276,137 2,970,699 
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Realized gains and losses on investments are as follows: 
Gross gains 
Gross losses 
$ 78,585 421.910 
(382.039) (440.536) 
$ (303,454) (18,626) 
1993 
1,504,375 
(629.506) 
874,869 
Proceeds from the sales of fIxed maturity securities during 1995 and 1993 were 
$601,914 and $49,449,737, respectively. There were no proceeds from the sales of 
fIxed maturity securities during 1994. 
(d) Property and Equipment 
Property and equipment included as part of discontinued operations at December 31, 
1995 and 1994 consist of the following: 
Company occupied properties 
Furniture and equipment 
Less accumulated depreciation 
(e) Sale of Real Estate 
$ 
$ 
1995 
32,075 
1.795,485 
1,827,560 
1.577,065 
2502495 
1994 
32,075 
1.812.714 
1,844,789 
] ,494,647 
3502142 
On May 17, 1994, Universe sold a commercial office building held for investment 
purposes for $980,000. Universe received three mortgage notes secured by deeds of 
trust on unrelated properties with aggregate principal balance of $900,000 and interest 
rates from 7% to 8% per annum. The balance was received in cash. The Company 
recognized a loss of $226,068 on this sale. 
On March 29, 1994, Universe sold 8.3 acres of undeveloped commercial property for 
$657,000 cash and recognized a gain of $288,026. 
(Continued) 
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On December 30, 1993, Universe sold its home office building for $2,650,000 in 
connection with a sale and leaseback agreement. Universe received a note secured by a 
deed of trust for $1,987,500 at 8% per annum and the balance in cash. AIA entered into 
a 15 year lease with an option to purchase the property. Universe reported a deferred 
gain of $492,629 in 1993 which is being recognized over the tenn of the lease. Universe 
recognized $32,842 of the deferred gain in both the 1995 and 1994 statement of 
operations. 
(f) Policy Liabilities 
Policy liabilities at December 31 are as follows: 
Future policy benefits 
Unpaid claims 
Other policy liabilities 
AFFIDA VIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
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$ 
]995 1994 
36,988,825 35,562,677 
5,877,615 6,696,155 
245,523 206.147 
43,111,963 42,464,979 
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Activity in the liability for claims in the course of settlement and unrecorded claims as it 
applies to accident and health policies are as follows: 
]995 1994 1993 
Balance, beginning of year, 
accident and health $ 6,687,155 10,913,134 9,003,557 
Less reinsurance recoverable (3,178.590) (4,466,372) (1,756.868) 
Net balance, beginning of year 3.508.565 6,446,762 7,246.689 
Incurred related to: 
Current year 19,063,407 22,209,263 26,895,351 
Prior years 6.640.781 1.129.747 2,847,435 
Total incurred 25,704,188 23.339,010 29.742,786 
Paid related to: 
Current year 15,177,666 19,315,147 21,027,841 
Prior years 8,371.302 6,962.060 9.514.872 
Total paid 23,548.968 26.277.207 30,542,713 
Net balance, end of year 5,663,785 3,508,565 6,446,762 
Plus reinsurance recoverable 190,040 3,118,590 4,466.372 
Balance, end of year, accident 
and health 5,853.825 6.687.155 10,913,134 
Net life claims liability 23,790 9,000 207,889 
Total unpaid claims, 
end of year $ 5,877,615 6,696,155 11,121,023 
Claims incurred in 1995 related to prior years result primarily from changes in actuarial 
assumptions on small blocks of business, many of which are closed. 
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(g) Dispositions and Reinsurance 
During 1995 and 1994, Universe entered into various agreements with The Centennial 
Life Insurance Company (Centennial), pursuant to which Universe sold or reinsured its 
group universal health (GUH) business. Under a transfer agreement and related 
reinsurance agreements, Universe has transferred all of its GUH morbidity underwriting 
risk, other than that related to totally disabled claimants, to Centennial for consideration 
with an expected present value of $4.9 million, subject to the profitability of the existing 
business. At December 31, 1995, approximately 89% (approximately 44% at 
December 31, 1994) of the existing GUH business had been transferred or reinsured. 
Universe has paid Centennial $4.8 million in cash and has also recorded a $2.2 million 
payable to Centennial at December 31, 1995 ($3.7 million at December 31, 1994). In 
return, Centennial has assumed aggregate reserves of $8.3 million. No gain or loss was 
recognized on the transfer. The consideration will be reported as received over the next 
five years. Effective October 1, 1995, the remaining morbidity risk of the GUH 
business was ceded to Centennial under a 100% quota-share reinsurance agreement. 
(See note 3i for subsequent event.) 
Effective July 1, 1995, 90% of the long-term care business of Universe and Great 
Fidelity was ceded to a consortium of reinsurers on a quota-share basis. Universe and 
Great Fidelity will receive a ceding fee of 15% of first year premium and 8% of renewal 
premiums ceded. 
A summary of significant reinsurance amounts affecting the accompanying finanCial 
statements for the years ended December 31, 1995, 1994 and 1993, is presented below. 
The ceded balance sheet amounts have been classified as assets in the balance sheets of 
Universe and Great Fidelity in accordance with the provision of SFAS 113. 
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Assumed 
Balance sheets: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Future policy benefits and claims: 
Accident and health $ 
Amounts recoverable 
from reinsurers 
Reinsurance receivables 
Statement of operations: 
Nonaffiliates: 
1995 
$ 
Life insurance premiums $ (9,903) 
Accident and health 
insurance premiums 858,125 
Benefits and claims 1,371,852 
Commission and expense 
allowances on · 
reinsurance ceded 150,179 
Ceded 
21,214,355 
67,933 
21,282,288 
102.752 
11 ,798,574 
16,924,365 
5,784,026 
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1994 
Assumed 
Balance sheets: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Future policy benefits and 
claims: 
Life $ 
Accident and health 2,226,919 
Policy and contract 
claims 5,456 
Annuities 5,152,058 
Amounts recoverable 
from reinsurers 
Reinsurance receivables $ 
Statements of operations: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Life insurance premiums $ 701,180 
Accident and health 
insurance premiums 7,770,962 
Benefits and claims 6,003,065 
Commission and expense 
allowances on 
reinsurance ceded 1,822,615 
$ 
4,885,327 
15,520 
261.489 
5,162,336 
980,350 $ 
36,583,956 
26,644,775 
9,210,461 
1993 
Assumed 
137,301 
3,242,880 
6,274 
5,630,492 
696,473 
7,808,436 
4,905,489 
2,419,329 
6,040,432 
5,770 
97.705 
6,143,907 
1,045,710 
29,534,839 
20.180,866 
6,993,197 
The Company evaluates the fmancial condition of its reinsurers and monitors 
concentrations of credit risk arising from similar geographic regions, activities, or 
economic characteristics of the reinsurers to minimize its exposure to significant losses 
from reinsurer insolvencies. Amounts for ceded future policy benefits and claims would 
represent a liability of the Company in the unlikely event that its reinsurers would be 
unable to meet existing obligations under reinsurance agreements. 
(h) Income Taxes 
The deferred tax assets and liabilities and the valuation allowance at December 31, 1995 
related to discontinued operations are as follows: 
Deferred tax assets 
Deferred tax liabilities 
Valuation allowance 
Net deferred tax assets 
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(692,649) 
(3.822,1.96)_ 
$ 
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At December 31, 1995, The Universe Life Insurance Company consolidated group has 
approximately $11,400,000 in net operating loss carryforwards available to offset future 
taxable income prior to their expiration in 2010. The Idaho State Tax Commission issued 
a Notice of Deficiency Determination which states that the state of Idaho net operating 
Joss is to be reduced by approximately $1,500,000. The Company has fIled written 
protest and plans to contest the determination. 
(i) Regulatory Requirements and Other Matters 
Generally, the net assets of Universe and Great Fidelity available for transfer to the 
Company are limited to the amounts by which the net assets exceed minimum capital 
requirements. 
Under Idaho insurance law, dividends may be paid by Universe only from profits or 
earned surplus and require Idaho Insurance Department (Department) approval if the 
dividend is in excess of the greater of 10% of surplus or net gain from operations of the 
prior year. Universe may not pay a dividend without prior approval from the 
Department. 
Under Indiana insurance law, the minimum statutory capital and surplus required is-
$450,000. Great Fidelity may not pay dividends that reduce surplus to less than 50% of 
capital stock. Extraordinary dividend payments which exceed the greater of the net gain 
from operations of 10% of surplus from the preceding year require approval from the 
Indiana Commissioner of Insurance. 
Universe and Great Fidelity file annual statements with the Department of Insurance of 
the states of Idaho and Indiana, respectively, prepared on the basis of accounting 
practices prescribed or permitted by such regulatory authorities. Prescribed statutory 
accounting practices include a variety of publications of the National Association of 
Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), as well as state laws, regulations and general 
administrative rules. Permitted statutory accounting practices encompass all accounting 
practices not so prescribed. The Company has no material permitted statutory accounting 
practices, except for a gain of $4.9 million related to Universe's sale of its GUR business 
as described in note 3(g) recognized as an asset and income under statutory accounting 
practices. 
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The following reconciles the statutory net loss and statutory capital and surplus of 
Universe and Great Fidelity, as filed with regulatory authorities, to the net loss and 
stockholders' deficit included in the accompanying consolidated financial statements (as 
discontinued operations) based on generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for 
the year ended December 31, 1995: 
Net Loss 
Statutory net loss 
Adjustments to reconcile to the basis of GAAP: 
Future policy benefits 
Gain on sale of GUH business 
Deferred income taxes 
Depreciation and amortization 
Deferred gain on sale of real estate 
Deferred acquisition costs 
Cost of insurance and licenses acquired 
Prepaid expenses 
Interest maintenance reserve 
Other 
Net loss in accordance with GAAP 
Stockholders' Deficit 
Statutory capital and surplus (deficit) 
Cumulative effect of adjustments to 
reconcile to the basis of GAAP: 
Deferred acquisition costs 
Cost of insurance and licenses acquired 
Non-admitted assets 
Gain on sale of GUH business 
Cost of licenses 
Asset valuation reserve 
Interest maintenance reserve 
Future policy benefits 
Difference between amortized cost and fair 
value of debt and equity securities available 
for sale, net of deferred taxes 
Prepaid expenses 
Property and equipment, net 
Deferred gain on sale of real estate 
Net liabilities to be disposed 
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$ (823,709) 
(391,053) 
(2,717,080) 
(404,853) 
(153,231) 
32,842 
(1,580,945) 
(1,792,328) 
(27,059) 
(987,805) 
(159,899) 
$ (9,005.120) 
$ (1,243,215) 
425,974 
469,704 
1,495,258 
(4,900,000) 
1,235,511 
187,105 
840,847 
(5,119,297) 
100,744 
93,749 
15,848 
(426,945) 
$ (6.824,717) 
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An examination of Universe, initiated in September 1993 for the two year period ended 
December 31, 1992, was conducted jointly by the Idaho, Nevada and Texas insurance 
departments. The examiners' report noted significant accounting change requirements as 
follows: 
The examination proposed that the valuation for statutory accounting purposes of 
AlA common stock be reduced from its cost basis to its GAAP book value, net of 
all deferred acquisition costs. This proposed adjustment would cause a 
$5,706,713 statutory write-down of the carrying value of AIA. 
On August 23, 1995, the Company contributed $1.5 million in capital to Universe and 
AIA was reorganized as a direct subsidiary of the Company. This reorganization is 
consistent with regulatory concerns and objectives of the Company to replace the AIA 
carrying value for Universe's statutory capital purposes. This transaction received 
regulatory approval on August 14, 1995. 
On March 5, 1996, at the direction of its Board of Directors, Universe and the Idaho 
Department of Insurance (the Department) entered into a Stipulation and Order of 
Rehabilitation (the Order) in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho (the Court). Pursuant to the Order, the rehabilitator appointed ·by. the 
Department 
• shall take possession of the assets of Universe and conserve, hold, manage and 
administer all the assets of Universe under the general supervision of the Court; 
• is vested with title to all property assets, contracts and rights of action of 
Universe, of whatever nature and wherever located, whether held directly or 
indirectly; 
fa shall have access to all assets, books, records, files, credit cards and other 
property of Universe. 
In addition, any agents, brokers or other persons holding or receiving funds on behalf of 
Universe shall account for and pay such funds as directed by the rehabilitator; and all 
secured creditors or parties, pledgees, lien holders, collateral holders or other persons 
claiming secured, priority interest in any property or assets of Universe are enjoined from 
taking any steps to transfer, sell, assign, encumber, attach, dispose of or exercise rights 
in or against any property or assets of Universe. 
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In addition, Great Fidelity consented to a moclified supervision order issued by the 
Indiana Department of Insurance on March 6, 1996. This order provides that the 
Company shall not, without prior written approval from the Indiana Department of 
Insurance, do any of the follo.wing during the period of supervision: 
1. Dispose of, convey, or encumber any assets or business in force; 
2. Withdraw funs from any bank: accounts or otherwise disburse assets, except pay 
direct, unaffiliated policy holder claims or normal operating expenses; 
3. Lend any funds. 
4. Invest any funds, except in certificate of deposits or in securities guaranteed by 
the full faith and credit of the United States Government; 
5. Transfer any property; 
6. Incur any debt, obligation, or liability except in the ordinary course of business 
and to an unaffiliated party; 
7. Merge or consolidate with another company; 
8. Enter into any new reinsurance contract or agreement or any amendment or 
modification to an existing reinsurance contract or agreement; 
9. Enter into any new lines of business. 
Under both orders, management of both companies is retained. The objective of the 
Idaho Department is returning Universe to statutory compliance with respect to minimum 
capital and surplus requirements of the various jurisdictions in which Universe has either 
active or suspended certificates of authority. 
On August 8, 1997, a formal Plan of Rehabilitation (the Plan) was fIled with the Court. 
The Plan calls for the recession of the transfer and reinsurance agreements entered into 
with Centennial during 1994 and 1995 related to Universe's GOO product (see note 3g). 
Centennial will return the reserves on the business transferred, plus interest, less 
reimbursement for actual direct expenses. All policies will be terminated and certificate 
holders will be offered replacement coverage on a guaranteed issue basis (for a limited 
time) by a third party insurer. The replacement plan will be designed to provide health 
insurance coverage comparable to that offered under the health benefits portion of the 
GOO plan. To the extent of assets in excess of the claims reserve, the rehabilitator shall 
pay the amount of the respective SBAIUB cash withdrawal benefit to each GUH 
certificate holder as of the date of termination of the policy. Funds in excess of the 
amounts needed to compensate Centennial for its expenses and to complete the 
processing and payment of [mal claims will remain in the Court pending completion of 
the rehabilitation process. The rehabilitator wilf be entitled to draw upon these funds as 
necessary to fund the expenses of winding up the rehabilitation. 
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On October 7, 1997 a stipulation was filed with the Court to consent to the entry of 
Findings, Conclusions and Order approving the Plan of Rehabilitation (the Order). The 
Order approved the Plan of Rehabilitation fIled on August 8, 1997 with only minor 
modifications. 
G) Risk Based Capital 
The annual statement instructions of the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners require the calculation of risk-based capital (RBC) for all life insurance 
enterprises. The RBC serves as a benchmark for the regulation of life insurance 
companies by state insurance regulators. RBC provides for surplus formulas similar to 
target surplus formulas used by commercial rating agencies. The formulas specify 
various weighting factors that are applied to financial balances or various levels of activity 
based on the perceived degree of risk, and are set forth in the RBC requirements. Such 
formulas focus on four general types of risk: (a) the risk with respect to the Company's 
assets (assets or default risk); (b) the risk of adverse insurance experience with respect to 
the Company's liabilities and obligations (insurance or underwriting risk); (c) the interest 
rate risk with respect to the Company's business (assetlliability matching); and, (d) all 
other business risks (management, regulatory action, and contingencies). The amount 
detennined under such formulas is called the authorized control level RBC (ACLC): 
The RBC guidelines defme specific capital levels based on a company's ACLC that are 
determined by the ratio of the Company's total adjusted capital (T AC) to its ACLC. TAC 
is equal to statutory capital, plus the Asset Valuation Reserve and any voluntary 
investment reserves, 50% of dividend liability, and certain other specified adjustments. 
The specific capital levels, in declining order, and applicable ratios are generally as 
follows: "Company Action Level" where TAC is less than or equal to 2.0 times ACLC; 
"Regulatory Action Level" where TAC is less than or equal to 1.5 times ACLC; 
"Authorized Control Level" where TAC is less than or equal to 1.0 times ACLC; 
"Mandatory Control Level" where TAC is less than or equal to 0.7 times ACLC. 
Companies at the Company Action Level must submit a comprehensive financial plan to 
the insurance commissioner of the state of domicile. Companies at the Regulatory Action 
Level are subject to a mandatory examination or analysis by the commissioner and 
possible required corrective actions. At the Authorized Control Level, a company may be 
subject to, among other things, the commissioner placing it under regulatory control. At 
the Mandatory Control Level, the insurance commissioner is required to place a company 
under regulatory control. 
At December 31,1995, Universe fell into the mandatory control level as its TAC was a 
deficit of $1,056,110 or a negative 3.6 times its ACLC ($5,388,889 or 2.9 times its 
'ACLCin 1994).' (See sectiori"{i) above.) .. ' - :' ,',.",'. -
At December 31, 1995 Great Fidelity's TAC was $3,617,855 or 45.9 times its ACLC 
($3,692,520 or 9.3 times its ACLC in 1994). Accordingly, Great Fidelity does not 
currently fall into one of the above levels. 
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Various lawsuits against Universe have arisen in the ordinary course of business. 
Management believes that contingent liabilities arising from this litigation are not material. 
(4) Investments 
As discussed in note 1, the Company adopted SFAS 115 on January 1, 1994, the impact 
of which was not material to the Company's financial condition or results of operations. 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 119, "Disclosures About Derivative 
Financial Investments and Fair Value of Financial Investments", requires additional 
disclosures concerning derivative fmancial investments which have off-balance sheet risk. 
The Company owns no fmandal investments which fall within the scope of this statement. 
The amortized cost, market, and statement value of investments as of December 31, 1995 
and 1994 follows. The market values are based on quoted market prices, where available, 
or on values obtained from independent pricing services. 
Available for sale: 
Preferred stocks 
Cornman stocks 
Total investments 
available-far-sale 
Available for sale: 
Preferred stocks 
Common stocks 
Total investments 
available-far-sale 
~ .', . " 
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$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Amortized 
cost 
245,474 
8.975 
254,449 
Amortized 
cost 
245,474 
16.369 
261,843 
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1995 
Market 
value 
245,474 
8,975 
254,449 
IJ!4 
245,474 
16.369 
261,843 
Statement 
value 
254,449 
Statement 
value 
261,843 
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(5) Prope& and Equipment 
Property and equipment consist of the following at December 31 : 
Company occupied properties 
Furniture and equipment 
Transportation equipment 
Less accumulated depreciation 
$ 
$ 
1995 
87,794 
586,345 
1.650 
675,789 
494,702 
181,087 
1994 
87.542 
591,363 
1.418,655 
2,097,560 
},289,067 
808,493 
Transportation equipment consisted primarily of aircraft which was transferred at book 
value, net of encumbrances, to the previous majority stockholder including a related note 
payable, This transfer was part of the Company' s restructuring which is further described . 
in notes 8 and 9. 
(6) Mortg:ages and Notes Payable 
Mortgages and notes payable consist of the following: 
Mortgages on real estate -11.75%, due 2003 
Notes payable: 
Bank loan - at prime plus 1 %, due 1996. 
collateralized by Universe stock and 
certain cash balances, restructured July 
1994. repaid March 29, 1996 
Term loans - 8% to 10.25%, due 1997 to 2003. 
unsecured 
- 33-
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1995 1994 
$ 76,665 81,147 
625,919 1,055,711 
139,427 703,770 
$ 842,011 1,840,628 
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At December 31, 1995, the prime rate was 8.5%. Aggregate maturities of mortgages and 
notes payable over the next five years are as follows: 
1996 $ 704,267 
1997 75,492 
1998 9,377 
1999 9,974 
2000 11,211 
Thereafter 31,620 
$ 842,011 
(7) Income Taxes 
The provision for income taxes from continuing operations consists of the following: 
Current 
Deferred 
Provision for (benefit 
from) income taxes 
$ 2,184 l3,116 
(772.817) (63303) 
$ (770,633) (50,187) 
1993 
10,958 
304,336 
315,294 
Deferred income taxes reflect the impact of "temporary differences" between amounts of 
assets and liabiHties for fmandal reporting purposes and such amounts as measured by tax 
laws. 
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The significant components of the Company's net deferred tax assets and liabilities are 
summarized as follows: 
1995 1994 1993 
Deferred tax assets: 
Policy reserves $ 194,114 1,718,306 1,884,928 
Net unrealized losses on 
available for sale securities 61,328 253,650 
Net operating loss carryforwards 4,781,239 1,290,304 875,941 
Other 494,430 246.215 38Q,622 
5.531,111 3.508,475 3,141,491 
Deferred tax liabilities: 
Deferred policy acquisition costs (172,422) (1,208,213) (2,387,229) 
Tax over book depreciation 
and amortization (172,715) (608,771) (1,050,963) 
Deferred gains on installment sales 
of real-estate (319,954) (344,639) (204,270) 
Other (44,480) (66.285) (40,540) 
009.571) (2,227,908) (3.683,002) 
Valuation allowance (4,652,963) (1.280,567) (777,662) 
Net deferred tax asset (liability) $ 1681577 (113192173) 
The deferred tax assets and liabilities and the valuation allowance at December 31, 1995 
related to continuing operations are as follows: 
Deferred tax assets $ 1,016,266 
Deferred tax. liabilities (16,922) 
Valuation allowance (830,767) 
Net deferred tax asset $ 1681577 
The change in the valuation allowance for the years ended December 31, 1995 and 1994 
was an increase of $3,372,396 and $502,905, respectively. The valuation allowance did 
not change in 1993. 
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The Company's effective income tax rate on income from continuing operations differs 
from the expected corporate statutory federal income tax rate primarily as a result of the 
change in the valuation allowance. 
At December 31, 1995, the Company has approximately $2,400,000 in net operating loss 
carryforwards which are available to offset future taxable income prior to their expiration in 
2010. 
The Company's ability to use its net operating loss carryforwards to offset future taxable 
income is subject to annual restrictions contained in the United States Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended (the Code). These restrictions act to limit the Company's future 
use of its net operating losses following certain substantial stock ownership changes as 
enumerated in the Code. There was such a change in ownership during the year ended 
December 31, 1995 and there are substantial annual restrictions limiting the Company's 
future use of its net operating loss carryforwards. 
(8) Related Party Transactions 
During 1995, AIA paid off four loans for one of the Company's stockholders totaling 
$126,657. AIA has set up a related party receivable for this amount. The receivable has no 
stated maturity or interest. 
The Company had transactions with stockholders as follows: 
1995 1994 1993 
Receivables from stockholders, January 1 $ 344,214 231,015 595 
Advances 335,884 384,941 633,728 
Reductions (553,441) (271.742) (403,308) 
Receivables from stockholders, December 31 $ 1261657 344%214 231 1015 
In July 1995, the Company acquired all the outstanding shares (6l3,494 shares) of its 
former majority stockholder in exchange for the following: 
18 $7.5 million to be paid as described below; 
• Three aircraft, net of related encumbrances; 
.. Elimination of approximately $570,000 in debt to the Company; 
II , Non-competition agreement through .. December 31, 1998; and-
e Miscellaneous furniture and fixtures. 
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Assets were transferred at their net book values at the date of sale. No gain or loss was 
recorded on this transaction. 
A down payment of $1.5 million originally due on October 22, 1995 was renegotiated in 
July 1996 to be due October 31, 1996. Interest on this note (as renegotiated in July 1996) 
is 9.5% (14% while in default) and principal and interest payments of $33,750 per month 
are due beginning August I, 1996. The remaining $6 million is payable in the form of a 
note with interest at 8.25%, payable monthly, principal due and payable in ten years. 
These notes are secured by the Company's stock and commission income. An escrow 
agreement was signed in July 1996 providing payments on these notes to be transferred 
directly from the Company's lock box. In addition, in July 1996, the Company agreed to 
reimburse the former majority stockholder for attorney's fees related to the restructuring. 
(9) Preferred and Common Stock 
(a) Series A Preferred Stock 
The Company has 170,562 outstanding shares of no par, nonparticipating Series A 
preferred stock (190,310 in 1994). 
Pursuant to the preferred stock agreement, the holder of the Series A preferred stock has 
the right to require the Company to redeem the stock at any time after September 14, 1993. 
The right was exercised by giving the Company written notice of demand for redemption 
effective December 2, 1993. 
The Company began redeeming the Series A preferred shares at $10 per share over a fifteen 
year period with interest at 1-112% below the First Interstate Bank of Idaho, N.A. prime 
rate, adjusted quarterly. The Company redeemed 19,748 shares in 1995, 8,910 shares in 
1994 and 780 shares in 1993. In 1995, the Company agreed to restructure the redemption 
over a ten year period with interest at 114% above the First Interstate Bank of Idaho, N .A. 
prime rate, adjusted quarterly. On July 1, 1996, the Company further restructured the 
Series A shareholder agreement such that in addition to the regular ten-year amortization 
agreed to in 1995, a payment of $100,000 will be made at the end of each six-month period 
commencing upon the full payment of the down payment note to the Company's former 
majority stockholder (see note 8). Also, no principal payments shall be made on the $6 
million note payable to the Company's former majority stockholder (see note 8) until the 
Series A preferred stock has been fully redeemed. 
-- , .. - -
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The redemption over the next five years and thereafter according to the regular ten-year 
amortization schedule is as follows: 
1996 $ 153,980 
1997 168,007 
1998 183,311 
1999 200,010 
2000 218,230 
Thereafter 782.082 
$ 1,705,620 
If the Company dissolves, the Series A preferred stock has liquidating preference over 
common and Series C stockholders in amounts equal to its redemption value. The holder 
of the Series A preferred stock has the right, voting separately as a class, to elect one 
member to the Board of Directors. 
(b) Series C Preferred Stock 
During 1995, the Company -initiated a private placement of preferred stock in which 
150,000 shares of the 500,000 shares authorized of the Series C 10% convertible 
preferred stock and attendant Series C warrants were sold for $1,500,000 in August of 
1995. An additional 50,000 shares with proceeds of approximately $200,000 were 
placed by December 31, 1995. Each Series C warrant issued to the preferred stock 
investors is exercisable upon the earlier of two years or the completion of a stock offering 
which raises a minimum of $5 million and entitles the investors to acquire .0000307% of 
the Company's common stock on a fully diluted basis at a price below market value. The 
terms of the Series C preferred shares are as follows: 
The holders shall have no right to receive notice of or to vote on any matter at 
any regular or special meeting of stockholders of the corporation. 
The holders shall be entitled to receive, when and as declared by the Company's 
Board of Directors, cumulative cash dividends at the per annum rate of 10% of 
the liquidation rate. The liquidation rate is $10 per share and the dividends are 
payable annually in preference to any dividends upon the Company's common 
stock, but only if redemption payments to the Series A stockholder are current. 
Upon dissolution, liquidation, or winding-up of the affairs of the Company, the 
Series C convertible preferred stockholdeJ,"s receive preference before any-
'payment is' 'made to the holders of common stock. The liquidation viilue per 
share is $10 plus any declared and unpaid dividends. 
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Preferred stock is subject to certain mandatory redemption features and the 
Company has the right to redeem the preferred shares upon the closing of the 
earliest of the following events: (i) an offering of the Company's securities 
conducted pursuant to the registration requirements of the Securities Act of 
1933 (1933 Act) in which gross proceeds of at least $5,000,000 are raised; 
(ii) an offering of the Company's securities pursuant to exemptions from 
registration under the 1933 Act in which gross proceeds of at least $5,000,000 
are raised; or (iii) an offering of any securities convertible into Company's 
common stock that are sold in an offering that conforms to the parameters of 
subparagraph (j) or (ii) above at any time. The redemption value at 
December 31, 1995 totaled $2.0 million. 
Each holder of Series C preferred stock shall have the right, exercisable 
beginning at the earlier of the date of receipt of notice of mandatory redemption 
of the Series C preferred stock or two years after the first issuance of the stock 
and ending on the closing date of an equity offering to convert each share of 
preferred stock into that number of shares of common stock which equals 
.0000693% of the common stock on a fully diluted basis at the effective date of 
exercise. 
(c) Common Stock 
See note 8 for discussion regarding purchase of common stock from former majority 
stockholder. 
In July of 1995 the Company made certain capital structure changes to the Company's 
common stock. This restructuring included a decrease in the par value from $1 to $.01 
per share and an increase in the number of shares authorized from 5 million to 11 million. 
The Company also had a three for one common stock split on August 26, 1995 for 
stockholders of record as of June 26, 1995. 
(10) Stock Options and Employee Benefits Plans 
Options for 12,500 shares of common stock, exercisable at $3.65 per share, were granted 
to certain corporate officers under a non qualified stock option plan in 1987. In return, such 
officers agreed to loan the Company an amount not to exceed $90,000 in the aggregate, if 
certain earnings targets were not achieved over the seven-year period beginning in 1987. 
The loans are convertible to common stock at $3.65 per share. None of these options have 
been exercised and no loans have been made. 
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During 1995, the Company granted 475 ,000 stock options to an officer and stockholder of 
the Company at an exercise price of $.01 per share which approximated the fair market 
value at the date of grant The options were fully exercisable at the date of grant and none 
of the options have been exercised. 
The Company maintains a profit sharing retirement plan with an IRS Code Section 401 (k) 
feature covering substantially all employees who have completed one year of service. 
Employee elective deferral contributions are 100% vested and Company contributions are 
fully vested after seven years of participation. The Company's contribution to the plan was 
$172,428, $196,808 and $172,187 in 1995, 1994 and 1993, respectively. 
The Company has an employee stock ownership plan covering employees who have 
completed one year of service. Employees are fully vested after five years of participation. 
The Company contributed $120,787, $220,250 and $85,268 to the plan in 1995, 1994 and 
1993, respectively. 
The Company also has an agents' stock ownership plan. No contributions were made to 
the plan in 1995, 1994 or 1993. 
(11) Operating Leases 
The Company leases data processing and office equipment as lessee under lease agreements 
which are accounted for as operating leases. The data processing and office equipment 
leases expire over the next five years. Effective January 1, 1994, the Company entered 
into a 15 year lease of its home office building. In most cases, management expects the 
leases to be renewed or replaced by other leases. 
:Minimum lease payments required under operating leases that have initial or remaining 
noncancelable lease terms in excess of one year as of December 31, 1995, are as follows: 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
Thereafter 
$ 413,602 
393,891 
388,575 
347,463 
288,000 
2.410.500 
$ 4,242,031 
Total rent expense for all opera,ting leases was $856,189, $1,041,382 and $755,277 in 
1995, 1994 and 1993, respectively. 
(Continued) 
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(12) Contingencies 
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
AND SUBSIDIARlES 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
Various lawsuits against the Company have arisen in the ordinary course of business. 
Management believes that contingent liabilities arising from this litigation are not considered 
material in relation to the financial position or results of operations of the Company. 
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The Board of Directors 
AIA Services Corporation: 
Independent Auditors' Report 
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of AIA Services Corporation (an Idaho corporation) 
and subsidiaries as of December 31, 1994 and 1993, and the related consolidated statements of operations, 
stockholders' equity (deficit) and cash flows for the years then ended. These consolidated financial statements are the 
responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated 
financial statements based on our audits. The consolidated financial statements of AIA Services Corporation aOO 
subsidiaries as of December 31. 1992, before restatement, were audited by other auditors whose report (dated 
February 26, 1993) on these financial statements included an explanatory paragraph that described the accounting for 
an acquisition and subsequent sale discussed in Note 14 to the consolidated fmancial statements. 
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we 
plan and perfonn the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the fmancial statements are free of material 
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made 
by management, as well as evaluating the overall fmancial statement presentation. We believe that our audits 
provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
In our opinion, the 1994 and 1993 consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in aU material 
respects, the financial position of AlA Services Corporation and subsidiaries as of December 31, 1994 and 1993, and 
the results of its operation and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted 
accounting principles. We also audited the adjustments described in Note 14 that were applied to restate the 1992 
consolidated financial statements. In our opinion, such adjustments are appropriate and have been properly applied. 
The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared assuming that the Company will continue as 
a going concern. As discussed in Notes 7 and II to the consolidated financial statements, the Company is in 
violation of certain covenants on its bank loan. The Company's 1994 net loss and stockholders' deficit also raise 
substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern. Continuation of the Company as a 
going concern is dependent upon. among other things. the effects of the Company's plan of reorganization and the 
Company's ability to generate sufficient cash from operations and obtain financing sources to meet its obligations. 
Management's plans in regard to these matters, including additional capital infusions are described in Note 21. 'The 
accompanying consolidated financial statements do not include any adjustments that might result from the outcome 
of this uncertainty. 
As discussed in Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements, in 1994 the Company adopted the provisions of the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board's Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 115, 
"Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity Securities." 
In 1993, the Company adopted the provisions of SFAS No. 109, "Accounting for Income Taxes." 
April 14, 1995, except Note 19 which is as of 
September 30, 1995, Note 14 which is as of 
October 1, 1995 and Note 21 which is as of 
October 20, 1995 
Member Firm of 
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AIA SERVICES CORFOlW'ION 
Conso~idated Sa1anee Sheets 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Investments 
Cash 
Accrued investment income 
Assets 
Receivables, net of allowance of $198,184 
($109,350 in 1993 and $57,898 in 1992) 
Income taxes receivable 
Prepaid expenses 
Property and equipment, net 
Deferred policy acquisition costs 
Cost of insurance and licenses acquired 
Total assets 
Mab.il..it.ies 
Policy benefits and other policy liabilities 
Unearned commissions 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Mortgages and notes payable 
securities sold under agreement to repurchase 
Deferred income taxes 
Total liabilities 
Stated value preferred stock - redeemable and 
convertible, no par value, 200,000 shares 
authorized, 190,310 shares issued and 
outstanding (199,220 in 1993 and 200,000 in 
1992) 
1994 
$43,066,538 
432,566 
350,514 
6,676,813 
250,112 
878,680 
1,158,635 
4,394,438 
3,716,265 
$60,925,161 
$42,464,979 
766,000 
8,148,821 
1,840,628 
6,654,000 
59,874,434 
L 903, 101 
stockhol.ders· Equity (Def.icit) 
Common stock - $1 par value, 5,000,000 
shares authorized, 1,033,380, (1,018,729 in 
1993 and 1992) issued and 973,334 (958,683 in 
1993 and 964,131 in 1992) outstanding 
Additional paid-in capital 
Treasury stock, 60,046 shares at cost 
(60,046 in 1993 and 54,598 in 1992) 
Unrealized gains (losses) on securities 
available for sale and equity securities, net 
of deferred taxes of $(252,809) ($1,250 in 
1993 and $44,949 in 1992) 
Retained earnings (deficit) 
Total stockholders' equity (deficit) 
Total liabilities and stockholders' 
equity (deficit) 
1,033,380 
771,318 
(1,244,153) 
(493,219) 
{919,700) 
(852,374) 
~60,925,161 
1993 
$46,748,582 
169,464 
267,351 
8,322,448 
148,004 
1,025,545 
1,483,806 
7,482,857 
4,265,663 
$69,913,720 
$53,656,376 
850,000 
5,294,742 
2,564,452 
1. 319, 173 
63,684,743 
L 992, 200 
1,018,729 
507,177 
(1,244,153) 
6,762 
3,948,262 
4,236,777 
g69,913,720 
1992 
(Restated) 
$39,506,813 
1,100,134 
194,176 
8,620,330 
285,617 
1,124,748 
4,036,975 
6,450,677 
5,143,755 
$66,463,225 
$49,795,425 
1,121,000 
5,246,937 
3,947,811 
1,355,114 
61. 466, 347 
1, 851. 500 
1,018,729 
507,177 
(1,131,271) 
3021,025 
2, 448i, 718 
3,1d,378 
I 
~66, 4631,225 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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ill SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated Statements of Operations 
For the Years Ended December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Revenues 
Insurance premiums earned 
Ceded premiums 
Commissions 
Net investment income 
Administrative fees 
Other 
Total revenues 
Benefits and expenses 
Policy benefits 
Reinsurance recoveries 
Commission expense 
General and administrative expense 
Interest expense 
Total benefits and expenses 
Income (loss) before income taxes and 
cumulative effect of income tax 
accounting change 
Provision for (benefit from) income taxes 
Income (loss) before cumulative effect of 
income tax accounting change 
Cumulative effect at January 1, 1993, of 
income tax accounting change 
Net income (loss) 
1994 
$ 65,926,724 
(37,564,304) 
28,362,420 
5,297,684 
2,431 / 298 
108,922 
36,200/324 
44,850,910 
{26, 644.775) 
18,206,135 
8,548,150 
15,086,671 
329,260 
42,170,216 
(5,969,892) 
(1, 101, 930) 
(4,867,962) 
~ {4,867,962) 
1993 
$ 78,333,930 
pO, 580, 549) 
47,753,381 
6,420,246 
3,134,192 
119,174 
13,311 
57 ,440,304 
51,169,730 
{20,180,866) 
30,988,864 
9,720,663 
14,865,193 
262,246 
55,836,966 
1,603,338 
349,848 
1,253,490 
394,554 
~ 1,648,044 
1992 
(Restaied) 
$ 65,8E 3,651 
(14 1 9 073) 
51,6 4,578 
4,4 5,354 
6,3 6,515 
1 8,915 
62 6 5 362 
47,0 1,009 
III 3 3 846) 
35,6 7,163 
6,6 4,533 
16,0 3,911 
3 0,044 
58 6Is 651 
3,9 9,711 
8 7,522 
189 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consol..i.d.a.ted Sta.tements of StockhoJ.ders· Equ.i. ty (Def.i.ci. t) 
For the Years Ended December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 (Restated) 
Balance, December 31, 1991, 
as previously reported 
Cumulative effect of 
restatement under APB No. 16 
Balance, December 31, 1991, 
as restated 
Net income, restated 
Unrealized investment loss 
Accretion of preferred stock 
Purchase of treasury stock 
Balance, December 31, 1992, 
restated 
Net income 
Unrealized investment loss 
Accretion of preferred stock 
Purchase of treasury stock 
Balance, December 31, 1993 
Net loss 
Effect of adoption of SFAS 
115 
Unrealized holding losses on 
securities available for 
sale 
Issuance of common stock 
Balance, December 31, 1994 
Common 
stock 
Additional 
Paid-in 
capital 
Treasury 
stock 
$1,018,729 $ 507,177 $ 
1,018,729 507,177 
(1, l31, 271) 
1,018,729 507,177 (1,131,271) 
(112,882) 
1,018,729 507,177 (1,244,153) 
14,651 264,141 
Unrealized 
Gains and 
Losses on 
Securities 
Available 
for Sale and 
Equity 
Securities 
$ 439,564 
439,564 
(137,539) 
302,025 
(295,263) 
6,762 
(39,179) 
(460,802) 
$1,033,380 $ 771,318 $(1,244,153) ;;0,$===(=4;.:9",,3=,=2=1;;:9) 
$ 
Retained 
Earnings 
(Deficit) 
519,675 
(1,0[35,746) 
(5:t6,071) 
! 
3,lb2,189 
t 
i 
(1~7,400) 
i 2,4148,718 
1, J48, 044 
+.50:' 
3,J48,262 
(4,1 67 ,962) 
I 
+ $ (r 9 ,700) 
\ 
1 
, 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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An SERv:tCES CORPORA~rON 
Conso~idated Statements of cash F~ows 
For the Years Ended December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Cash flows from operating activities: 
Net income (loss) 
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net 
cash (used in) provided by operating activities: 
Depreciation and amortization 
(Gain) loss on sale of property and equipment 
Loss (gain) on sale of bonds and stocks 
Gain on sale of insurance business 
Loss on disposition of subsidiary 
Gain on sale of intangibles 
Change in assets and liabilities: 
Accounts receivable 
Prepaid expenses 
Deferred policy acquisition costs 
Accounts payable 
Income taxes receivable and deferred taxes 
Future policy benefits 
Unearned commissions 
Total adjustments 
Net cash (used in) provided by operating activities 
Cash flows from investing activities: 
capital expenditures 
costs of acquiring new business 
Purchase of securities held to maturity 
Proceeds from sale of securities held for investment 
Principal received on securities held to maturity 
Principal received on securities available for sale 
Proceeds from sale of securities available for sale 
Disposition of subsidiary cash 
Net cash used for transfer of group reserves 
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment 
Proceeds on sale of intangibles 
changes in assets: 
Mortgage loans 
Policy loans 
Notes receivable 
Short-term investments 
Other assets 
Net cash used in investing activities 
Cash flows from finanCing activities: 
Proceeds from borrowings 
Repayment of borrowings 
Issuance of common stock 
Repurchase of common stock 
Redemption of preferred stock 
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 
Net increase (decrease) in cash 
Cash at beginning of period 
Cash at end of period 
$ 
~ 
1994 
(4,867,962) 
1',982,619 
(91,815) 
210,440 
(100,OOO) 
1,490,274 
146,865 
2,304,687 
2,886,992 
(1,167,888) 
(6,426,084) 
(84,000) 
1,152,090 
(3,715,872) 
(197,514) 
(5,244,787) 
3,677,588 
1,451,499 
4,087,488 
(4,765,313) 
1,655,192 
100,000 
(769,009) 
(25,327) 
72,200 
(2,165,962) 
116,950) 
12,140,895) 
6,654,000 
(723,824) 
278,792 
189,099) 
6,119,869 
263,102 
169,464 
432,566 
1993 
$ 1,648,044 
1,950,444 
19,243 
(909,634) 
22,451 
(6,928) 
(4,498,710) 
83,832 
(1,645,882) 
(497,213) 
145,437 
8,327,323 
1271,000} 
2,719,363 
4,367,407 
(381,158) 
(58,807,865) 
49,636,504 
$ 
(17,212) 
709,387 
57,500 
119,206 
(10,825) 
(31,582) 
4,711,044 
121,000) 
14,036,001) 
(1,141,394) 
(112,882) 
(7,800) 
(1.262,076) 
(930,670) 
1,100,134 
169,464 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial 
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1,5 2,881 
3,919) 
(l,9 0,049) 
(7 5,531) 
(3,7 0(784) 
(4 4,338) 
(3'514 '184) 1,9 O,a55 
I,D 5,202 
7,8 7,063 
1 6,000 
1,163,196 
4,2~5,385 
(8~0,369) 
(:>4,521) 
(69,725,598) 
95,938,247 
(24, 3~1, 053) 
3~3, 735 
240,423 
€ 58,372 
263,566 
(5, ~ 81, 983) 
1 853 
(3 97 328) 
~ 55, 900 
(2, (12,618) 
( 48,661) 
L 48,795 
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All SERVICES CORPO~ION 
Notes to Conso1~dated r~nancia1 Statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 1 - Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
Description of Business -
AlA Services Corporation (the Company) is an insurance holding company based in 
Lewiston, Idaho. Its principal business is marketing insurance products and 
services to a captive market of over 450,000 ranchers and farmers, many of whom 
are members of agricultural associations (Associations). The Company's current 
products include group health and life insurance, long term care insurance and 
college funding programs. These products are marketed through two subsidiaries, 
AlA Insurance, Inc. and AIA MidAmerica, Inc. which have a total career agency 
force of over 300 licensed agents at December 31, 1994. 
The Company has established relationships with over 30 state and regional 
Associations including the National Association of Wheat Growers, American 
Soybean Association, and the National Contract Poultry Growers Association. 
These Associations were formed through the common interests of their members to 
promote specific segments of the agriculture industry. They are the primary 
recognized organizations representing the interests of grain growers, soybean 
growers and poultry growers in the United States. The Company sells group health 
insurance to these Associations and their members and provides administrative 
services for such insurance. During 1994, approximately 17,000 Association 
members participated in group health programs either marketed and/or administered 
by the Company. 
The Company provides services to the Associations by acting as the marketer and 
administrator for Association trusts through which group insurance programs are 
made available to Association members. The Company also acts as the marketer and 
administrator for a non-Association trust whose participants engage in farming, 
ranching or other agriculture related businesses. As part of the Company's 
administrative duties, the Company collects Association dues through its regular 
customer billing procedure, thereby creating an important link between the 
Company and the Associations. In return, the Associations endorse the Company 
and certain of its products and services, granting the Company a unique captive 
market. 
principles of Consolidation -
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and its 
wholly-owned subsidiaries: The Universe Life Insurance Company (Universe), Great 
Fidelity Life Insurance company (Great Fidelity), AIA Insurance, Inc. (AIA), AIA 
Travel, Inc. (in 1993 and 1992), AlA Bancard Services Corporation, AlA 
MidAmerica, Inc., AIA Pacific Marketing Corporation and Woodcom, Inc. (in 1992). 
All material intercompany transactions have been eliminated in consolidation. 
Investments -
Effective January 1, 1994, the Company adopted Statement of Financial Accounting 
Standards No. 115 (SFAS 115) "Accounting for Certain Investments in Debt and 
Equity Securities." SFAS 115 requires that investments in all debt securities 
and those equity securities with readily determinable market values be classified 
into one of three categories: held-to-maturity, trading or available-for-sale. 
Classification of investments is based upon management's current intent. Debt 
securities which management has a positive intent and ability to hold until 
8 6//3 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Notes to Consolidated Financia1 statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 1 - Summary of significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
Investments (continued)-
maturity are classified as securities held-to-maturity and are carried at 
amortized cost adjusted for unamortized premium or discount. Unrealized holding 
gains and losses on securities held-to-maturity are not reflected in the 
consolidated financial statements. Debt and equity securities that are purchased 
for short-term resale are classified as trading securities. Trading securities 
are carried at market value, with unrealized holding gains and losses included 
in earnings. All other debt and equity securities not included in the above two 
categories are classified as securities available-for-sale. Securities 
available-for-sale are carried at market value, with unrealized holding gains and 
losses reported as a separate component of stockholders' eqUity, net of 
applicable income taxes. At December 31, 1994, the Company did not have any 
investments categorized as trading securities. Adoption of this statement had 
no effect on the income of the Company. 
Prior to 1994, investments in debt securities were carried at amortized cost, 
equi ty securities were carried at market value and short-term investments were 
carried at cost. Changes in unrealized holding gains and losses resulting from 
the revaluation of equity securities were reported as direct increases and 
decreases in stockholders' equity, net of applicable income taxes. Unrealized 
holding gains and losses of fixed maturities and short-term investments were not 
recognized in the consolidated financial statements. 
The Company's carrying value for investments in the held-to-maturity and 
available-for-sale category is reduced to its estimated realizable value if a 
decline in the market value is deemed other than temporary. Such reductions in 
carrying value are recognized as realized losses and charged to income. Premiums 
and discounts on debt securities are amortized over the life of the security as 
an adjustment to yield using the effective interest method. Realized gains and 
losses on disposition of investments are included in net income. The cost of 
investments sold is determined on the speCific identification method. 
Mortgage-backed securities represent participating interest in pools of first 
mortgage loans originated and serviced by the issuers of the securities. These 
securities are carried at unpaid principal balances, adjusted for unamortized 
premiums and unearned discounts. Premiums and discounts are amortized using a 
method that approximates the level yield method over the remaining period to 
contractual maturity, adjusted for anticipated prepayment. 
balances. Real 
provided on a 
40 years for 
Mortgage loans and policy loans are carried at unpaid principal 
estate is carried at cost less depreciation. Depreciation is 
straight-line basis over the estimated useful life of 31 to 
buildings. 
Deferred Policy AcquiSition Costs -
Costs of acquiring insurance business which vary with and are primarily related 
to the production of such business are deferred and amortized over the period the 
related premiums are recognized. Such costs include commissions and certain 
expenses related to policy issuance and underwriting. 
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All SERVICES CORPORATION 
Notes to Conso1idated Financial Statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 1 - Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
Property and Equipment -
Property and equipment are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation. Where 
applicable{ cost includes interest and real estate taxes incurred during 
construction and other construction related costs. Depreciation is computed 
principally by the straight-line method using lives of 31 to 40 years for 
buildings and five to seven years for equipment. 
Cost of Insurance and Licenses Acquired -
The cost of licenses acquired is being amortized on a straight-line basis over 
30 to 40 years. The cost of insurance acquired is being amortized over the 
premium-paying period of the related policies, estimated to be 5 to 15 years. 
Policy Benefits and Other Policy Liabilities -
Ordinary life insurance and annuity policy benefit liabilities are computed on 
a net level premium method using assumptions with respect to current investment 
yield, mortality, morbidity, withdrawal rates, and other assumptions determined 
to be appropriate as of the date the business was issued or purchased by the 
Company .. Such estimates were based upon past experience adjusted to provide for 
possible adverse deviation from the estimates. 
Reserves for the Universal Benefit (UB), the Withdrawal Value (WV), and the 
Supplemental Benefit Accumulation (SBA) components of the group accident and 
health insurance contracts are computed on a graduated scale from 25 percent to 
100 percent of the certificateholders' UB, W, or SBA balances over a IS-year 
period. Using the graduated scale in effect discounts the reserve for expected 
withdrawals and therefore takes credit for expected surrender charges. However, 
this is done on a conservative basis. While this is not as conservative as 
reserving at full account value, it is reasonable, sound, and consistent with 
actuarial principles. 
The liability for unpaid claims is an estimate of payments to be made on 
insurance claims for reported losses and estimates of incurred but not reported 
claims. 
Reinsurance -
In 1993, the Company adopted Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 113, 
"Accounting and Reporting for Reinsurance of Short-Duration and Long-Duration 
Contracts" (SEAS 113). Reinsurance receivables and prepaid reinsurance premiums 
are accounted for and reported separately as ~ssets, net of valuation allowance, 
rather than being deducted from the liability for future policy benefits and 
claims. The cost of reinsurance related to long-duration contracts is accounted 
for over the life of the underlying reinsured policies using assumptions 
consistent with those used to account for the underlying policies. contracts not 
resulting in the reasonable possibility that the reinsurer may realize a 
significant loss from the insurance risk assumed generally do not meet the 
conditions for reinsurance accounting and are to be accounted for as deposits. 
Reinsurance premiums ceded and reinsurance recoveries on benefits and claims 
incurred are deducted from the respective income and expense accounts. 
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AIA SERVICES CORPO~ION 
Notes to Consolidated Financi~ Statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 1 - Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued) 
Recognition of Revenues and Costs -
Premiums on 1ife insurance are recognized as revenue when due. Benefits, losses 
and related expenses are matched with earned premiums in order to recognize 
income over the term of the contracts. This matching is accomplished by means 
of the provision for future policyholder benefits, estimated unpaid losses and 
the amortization of deferred policy acquisition costs. commission income is 
recognized ratably over the p01icy period. 
Administrative Fees -
AIA, a significant subsidiary, is a group health and life insurance administrator 
conducting most of its business through various trusts which accumulate and 
invest premiums collected for the policy groups. These trusts include the Grain 
Growers Association Membership and Insurance Trust, the National Growers and 
Stoclauens Group Trust, the American Independent Agricultural Producers Trust, 
the American Soybean Association Membership and Insurance Trust, and the National 
Contract Poultry Growers Membership and Insurance Trust. The company also 
provides administrative and data processing services for these trusts. All 
administrative fees earned result from such arrangements. 
Income Taxes -
The Company files separate consolidated income tax returns for its life insurance 
and non-1ife insurance subsidiaries. The life insurance subsidiaries qualify for 
a "small life insurance company" deduction of 60 percent of taxable income. 
Effective January I, 1993, the Company adopted SFAS 109 and has reported the 
cumulative effect of the change in the method of accounting for income taxes in 
the 1993 consolidated statement of income. Under the asset and liability method 
of SFAS 109, deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future 
tax consequences attributable to differences between the financial statement 
carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax 
bases. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates 
expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary 
differences are expected to be recovered or settled. Under SFAS 109, the effect 
on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in 
income in the period that includes the enactment date. 
Pursuant to the deferred method under APB Opinion 11, which was applied in 1992 
and prior years, deferred income taxes are recognized for income and expense 
items that are reported in different years for financial reporting purposes and 
income tax purposes using the tax rate applicable for the year of the 
calculation. Under the deferred method, deferred taxes are not adjusted for 
subsequent Changes in tax rates. 
Cash Equivalents -
Cash equivalents are comprised of cash and funds temporarily invested (with 
original maturities not exceeding three months) as part of the company's 
management of day-to-day operating cash receipts and disbursements. 
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Notes to Conso1idated Financia1 statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 1 - Summary of Significant Accounting Policies (continued} 
Reclassification -
Certain amounts in the 1993 and 1992 financial statements have been reclassified 
to conform to the current presentation. 
Note 2 - Investments 
As discussed in Note 1, the Company adopted SFAS 115 on January 1, 1994, and 
classified 34% of its debt securities as available for sale, with the balance 
classified as held to maturity. In accordance with this statement, the prior 
year financial statements have not been restated to reflect this change in 
accounting principle. Prior to 1994, debt securities were carried at amortized 
cost and equity securities were carried at market value. Valuing debt securities 
at market value decreased stockholders' equity $39,179 at January 1, 1994, net 
of related income taxes of $20,183. 
currently, 25% of the Company's debt securities are categorized as available for 
sale and are valued at market. The accounting required by SFAS 115 can cause 
Significant volatility in the' carrying value of these securities and will affect 
various financial calculations which are dependent on stockholders' equity, such 
as return on equity. 
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 119, "Disclosures About 
Derivative Financial Investments and Fair Value of Financial Investments", 
requires additional disclosures concerning derivative financial investments which 
have off-balance sheet risk. The Company owns no financial investments which 
fall within the scope of this statement. 
The amortized cost, market, and statement value of investments as of December 31, 
1994, follows. The market values are based on quoted market prices, where 
available, or on values obtained from independent pricing services. 
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All SERVICES COlU'ORATION 
Notes to Consolidated Financial statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 2 - Investments (continued) 
Held-to-maturity 
Bonds: 
Government: 
U.S. Treasury bonds 
Mortgage-backed securities 
Corporate bonds 
cost 
$ 5,140,090 
20,823,713 
850,829 
Market 
Value 
$ 4,904,025 
19,285,272 
802,620 
Statement 
Value 
Total held-to-maturity 26,814,632 $24,991,917 $26,814,632 
Available-for-sale 
Bonds: 
Government: 
Mortgage-backed securities 
Preferred stocks 
Common stocks 
Total available-for-sale 
Mortgage loans on real estate 
Real estate (net of accumulated 
depreciation of $94,936) 
Policy loans 
Short-term investments 
other invested assets 
8,490,444 
245,474 
426,787 
$ 7,748,984 
245,474 
422,219 
9,162,705 $ 8,416,677 
3,501,780 
172,421 
36,152 
4,086,926 
37,950 
$43,812,566 
8,416,677 
3,501,780 
172,421 
36,152 
4,086,926 
37,950 
$43,066,538 
At December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992, investments with a statement value of 
$3,620,619, $3,327,823 and $2,836,701, respectively, are on deposit with certain 
state insurance departments in order to meet regUlatory requirements. 
At December 31, 1994, bonds with a cost of $8,490,444 (market value of 
$7,748,984) were held as collateral at a bank for borrowed money and are subject 
to a repurchase agreement (see Note 8). In addition, a U.S. Treasury note with 
a statement value of $729,471 and $732,984 at December 31, 1994 and 1993, 
respectively, was held in a Texas district court as security for payment of a 
judgment currently under appeal (see Note 21). 
The amortized cost, market values and statement values of investments at December 
31, 1993, were as follows: 
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December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 2 - Investments (continued) 
Bonds: 
Government: 
U.S. Treasury bonds 
Mortgage-backed securities 
Corporate bonds 
Total bonds 
Preferred stocks 
Common stocks 
Mortgage loans on real estate 
Real estate (net of accumulated 
depreciation of $630(454) 
Policy loans 
Short-term investments 
other invested assets 
Amortized 
Cost 
$ 3,529,158 
36,412,460 
100,000 
40,041,618 
245,474 
93,201 
2,732,771 
1,674,717 
10,825 
1,920,964 
21,000 
~46,740,570 
Market 
Value 
$ 3,802,429 
36,146,435 
103,994 
$40,052,858 
$ 245,474 
$ 101,213 
statement 
Value 
$ 3,529,158 
36,412,460 
100,000 
40,041,618 
245,474 
101,213 
2,732,771 
1,674,717 
10,825 
1,920,964 
21,000 
g46,748,582 
The amortized cost, market values and statement values of investments at December 
31, 1992, were as follows; 
Bonds: 
Government: 
u.s. Treasury bonds 
Mortgage-backed securities 
Public utilities 
Convertible 
Corporate bonds 
Total bonds 
Common stocks 
Mortgage loans on real estate 
Real estate (net of accumulated 
depreciation of $567,234) 
Short-term investments 
14 
Amortized 
Cost 
$ 2,835,237 
23,881,996 
1,437,555 
900,000 
607,608 
29,662,396 
471,569 
633,194 
1,766,205 
6,626,475 
239 ,159,839 
Market 
Value 
$ 2,905,184 
24,004,403 
1,471,281 
900,000 
607,825 
$29,888,693 
$ 818,543 
statement 
Value 
$ 2,835,237 
23,881,996 
1,437,555 
900,000 
607,608 
29,662,396 
818,543 
633,194 
1,766,205 
6,626,475 
~39,506.813 
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December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 2 - Investments (continued) 
Gross unrealized gains and losses, which represent the difference between market 
value and statement value on the Company's securities, at December 31, 1994, are 
summarized as follows: 
Held-to-maturity securities: 
Bonds: 
U.S. Government 
Mortgage-backed 
Corporate 
Available-for-sale securities: 
Bonds: 
Mortgaged-backed 
Common stock 
Gross unrealized gains and losses 
31, 1993 and 1992, are as follows: 
of debt and 
1993 
Gross 
Gross Gross 
Unrealized Unrealized 
Gains Losses 
$ $ (236,065) 
32,062 (1,570,503) 
(48,209) 
§ 32 , 062 $(1,854,777) 
$ $ (741,460) 
12,166 {16,734} 
~ 12,166 $ (158,194) 
equity securities held at December 
1992 
Gross Gross Gross 
Unrealized Unrealized Unrealized Unrealized 
Gains Losses Gains Losses 
United states Government and 
Government agencies and 
authorities $ 331,712 $ (324,466) $ 230,755 $ (38,401) 
Public utilities 34,717 (991) 
All other corporate bonds 3,994 3,117 \3,500) 
$ 335,706 ~ 1324 ,466) ~ 269! 189 $ {42!892} 
Equity securities $ 8,012 ~ ~ 371,419 $ (24,445) 
The amortized cost and estimated market value of debt securities segregated by 
held-to-maturity and available-for-sale at December 31, 1994, by contractual 
maturity, are shown below. Expected maturities may differ from contractual 
maturities because borrowers may have the right to call or prepay obligations. 
securities not due at a single maturity date are collateralized mortgage 
obligations of government backed securities which have principal payments 
throughout the life of the investment, the timing of which may vary with market 
conditions. 
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Note 2 - Investments (continued) 
Held to Maturity Available for Sale 
Amortized Estimated Amortized Estimated 
Cost Market Value Cost Market Value 
Contractual maturity: 
Due one year or less $ 100,070 $ 99,180 $ $ 
Due one through five years 2,967,016 2,816,262 
Due six through ten years 3,129,771 3,029,203 
Due after ten years 
Not due at a single 
maturity date 20,617,775 19,047,272 8.490,444 7,748,984 
$26,814,632 ~24,99l,917 ~ 8,490,444 ~ 7,748,984 
Investment income consists of the following: 
1994 1993 1992 
Bonds $ 1,778,299 $ 3,310,073 $ 6,367,928 
Preferred stocks 24,547 
Common stocks (427,233) 7,546 
Mortgage loans 236,588 44,238 70,722 
Policy loans 1,820 247 49,933 
Real estate 167,173 143,835 100,797 
Short-term investments 123,780 170,764 207,858 
other 161, 113 34,248 35,692 
2,493,320 3,276,172 6,840,476 
Less investment expenses 62,022 141, 980 473.961 
$ 2,431,298 $ 3,134,192 $ 6,366,515 
Realized gains and losses on investments are as follows: 
1994 1993 1992 
Gross gains $ 421,910 $1,504,375 $3,076,328 
Gross losses (440,536) (629,506) (172 ,360) 
2 118,626} 2 874,869 ~2,903,968 
Proceeds from the sales of fixed maturity securities during 1993 and 1992 were 
$49,449,737 and $95,750,897, respectively. 
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Notes to Consolidated Financia1 statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 3 - Property and Equipment 
Property and equipment used by the Company consists of the following: 
Company occupied properties 
Furniture and equipment 
Transportation equipment 
Less accumulated depreciation 
1994 
$ 119,617 
2,404,077 
It UB, 655 
3,942,349 
2,783,714 
$1,158,635 
Note 4 - Real Estate Under Lease Agreements 
1993 
$ 119,425 
2,342,728 
1,418,655 
3,880,808 
2,397,002 
~1,483,B06 
1992 
$2,560,993 
1,737,843 
1,418,655 
5,717,491 
1,680,516 
~4,O36,975 
Prior to June, 1994, the Company leased commercial office space as lessor under 
various agreements with terms ranging from one to five years. Such leases were 
accounted for under the operating method. The Company paid taxes and insurance 
on the buildings and provided for their general maintenance. 
The cost of real estate and its related accumulated depreciation under operating 
leases was $1,701,550 and $541,998 at December 31, 1993, and $1,696,728 and 
$4B5,080 at December 31, 1992 (see Note 16). 
Note 5 - Policy Benefits and Other Policy Liabilities 
Policy benefits and other policy liabilities at December 31 are as follows: 
1994 1993 1992 
Future policy benefits $35,562,677 $42,090,642 $39,969,739 
Unpaid claims 6,696; 155 11,121,023 9, 111,098 
Other policy liabilities 206,147 444,711 714,588 
~42,464,979 ~53,656,376 ~49,795!425 
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Notes to Conso~i.datecl. F.inAnci.aJ. Statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 5 - Policy Benefits and Other Policy Liabilities (continued) 
Activity in the liability for claims in the course of settlement and unrecorded 
cla~s as it applies to accident and health policies are as follows: 
Balance, beginning of year, 
accident and health 
Less reinsurance recoverable 
Net balance, beginning of year 
Incurred related to: 
Current year 
Prior years 
Total incurred 
Paid related to: 
Current year 
Prior years 
Total paid 
Net balance, end of year 
Plus reinsurance recoverable 
Balance, end of year, accident 
and health 
Net life cla~ liability 
Total unpaid claims, end of 
year 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
1994 
$ 10,913,134 
(4,466,372) 
6,446,762 
22,209,263 
1,129,747 
23,339,010 
19,315,147 
6,962,060 
26,277,207 
3,508,565 
3,178,590 
6,687,155 
9,000 
§ 6,696,155 
18 
1993 
$ 9,003,551 
(1, 756, 868) 
7,246,689 
26,895,351 
2,847,435 
29,742,786 
21,027,841 
9 1 514,812 
30,542,713 
6,446,762 
4,466,372 
10,913,134 
207,889 
$ 11,121,023 
1992 
$ 8,968,835 
(1,789,958) 
7,178,877 
27,127,584 
3,427,573 
30,555,157 
21,207,235 
9,280,110 
30,487,345 
7,246,689 
1. 756, 868 
9,003,557 
107,541 
$ 9,111,098 
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Notes to Conso~idated rinanci~ statements 
Deoembex 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
In the ordinary course of business, the Company assumes and cedes reinsurance 
with other insurers and reinsurers. These arrangements provide the Company with 
a greater diversification of business and generally limit the maximum exposure 
on death and other policy benefits. A summary of significant reinsurance amounts 
affecting the accompanying financial statements for the years ended December 31, 
1994, 1993, and 1992, is presented below. The ceded balance sheet amounts have 
been classified as assets in the accompanying financial statements in accordance 
with the provisions of SFAS 113. 
Balance sheets 
Nonaffiliates: 
Future policy 
benefits and claims: 
Life 
Accident and health 
Policy and contract 
claims 
Annuities 
Amounts recoverable 
from reinsurers 
Reinsurance receivables 
statements of operations: 
Nonaffiliates: 
Life insurance 
premiums 
Accident and health 
insurance premiums 
Benefits and claims 
Commission and 
expense allowances 
on reinsurance ceded 
1994 
Assumed 
$ 
2,226,919 
5,456 
5,152,058 
$ 701,180 $ 
7,770,962 
6,003,065 
1,822,615 
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Ceded 
$ 
4,885,327 
15,520 
261,489 
~5,162,336 
980,350 
36,583,956 
26,644,775 
9,210,461 
1993 
Assumed Ceded 
$ 137,301 $ 
3,242,880 6,040,432 
6,274 5,770 
5,630,492 
97,705 
~6, 143, 907 
$ 696,473 $ 1,045,710 
7,808,436 
4,905,489 
2,149,329 
29,534,839 
20,180,866 
6,993,197 
AIA0027743 
AU SERVICES CORPORATION 
Notes to Consolidated r~ciA1 Statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 6 - Reinsurance (continuedl 
Balance sheets: 
Affiliates: 
Future policy benefits and claims: 
Life 
Accident and health 
Annuities 
Nonaffiliates: 
Future policy benefits and claims: 
Accident and health 
Policy and contract claims 
Amounts recoverable from reinsurers 
Reinsurance receivables 
Statements of operations: 
Affiliates: 
Life insurance premiums 
Accident and health insurance premiums 
Benefits and claims 
Commission and expense allowances on 
reinsurance ceded 
Nonaffiliates: 
Life insurance premiums 
Accident and health insurance premiums 
Benefits and claims 
Commission and expense allowances on 
reinsurance ceded 
Assumed 
$ 95,620 
2,838,849 
5,502,759 
9,412 
$ 269,890 
6,377,966 
4,788,512 
1,721,919 
315,828 
40,953 
1992 
$ 
Ceded 
3,400,443 
17,507 
2,510,847 
$5,928,797 
$ 
562,406 
13,616,667 
11,363,846 
4,862,799 
The Company evaluates the financial condition of its reinsurers and monitors 
concentrations of credit risk arising from similar geographic regions, 
activities, or economic characteristics of the reinsurers to minimize its 
exposure to significant losses from reinsurer insolvencies. Amounts for ceded 
future policy benefits and claims would represent a liability of the Company in 
the unlikely event that its reinsurers would be unable to meet existing 
obligations under reinsurance agreements. 
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Note 7 - Mortgages and Notes Payable 
Mortgages and notes payable consist of the following: 
Mortgages on real estate - 11.75% due 
2004 
Notes payable: 
Bank loan - at prime plus 1%, due 
1996, collateralized by Universe 
stock and certain cash balances, 
restructured July 1994 
Term loans - 8% to 10.5%, due 1998 to 
2004, collateralized by equipment 
$ 
1994 
81,147 $ 
1,055,711 
703,770 
1993 
317,694 $ 
1,381,234 
865,524 
1992 
357,303 
2,274,626 
1.315,942 
$ 1,840,628 $ 2,564,452 $ 3,947,871 
At December 31, 1994, the prime rate was 8.25%. Aggregate maturities of 
mortgages and notes payable over the next five years are as follows: 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
Thereafter 
$ 485,618 
683,032 
65,984 
73,279 
80,883 
451,832 
Mortgages and notes payable at December 31, 1994, of $1,055,711 have been 
personally guaranteed by the majority stockholders. 
The bank loan described above has a loan agreement which contaihs various 
covenants pertaining to the maintenance of certain financial ratios. At December 
31, 1994, the Company was in violation of covenants requiring the Company to 
maintain a debt to tangible net worth ratio of not more than 3 to 1 and a minimum 
debt service ratio of 1.5 to 1. Under the terms of the agreement, the bank may 
call the loan if the Company is in violation of any restrictive covenants. The 
bank has not called the loan and has not indicated any intent to do so. The 
Company has made timely payments. 
Note 8 - Securities Sold Under Agreement to Repurchase 
At December 31, 1994, Universe had $6,654,000 of borrowed money collateralized 
by certain mortgaged-backed securities subject to a repurchase agreement with a 
bank. The loan has an interest rate of 7.92% and is due on July 17, 1995. 
Beginning February 15, 1995, Universe will begin monthly payments of the greater 
of $300,000 or a total of monthly principal and interest payments received on the 
underlying securities. 
Note 9 - Stated Value Preferred Stock 
The Company has 190,310 outstanding shares of no par, nonparticipating stated 
value preferred stock (199,220 in 1993 and 200,000 in 1992). 
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Deeember 31, ~gg" ~993 and 1992 
Note 9 - Stated Value Preferred stock (continued) 
Pursuant to the preferred stock agreement, the holder of the preferred stock had 
the right to require the Company to redeem the stock at any time after September 
14, 1993. The right was exercised by giving the Company written notice of demand 
for redemption effective December 2, 1993. 
The Company is redeeming the preferred shares at $10 per share over a fifteen 
year period with interest at 1 1/2% below the First Interstate Bank of Idaho, 
N.A., prime rate, adjusted quarterly. The Company redeemed 8,910 shares in 1994 
and 780 shares in 1993. 
On February I, 1995, the Company agreed to restructure the redemption over a ten-
year period with interest at 1/4% above the First Interstate Bank of Idaho, N.A. 
prime rate, adjusted quarterly (see Note 21). 
The redemption over the next five years as currently agreed is as follows: 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
Thereafter 
$ 149,710 
160,674 
175,311 
191,281 
208,706 
1, 017,419 
$1, 903, 101 
If the Company dissolves, the preferred stock has liquidating preference over 
common shareholders in amounts equal to its redemption value. The holder of the 
preferred stock has the right, voting separately as a class, to elect one member 
to the Board of Directors. 
Note 10 - Regulatory Requirements and Restrictions 
Generally, the net assets of Universe and Great Fidelity available for transfer 
to the Company are limited to the amounts by which the net assets exceed minimum 
capital requirements. 
Under Idaho insurance law, dividends may be paid by Universe only from profits 
or earned surplus and require Idaho Insurance Department (Department) approval 
if the dividend is in excess of the greater of 10 percent of surplus or net gain 
from operations of the prior year. Universe may not pay a dividend without prior 
approval from the Department. 
Under Indiana insurance law, the minimum statutory capital and surplus required 
is $450,000. Great Fidelity may not pay dividends that reduce surplus to less 
than 50% of capital stock. Extraordinary dividend payments which exceed the 
greater of the net gain from operations or 10 percent of surplus from the 
preceding year require approval from the Indiana Commissioner of Insurance. 
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Note 10 - Regulatory Requirements and Restrictions {continued} 
Universe and Great Fidelity file Annual statements with the Department of 
Insurance of the State of Idaho and Indiana, respectively, prepared on the basis 
of accounting practices prescribed or permitted by such regulatory authorities. 
Prescribed statutory accounting practices include a variety of publications of 
the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NArC), as well as state 
laws, regulations and general administrative r~es. Permitted statutory 
accounting practices encompass all accounting practices not so prescribed. The 
Company has no material permitted statutory accounting practices. 
The following reconciles the statutory net loss and statutory capital and surplus 
of Universe and Great Fidelity, as filed with reg~atory authorities, to the net 
loss and stockholders' deficit included in the accompanying consolidated 
financial statements based on generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for 
the year ended December 31, 1994: 
Net Loss 
Statutory net loss 
Adjustments to reconcile to the basis of GAAP: 
Future policy benefits 
Gain on sale of GUH business 
Deferred income taxes 
Depreciation and amortization 
Deferred gain on sale of real estate 
Loss on sale of real estate 
Deferred acquisition costs 
Prepaid expenses 
Interest maintenance reserve 
Other 
Net loss in accordance with GAAP 
23 
$ 
~ 
(155,235) 
1,132,549 
(2,182,920) 
1,001,809 
(489,250) 
32,842 
(259,728) 
(3,159,764) 
(83,097) 
(464,005) 
(30 1 710) 
(4 1 657 1 509) 
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Note 10 - Regulatory Requirements and Restrictions (continued) 
stockholders' Equity 
Statutory capital and surplus 
Cumulative effect of adjustments to reconcile to the 
basis of GAAP: 
Deferred acquisition costs 
Non-admitted assets 
Asset valuation reserve 
Interest maintenance reserve 
Future policy benefits 
Difference between amortized cost and fair value of 
debt and equity securities available for sale, net of 
deferred taxes 
Prepaid expenses 
Property and equipment, net 
Cost of insurance and licenses acquired 
Deferred income taxes 
Accounts receivable 
Accounts payable 
stockholders' equity in accordance with GAAP 
$ 4,182,781 
1,967,862 
2,258,593 
1,112,480 
824,369 
(3,398,644) 
(493,219) 
295,914 
34,097 
181,358 
(823,443) 
(917,159) 
1, 769,627 
$6,994,616 
The GAAP net loss and stockholders' equity above, do not agree with the 
consolidated financial statements due to consolidation elimination entries. 
Note 11 - Employee Benefit Plans 
options for 12,500 shares of common stock, exercisable at $3.65 per share, were 
granted at fair market value to certain corporate officers under a nonqualified 
stock option plan in 1987. In return, such officers agreed to loan the Company 
an amount not to exceed $90,000 in the aggregate, if certain earnings targets are 
not achieved over a seven-year period beginning in 1987. The loans are 
convertible to common stock at $3.65 per share. None of these options have been 
exercised and no loans have been made. 
The Company maintains a profit sharing retirement plan with an IRS Code Section 
401(k) feature covering substantially all employees who have completed one year 
of service. Employee elective deferral contributions are 100% vested and Company 
contributions are fully vested after seven years of participation. The company's 
contribution to the plan was $196,808 in 1994, $172,187 in 1993 and $203,889 in 
1992. 
The Company has an employee stock ownership plan covering employees who have 
completed one year of service. Employees are fully vested after five years of 
participation. The company contributed $220,250, $85,268, and $188,059 to the 
plan in 1994, 1993 and 1992, respectively. 
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December 32, 2994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 11 - Employee Benefit Plans (continued) 
The company also has an agents' stock ownership plan. No contributions were made 
to the plan in 1994, 1993 or 1992. 
Note 12 - Operating Leases 
The Company leases data processing and office equipment as lessee under lease 
agreements which are accounted for as operating leases. The data processing and 
office equipment leases expire over the next five years. Effective January I, 
1994, the Company entered into a 15 year lease of its home office building. In 
most cases, management expects the leases to be renewed or replaced by other 
leases. 
Minimum lease payments required under operating leases that have initial or 
remaining noncancellable lease terms in excess of one year as of December 31, 
1994, are as follows: 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
Thereafter 
$ 871,027 
501,952 
276,120 
276,120 
284,040 
2,655,710 
$4,864,969 
Total rent expense for all operating leases was $1,041,382 in 1994, $755,277 in 
1993, and $741,536 in 1992. 
Note 13 - Income Taxes 
The provision for income taxes consists of the following: 
Current 
Deferred 
Provision for (benefit from) income 
taxes 
1994 
$ (36,816) 
(1,065,114) 
$ (1.101. 930) 
1993 
$ (8,765) $ 
358,613 
% 349,848 $ 
1992 
42,169 
815,353 
857,522 
Deferred income taxes for 1994 and 1993 reflect the impact of "temporary 
differences" between amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting 
purposes and such amounts as measured by tax laws. Temporary differences are 
determined in accordance with SFAS 109 and are more inclusive in nature than 
"timing differences" as determined under previously applicable accounting 
principles. 
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Note 13 - Income Taxes (continued) 
The significant components of the Company's net deferred tax assets and 
liabilities are summarized as follows: 
1994 1993 
Deferred tax assets: 
Policy reserves $ 1,718,306 $ 1,884,928 
Net unrealized losses on available for sale 
securities 253,650 
Net operating loss carry forwards 1,290,304 875,941 
Other 246,215 380,622 
3,508,475 3,141,491 
Deferred tax liabilities: 
Deferred policy acquisition costs (1,208,213) (2, 387,229) 
Tax over book depreciation and amortization (608,771) (1,050,963) 
Deferred gains on installment sales of real 
estate (344,639) (204,270) 
Other {66,285) {40,540) 
12,227,908) p, 683, 002) 
Valuation allowance {1,280,567) (777,662) 
Net deferred tax liability $ ~ {I, 319(173) 
The change in the valuation allowance for the year ended December 31, 1994 was 
$502,905. The valuation allowance did not change in 1993. 
The company's effective income tax rate on pre-tax income before the cumulative 
effect of changes in accounting principles is lower than the prevailing corporate 
federal income tax rate and is summarized as follows: 
corporate federal income tax 
at statutory rate 
Small life insurance company 
recapture (deduction) 
Net operating loss not providing current 
tax benefit 
Change in valuation allowance 
Other 
1994 
$(2,029,763) 
178,203 
502,904 
246,753 
$(1,101,903) 
1993 1992 
$545,135 $1,346,302 
(58,976) (487,133) 
108,075 
{136,311) (109,722) 
$349,848 $ 857,522 
Net operating loss carryforwards are available to offset taxable income prior to 
their expiration in 2009 as follows: 
ALA Services Corporation, non-life consolidated group 
The Universe Life Insurance Company, life consolidated group 
AIA Insurance, Inc., separate company 
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AU SERVICES CORPORATION 
Notes to Conso~idated Financial. Statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 13 - Income Taxes (continued) 
The Company has alternative minimum tax credit carryforwards which are available 
to offset future regular taxes that are in excess of future alternative minimum 
taxes as follows: 
The Universe Life Insurance Company, life consolidated group 
AIA Insurance, Inc., separate company 
Note 14 - Acauisitions and Dispositions 
$33,000 
$ 6,600 
During 1994, Universe entered into various agreements with The Centennial Life 
Insurance Company (Centennial), pursuant to Which Universe sold its group 
universal health (GUR) business. Under a transfer agreement and related 
reinsurance agreements, Universe is transferring its GUB underwriting risk to 
Centennial for consideration with an expected present value of $4.9 million, 
sUbject to the profitability of the existing business. At December 31, 1994, 
approximately 44% of the existing GUH business has been transferred. Universe has 
paid Centennial $4.8 million in cash and has also recorded a $3.7 million payable 
to Centennial at December 31, 1994. In return, Centennial has assumed aggregate 
reserves of $8.3 million. No gain or loss was recognized on the transfer. The 
consideration will be reported as received over the next five years. Effective 
october I, 1995, the remaining morbidity risk of the GUR business was ceded to 
centennial under a 100% quota-share reinsurance agreement. 
In June 1992, Universe sold its life and annuity business for $1,700,000 and 
recognized a loss of $130,900. 
In January 1992, Great Fidelity sold its Medicare supplement insurance business 
for a total consideration of $1,358,000 and recognized a gain of $795,000. In 
June 1992, Great Fidelity sold its annuity business for a total consideration of 
$417,500 and recognized a gain of $102,000 on the block of business in accordance 
with values determined at the acquisition date. 
At December 31, 1991, the Company had receivables from Woodcom, Inc., a company 
related by common ownership, of $276,683. Effective January 1, 1992, the Company 
received a 65 percent ownership in Woodcom Inc. by exchanging its receivables for 
common and preferred stock and by purchasing additional common shares from two of 
its shareholders. At December 31, 1992, the Company received a deposit of 
$135,525 from Woodcom, Inc. for the repurchase of the common shares. The 
transaction was approved by the Federal Communications Commission on July 2, 1993. 
Woodcom's net income for the six months of 1993 of $13,311 has been included in 
the accompanying consolidated financial statements for 1993. 
On July 11, 1991, Universe acquired all of the outstanding stock of Great 
Fidelity. The acquisition was accounted for as a purchase and, accordingly, the 
assets and liabilities were recorded at their fair values at the date of 
acquisition. The excess of the purchase price over the net tangible assets 
acquired was $7,276,000 and was allocated to identifiable intangible assets based 
on management's estimates of relative fair market values at the date of 
acquisition. 
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Notes to Conso~ic:1ated. Financi.al. statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 14 - Acquisitions and Dispositions 
The accompanying consolidated financial statements for 1992 have been restated to 
correct the allocation of the excess purchase price to the identifiable intangible 
assets made in 1991. The acquisition price of the life insurance block of 
business sold in 1991 has been corrected from $678,000 to $2,060,000. The effect 
of the restatement was to increase net income for 1992 by $347,775, net of income 
tax of $71,000. Retained earnings at the beginning of 1992 has been adjusted for 
the effects of the restatement on prior years. 
Note 15 - Related Party Transactions 
The Company had transactions with stockholders as follows: 
Receivable from stockholders, January 1 
Advances 
Reductions 
Receivable from stockholders, December 31 
1994 
$ 231,015 
384,941 
(271. 7421 
1993 
$ 595 
633,728 
(403,308) 
1992 
$ 1,165,105 
832,113 
(1, 996, 623) 
$ 344,214 $ 231,015 ==$==",=,5=90=5 
The Company purchased 54,598 shares of treasury stock during 1992 at a price of 
$20.72 per share from two shareholders in satisfaction of $1,131,271 in 
receivables. The price per share was based on an independent appraisal of the 
fair market value of the stock. 
On December 30, 1992, Universe received a liquidation dividend from United 
Partners Life Insurance Company, an affiliate, in the amount of $137,546. 
Note 16 - Sale of Real Estate 
On May 17, 1994, Universe sold a commercial office building held for investment 
purposes for $980,000. Universe received three mortgage notes secured by deeds 
of trust on unrelated properties with aggregate principal balances of $900,000 and 
interest rates from 7 to 8% per annum. The balance was received in cash. The 
Company recognized a loss of $226,068 on this sale. 
On March 29, 1994, Universe sold 8.3 acres of undeveloped commercial property for 
$657,000 cash and recognized a gain of $288,026. 
On December 30, 1993, Universe sold its home office building for $2,650,000 in 
connection with a sale and leaseback agreement. Universe received a note secured 
by a deed of trust for $1,987,500 at 8% per annum and the balance in cash. AIA 
entered into a 15 year lease with an option to purchase the property. Universe 
reported a deferred gain of $492,629 in 1993 which is being recognized over the 
term of the lease. Universe recognized $32,842 of the deferred gain in the 1994 
statement of operations. 
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
December 31, 1994, 1993 and 1992 
Note 17 - Supplemental Cash Flow Information 
Cash paid for interest and income taxes was as follows: 
Interest 
Income tax refund 
Note 18 - Risk Based Capital 
1994 
~ 353,455 
~ (65,958) 
1993 1992 
$ 254,698 $ 393,946 
$ (190,143) $ (197,641) 
The annual statement instructions of the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners require the calculation of risk-based capital (RBC) for all life 
insurance enterprises. The RBC serves as a benchmark for the regulation of life 
insurance companies by state insurance regulators. RBC provides for surplus 
formulas similar to target surplus formulas used by commercial rating agencies. 
The formulas specify various weighting factors that are applied to financial 
balances or various levels of activity based on the perceived degree of risk, and 
are set forth in the RBC requirements. Such formulas focus on four general types 
of risk: (a) the risk with respect to the company's assets {asset or default 
riskl: (b) the risk of adverse insurance experience with respect to the company's 
liabilities and obligations (insurance or underwriting risk); (c) the interest 
rate risk with respect to the company's business (asset/liability matching); 
and, (d) all other business risks (management, regulatory action, and 
contingencies). The amount determined under such formulas is called the 
authorized control level RBC (ACLC). 
The RBC guidelines define specific capital levels based on a company's ACLC that 
are determined by the ratio of the company's total adjusted capital (TAC) to its 
ACLC. TAC is equal to statutory capital, plus the Asset Valuation Reserve and any 
voluntary investment reserves, fifty percent of dividend liability, and certain 
other specified adjustments. The specific capital levels, in declining order, and 
applicable ratios are generally as follows: "Company Action Level" where TAC is 
less than or equal to 2.0 times ACLC; "Regulatory Action Level" where TAC is less 
than or equal to 1.5 times ACLC; "Authorized Control Level" where TAC is less than 
or equal to 1.0 times ACLC; "Mandatory Control Level" where TAC is less than or 
equal to 0.7 times ACLC. Companies at the Company Action Level must submit a 
comprehensive financial plan to the insurance commissioner of the state of 
domicile. Companies at the Regulatory Action Level are subject to a mandatory 
examination or analysis by the commissioner and possible required corrective 
actions. At the Authorized Control Level, a company may be subject to, among 
other things, the commissioner placing it under regulatory control. At the 
mandatory control Level, the insurance commissioner is required to place a company 
under regUlatory control. 
At December 31, 1994, Universe's TAC was $5,388,889 or 2.9 times its ACLC 
($5,864,717 or 2.2 times its ACLC in 1993). Accordingly, Universe does not 
currently fall into one of the above levels. 
At December 31{ 1994, Great Fidelity's TAC was $3,692,520 or 9.3 times its ACLC 
($4,045,184 or 9.1 times its ACLC in 1993). Accordingly Great Fidelity does not 
currently fall into one of the above levels. 
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Note 19 - Regulatory Matters 
An examination of Universe, initiated in September 1993 for the two year period 
ended December 31, 1992, was conducted jointly by the Idaho, Nevada and Texas 
insurance departments. The examiners' report noted significant accounting change 
requirements as follows: 
The examination proposed that the valuation for statutory accounting purposes 
of AIA common stock be reduced from its cost basis to its GAAP book value, net 
of all deferred acquisition costs. This proposed adjustment would cause a 
$5,706,713 statutory write-down of the carrying value of AIA. 
On August 23, 1995, the Company contributed $1,500,000 in capital to Universe and 
AlA was reorganized as a direct subsidiary of the Company. This reorganization 
is consistent with regulatory concerns and objectives of the. Company to replace 
the AIA carrying value for Universe's statutory capital purposes. This 
transaction received regulatory approval on August 14, 1995. After the August 23, 
1995 reorganization of AIA as a subsidiary of the Company, Universe's TAC 
decreased from its' December 31, 1994 calculation as described in note 18. At 
September 30, 1995, Universe's TAC was calculated based on annualized retained 
premiums. Based on this calculation, Universe does not currently fall into one 
of the levels described in Note 18. 
Note 20 - Continaencies 
In August of 1993, judgment was entered against Universe for $72,000 actual 
damages and $300,000 exemplary damages in connection with a denied medical claim. 
Universe has appealed. In the opinion of counsel, it is not likely Universe will 
ultimately sustain a material loss in connection with this lawsuit. 
Various other lawsuits against Universe have arisen in the ordinary course of 
Universe's business. Contingent liabilities arising from this litigation are not 
considered material in relation to the financial position of Universe. 
Note 21 - Subsequent Events 
During 1995, the Company has shifted and plans to continue to shift its primary 
business focus from insurance underwriting, through its own insurance 
subsidiaries, to marketing insurance products and services as well as other 
financial products. In connection with this shift of business focus I the Company 
is in the process of restructuring its management, capital structure and business 
strategy. As part of this restructuring, the Company acquired a majority of the 
shares held by the majority shareholder and founder under a stock redemption 
agreement dated July 22, 1995. The down payment for the redemption of the shares 
held by this majority shareholder and founder is structured in the form of a 
short-term note fully due and payable on October 20, 1995, wherein the note shall 
bear default interest of 14 percent. Default interest is currently being accrued 
for by the company on the note as the note has not yet been repaid. The balance 
of the redemption is structured as an 8.25 percent interest only note due in full 
on August 1, 2005 1 subordinated by the redemption on obligations of the existing 
preferred shareholder, described in Note 9. 
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Note 21 - Subsequent Event (continued) 
In order to have a sufficient number of shares of common stock available for the 
Company's plan of reorganization, in July of 1995 the Company made certain capital 
structure changes to the Company's common stock. This restructuring included a 
decrease in the par value from $1 to $.01 per share and an increase in the number 
of shares authorized from 5,000,000 to 11,000,000. The Company also had a three 
for one common stock split on August 26, 1995 for shareholders of record as of 
June 26, 1995. 
The Company has initiated a private placement of preferred stock. The Company 
negotiated the initial placement of 150,000 shares of the 500,000 shares 
authorized of this Series C 10% convertible preferred stock and attendant Series 
C warrants for $1,500,000, in August of 1995. Each Series C warrant issued to the 
preferred stock investors are exercisable upon the earlier of two years or the 
completion of a stock offering which raises a minimum of $5 million and entitles 
the investors to acquire .0000307% of the Company's common stock on a fully 
diluted basis at a price below market value. The terms of preferred stock shares 
are as follows: 
The holders shall have no right to receive notice of or to vote on any matter 
at any regular or special meeting of stockholders of the corporation. 
The holders shall be entitled to receive, when and as declared by the Company's 
Board of Directors, cumulative cash dividends at the per annum rate of 10% of 
the liquidation rate. The liquidation rate is $10 per share and the dividends 
are payable annually in preference to any dividendS upon the Company's common 
stock. 
Upon dissolution, liquidation, or winding-up of the affairs of the Company, the 
Series C convertible preferred stockholders receive preference before any 
payment is made to the holders of common stock. The liquidation value per share 
is $10 plus any declared and unpaid dividends. 
Preferred stock is subject to certain mandatory redemption features and the 
Company has the right to redeem the preferred shares at any time. 
Each holder of Series C preferred stock shall have the right, exercisable 
beginning at the earlier of the date of receipt of notice of mandatory 
redemption of the SeriesC preferred stock or two years after the first issuance 
of the stock and ending on the closing date of an equity offering to convert 
each share of preferred stock into that number of shares of common stock which 
equals .0000693% of the common stock on a fully diluted basis at the effective 
date of exercise. 
The Company has entered into certain agreements with the Series C preferred 
stockholders, which include provisions concerning guarantees for additional bank 
debt, whereby immediately exercisable warrants Would be issued in consideration 
of such loan guarantees. These agreements also contain provisions for stock 
options to be issued to certain preferred stockholders as consideration if they 
elect to serve on the Board of Directors. 
A new senior management team has joined the Company and has the option to purchase 
a substantial interest in the Company's stock upon satisfaction of certain 
performance goals within three years. 
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Note 21 Subsequent Event (continued) 
Management of the Company continues to offer to sell, to qualified investors, the 
remaining shares of the Company's Series C preferred stock and attendant warrants. 
The Company will pay 50 percent of the proceeds from the sale of additional Series 
C preferred stock share to redeem the existing stated value preferred stock 
(described in note 9) up to the full amount of the unpaid balance of the 
redemption price. The remaining 50 percent will be applied to the down payment 
for the redemption of the previous majority common shareholder. 
Effective July I, 1995, 90% of the long-term care business of Universe and Great 
Fidelity was ceded to a consortium of reinsurers on a quota-share basis. Universe 
and Great Fidelity will receive a ceding fee of 15% of first year premium and 8% 
of renewal premiums ceded. 
The company's violation of the bank loan covenants (see note 7) allows the bank 
to call the loan at any time. This, along with the additional debt obligations 
incurred by the Company in 1995, the company's continued decrease in net income 
(to a $5 million loss for 1994) and the Company's stockholders' deficit, raise 
SUbstantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern. It 
is management's belief that the performance of the company's marketing 
subsidiaries has improved in the first three quarters of 1995, however, on a 
consolidated basis the Company's net income as of september 30, 1995 has continued 
to decline. Continuation of the Company as a going concern is dependent upon, 
among other things, the effect of the Company's plan of reorganization and the 
company's ability to generate sufficient cash from operations and obtain financing 
sources to meet its obligations. Management believes that changes which have 
occurred in 1995 and which will continue to be made as discussed above (including 
new senior management, capital infusion from sales of preferred stock in the 
private market, successful marketing of the company's subsidiaries, and a change 
in business strategy) would allow the Company to continue to operate. Management 
believes that the private placement currently under way will raise enough capital 
to redeem the preferred stock and to payoff the down payment to the previous 
maj ority stockholder. If enough capital is not raised through this private 
offering, management has been authorized by the Board to enter into additional 
loans and/or will consider selling additional common share ownership to existing 
investors. 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated Balance Sheets 
March 31, 1995 and December 31, 1994 
Investments 
Cash 
Accrued investment income 
Receivables 
Income taxes receivable 
Prepaid expenses 
Property and equipment, net 
Deferred income taxes 
Deferred policy acquisition costs 
Assets 
Cost of insurance and licenses acquired 
Total assets 
Liabilities 
Policy benefits and other policy liabilities 
Unearned commissions 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Mortgages and notes payable 
Securities sold under agreement to repurchase 
Total liabilities 
Stated value preferred stock - redeemable and 
convertible, no par value, 200,000 shares 
authorized, 186,503 and 190,310 shares 
issued and outstanding, respectively 
March 31, 
1995 
$39,551,053 
88,967 
374,541 
6,160,413 
243,356 
852,824 
1,078,631 
25,910 
4,034,951 
3,578,916 
$55.989,562 
$36,478,328 
747,000 
10,468,970 
1,723,152 
6.163,899 
55.581, 349 
1,865,029 
stockholders' Equity (Deficit) 
Common stock - $1 par value, 5,000,000 shares 
authorized, 1,033,380 issued and 973,344 
outstanding in 1995 and 1994 
Additional paid-in capital 
Treasury stock, 60,046 shares at cost 
Unrealized losses on securities available for 
sale and equity securities, net 
Retained earnings (deficit) 
Total stockholders' equity (deficit) 
Total liabilities and stockholders' 
equity 
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1,033,380 
771,318 
(1,244,153) 
(339,387) 
(1.677,974) 
(1.456,816} 
$55,989,562 
December 31, 
1994 
$43,066,538 
432,566 
350,514 
6,676,813 
250,712 
878,680 
1,158,635 
4,394,438 
3,716,265 
$60,925,161 
$42,464,979 
766,000 
8,148,827 
1,840,628 
6,654,QQQ 
59,874.434 
1,903,101 
1,033,380 
771,318 
(1,244,153) 
(493,219) 
(919,70Q) 
(852.374) 
$60.925,161 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated statements of Income 
For the Three Months Ended March 31, 1995 and 1994 
Revenues 
Insurance premiums earned 
Ceded premiums 
Commissions 
Investment income 
Administrative fees 
Total revenues 
Benefits and expenses 
Policy benefits 
Reinsurance recoveries 
commission expense 
General and administrative expense 
Interest expense 
Total expenses 
Income (loss) before income taxes 
Provision for (benefit from) income 
Net income (loss) 
AFFIDA VIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
, 
taxes 
4 
March 31, 
1995 
$10,089,030 
1.060,020 
9,029,010 
1,233,727 
433,329 
695,499 
11.391.565 
7,059,823 
588,750 
6,471,073 
2,017,530 
3,669,384 
83,479 
12,241,466 
(849,901) 
(91.627) 
S (Z~!:L214) 
March 31, 
1994 
$20,321,183 
8,081,501 
12,239,682 
1,420,490 
874,817 
26,822 
14,561.811 
14,093,179 
6,106,370 
7,986,809 
2,221,509 
4,024,486 
82,900 
14,315,704 
246,107 
58.261 
S Hll,!H6 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
COnsolidated Statements of Stockholders' Equity 
For the Three Months Ended March 31, 1995 
Balance, December 31, 
1994 
Net loss 
Unrealized holding gains 
on securities 
available for sale 
Balance, March 31, 1995 
Common 
stock 
$1,033,380 
Sl,QJJ.J8Q 
Additional 
Paid-in 
Capital 
$ 771,318 
S 111.J38 
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Treasury 
stock 
$(1,244,153) 
SP,2H,15J) 
Unrealized Gains 
and Losses on 
securities 
Available for 
Sale and Equity 
Securities 
Retained 
Earnings 
(Deficit) 
$ (493,219) $ (919,700) 
(758,274) 
153,832 
S p39,J87) $ (1, 677, 97::i:l 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows 
For the Three Months Ended March 31, 1995 and 1994 
Cash flows from operating activities! 
Net income (loss) 
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) 
to net cash provided by operating activities 
Depreciation and amortization 
Gain on sale of investments 
Gain on sale of equipment 
Change in assets and liabilities: 
Accounts receivable 
Prepaid expenses 
Deferred policy acquisition costs 
Accounts payable 
Income taxes receivable and deferred 
taxes 
Future policy benefits 
Unearned commissions 
Total adjustments 
Net cash (used) provided by 
operating activities 
Cash flows from investing activities: 
Capital expenditures 
Purchase of bonds and stocks 
Proceeds from sale of bonds and stocks 
Proceeds from sale of equipment 
Change in assets: 
Mortgage loans 
Policy loans 
Notes receivable 
Short-term investments 
Net cash provided by investing activities 
Cash flows from financing activities: 
Principal payments of long-term debt 
Redemption of preferred stock 
Net cash used by financing activities 
Net (decrease) increase in cash 
Cash at beginning of period 
Cash at end of period 
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March 31, 
1995 
$ (758,274) 
$ 
941,082 
(1,038) 
(300) 
529,606 
25,856 
(320,810) 
2,320,140 
(97,800) 
(5,986 1 651) 
(19,000) 
(2.608,915) 
(3,367,189) 
(19,405) 
475,218 
2,132 
13,325 
(6,377) 
(37,233) 
3,241·578 
3.669,238 
(607,577) 
(38.071) 
(645.648) 
(343,599) 
432,566 
88,967 
March 31, 
1994 
$ 187,S46 
s 
1,122,959 
188 1 761 
(39 1 927) 
(717,438) 
163,501 
57,820 
(847,123) 
IS0.0QQ 
(179,472) 
8.374 
(96/543) 
(3,213,143) 
2,528,679 
657,000 
44,981 
(4,237) 
(27,248) 
574.982 
464.471 
(251,267) 
(23.575) 
(274.842) 
198,003 
169.424 
367,467 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Schedule of policy Benefits and Other Policy Liabilities 
(GAAP Basis) 
March 31, 1995 and December 31, 1994 
Future policy benefits: 
Life and Annuity - Universe 
- Great-Fidelity 
Accident and health - Universe 
- Great Fidelity 
SEA - Universe 
Supplementary Contracts - Universe 
Claim Liabilities: 
Life and annuity - Universe 
- Great Fidelity 
Accident and health - Universe 
Great Fidelity 
Other: 
Universe 
Great Fidelity 
Total policy benefits and other policy 
liabilities 
AFFIDA VIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
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S 
March 31, 
1995 
325,155 
8,419 
6,892,798 
16,293,162 
9,689,607 
30Q.189 
JJ,:;2Q9,JJQ 
7,500 
6,000 
2,349,056 
397,820 
2.760,376 
47,194 
----161. 428 
208,622 
S36,478.328 
December 31, 
1994 
$ 5,074,918 
6,161 
4,880,872 
16,056,149 
9,233,778 
310,799 
J~,562,6:Z:Z 
6,000 
6,306,905 
383,250 
6.696.155 
34,412 
171,7:35 
206,147 
S42,464.979 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated Balance Sheets 
September 30, June 30 and March 31, 1994 and December 31, 1993 
Investments 
Cash 
Accrued investment income 
Receivables 
Income taxes receivable 
Prepaid expenses 
Property and equipment, net 
Deferred policy acquisition costs 
Cost of insurance and licenses 
acquired 
Total assets 
Policy benefite and other policy 
liabilities 
Unearned commissions 
Income taxes payable 
Accounts payable 
Mortgages and notes payable 
Deferred income taxes 
Total liabilities 
Stated value preferred stock -
redeemable and convertible, no 
par value, 200,000 shares 
authorized, 192,400, 195,276, 
196,863 and 199,220 shares issued 
and outstanding, respectively 
Cornman stock - 51 par value 
5,000,000 shares authorized, 
1,018,729 issued and outstanding 
in 1994 and 1993 
Additional paid-in capital 
Treasury stock, 58,598 and 54,598 
shares at cost, respectively 
Net unrealized appreciation of 
equity securities 
Retained earnings 
Total stockholder's equity 
Total liabilities and stockholder's 
equity 
Assets 
september 30, 
1994 
$43,465,655 
50,534 
375,675 
7,115,946 
3,033 
977,572 
1,265,501 
6,241,163 
3,853.616 
563,348.695 
Liabilities 
$48,830,146 
821,000 
48,652 
5,666,505 
1,901,032 
712,810 
57,980,145 
1.923.991 
June 30, 
1994 
$43,846,061 
258,004 
346,776 
8,216,018 
176,004 
985,446 
1,359,959 
7,044,710 
3,990,964 
566,223,942 
$50,540,087 
936,000 
29,900 
6,090,323 
2,061,736 
L 327,126 
60,985,}72 
1. 952,760 
Stockho1der'~ Equity 
1,018,729 1,018,729 
507,177 507,177 
(1,244,153) (1,244,153) 
6,762 6,762 
3,156,044 2,99],495 
3,444,559 3,286,Q1Q 
SQ~. :21IL 625 SQti.2ZJ.212 
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March 31, 
1994 
$46,370,703 
367,467 
357,261 
8,071,025 
129,025 
1,065,472 
1,447,891 
7,424,785 
4,128,312 
569,361,941 
$52,809,253 
1,030,000 
6,000 
5,458,175 
2,313,185 
l,352,Q80 
62,968,693 
].968,625 
1,018,729 
507,177 
(1,244,153) 
6,762 
4,136,lQa 
4,424,623 
Sti2, J61. 211 
December 31, 
1993 
$46,748,582 
169,464 
267,351 
8,322,448 
148,004 
1,025,545 
1,483,806 
7,482,857 
4,265,663 
569,913,72Q 
$53,656,376 
850,000 
5,294,742 
2,564,452 
1.319,]]3 
63,684,743 
1. 992 ,2QQ 
1,018,729 
507,177 
(1,244,153) 
6,762 
3,948,262 
4,236,771 
SI.i:2,2LL12Q 
611/-7 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated Statements of Income 
For the Three Months Ended September 30, 1994 and 1993 
and For the Nine Months Ended September 30, 1994 and 1993 
Three Months Ended Nine Months Ended 
Revenues 
Insurance premiums earned 
Ceded premiums 
Commissions 
Investment income 
Administrative fees 
Total revenues 
l Benefits and expenses Policy benefits Reinsurance recoveries 
Commission expense 
General and administrative 
expense 
Interest expense 
Total expenses 
Income (loss) before income 
taxes 
Provision for income taxes 
J Net income (loss) 
1 
J 
September 30, September 3D, 
1994 1993 
15,916,573 20,333,065 
],~Q;2,lQQ 1 ,~€H2, ~Q:2 
8,353,467 12,746,562 
1,301,641 2,824,876 
712,074 525,057 
39.4B~ 33,765 
1Q,406,611 16.130,26Q 
10,877,472 13,205,362 
:L21J,:!32 ~La2Q,n2. 
5,934,040 8,384,443 
1,167,378 4,096,534 
3,433,772 3,258,224 
83,744 54,85J 
10,618,234 15,794,Q5~ 
(212,263) 336,206 
137Q(812) 12Q,215. 
S lSEL S:l;i S 215,;i31 
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september 3D, 
1994 
55,348,626 
2~,3Qg,25~ 
31,042,367 
4,093,468 
1,912,939 
B7,332 
37,136,lQ6 
38,048,537 
-.1Q,232,1]3 
21,109,364 
5,716,242 
11,216,393 
243,4Q3 
38,285.4Q2 
(1,149,296) 
(3:27,Q]8) 
§ P22,2Hll 
September 30, 
1993 
60,722,711 
22,Q2Q,QQQ 
38,096,651 
4,963,980 
2,975,494 
9Q,96~ 
46,127,088 
38,385,934 
D,Q2LQ51 
25,294,883 
7,385,329 
11,274,868 
128,784 
44.1:23,864 
1,973,22<: 
4Q5,69~ 
S L5~Z,522. 
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Balance, December 31, 
J993 
Net income 
Balance, March 31, 1994 
Net loss 
Balance, June 30, 1994 
Net income 
Balance, September 30, 
1994 
AIA SERVICES CORPORAXION 
Consolidated statements of stockholders' Equity 
For the Nine Months Ended September 3D, 1994 
Net 
Unrealized 
Additional Appreciation 
Common Paid-in Treasury of Equity 
Stock capital Stock securities 
$1,018,729 S 507 t 177 $(1,244,153) $ 6,762 
1,018,729 507,177 (1,244,153) 6,762 
1,018,729 507,177 (1,244,153) 6,762 
Sl. Q1sL 12~ S 5Q1,177 S (1.211.153) S 12,1(12 
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Retained 
Earnings 
S 3,948,262 
187,846 
4,136,108 
(1.138,613) 
2,997,495 
158,549 
S 3,15!2.Q11 
(PIS / 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated Statements of cash Flows 
For the Three Months Ended September 30, 1994 and 1993 
and For the Nine Months Ended September 30, 1994 and 1993 
Three Honths Ended 
September 30, September 30, 
Cash flows from operating activities: 
Net income (loss) $ 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to 
net cash provided by operating 
activities 
Depreciation and amortization 
Loss (gain) on sale of investments 
(Gain) loss on sale of real estate 
and equipment 
Gain on sale of intagibles 
Decrease in accounts receivable 
Decrease in prepaid expenses 
Decrease (increase) in deferred 
policy acquisition costs 
(Decrease) increase in accounts 
payable 
(Decrease) increase in income taxes 
payable and deferred taxes 
Decrease in future policy benefits 
Decrease in other liabilities 
Total adjustments 
Net cash (used) provided by 
operating activities 
~ash flows from investing activities: 
Net decrease (increase) in notes 
receivable 
capital expenditures 
Purchase of bonds and stocks 
Proceeds from sale of bonds 
Net decrease (increase) in mortgage 
loans 
Net increase in policy loans 
Net decrease (increase) in short-term 
investments 
Net increase in other invested assets 
Cash disposed with sale of subsidiary 
Proceeds from sale of intangibles 
Proceeds from sale of real estate and 
equipment 
Net cash provided (used) by 
investing activities 
cash flows from finanCing activities: 
Principal payments of long-term debt 
Purchase of treasury stock 
Redemption of preferred stock 
Net cash used by financing 
activities 
- decrease in cash 
cash at beginning of period 
Cash at end of period 
AFFIDAVIT OF AIMEE GORDON 
s 
1994 1993 
1 58 , 549 .... $ _ ..... 2 ..... 1 .... 5'-'.,...<.9 ..... 3..... 1
464,601 
601,838 
(423,820) 
(422,593) 
(1,709,941) 
1115 I QOO) 
1560,908) 
(422,359) 
55,040 
(6,437) 
(1,458,115) 
1,094,761 
67,886 
(6,137 ) 
667,063 
(9,701) 
404,36Q 
(160,702) 
128.769) 
(J89,41l) 
(207,470) 
258.004 
5Q.531 
1= 
s 
466,545 
109,920 
(10,061) 
(6,928) 
1,431,860 
53,707 
(318,932) 
(785,522) 
114,602 
(1,161,614) 
1116,OOQ) 
(222,423) 
16,422) 
(51,168) 
(47,363) 
(273,784) 
2,787,794 
9,665 
(2,020) 
(2,621,187) 
(17,212) 
57,500 
19,41Q 
1138,365) 
(244, 721) 
1244.721) 
(389,578) 
l,Q18,25:2 
628,671 
Nine Honths Ended 
September 30, September ~J, 
S 
1994 1993 
5 1792.218) $ 1, 567, ~~9 
1,487,815 
75,122 
(61,957) 
1,098,756 
47,973 
669 / 867 
371,829 
(412,806) 
(4,826,230) 
(22,QQQ) 
IL578,631) 
(2,:1]Q,1242) 
(578) 
(180,882) 
(5,419,514) 
6,870,202 
(77B,26B) 
(16,629) 
881,916 
(9,701) 
1,63].000 
2.263.:246 
(663,418) 
168(202) 
(731.627) 
(118,930) 
169,46:l 
:2Q,S31 
1,402,:';2 
{1,153,:;;::0; 
21/ ~~4 
(6, ~<8) 
3,032,('::-5 
38,~~9 
(1/542/C:~) 
(202, :<::2 ) 
397,E::2 
(833, <;,,0) 
(l3],CQ) 
LQ15.c;Q 
2 , ~!1:l , ::; i 
(l09, ':::::5) 
(176,~"S) 
(43 / 32S,S2i) 
40,129,c41 
S 
29,L:"~ 
(2, C20) 
1,293,4-::5 
(17,2:!.2) 
57,500 
34.';( 
(886,4-47) 
(82,E.:'C) 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Schedule of Policy Benefits and Other Policy Liabilities 
(GAAP Basis) 
september 3D, June 30 and March 31, 1994 and December 31, 1993 
Future policy benefits: 
Life - Universe 
A & H - Universe 
- Great Fidelity 
SBA - Universe 
Supplementary Contracts 
-
Universe 
. Claim Liabilities: 
Life - Universe 
- Great Fidelity 
A & H - Universe 
- Great Fidelity 
Other: 
Universe 
Great Fidelity 
Total policy benefits and other 
policy liabilities 
September 3D, 
S 
1994 
5,210,459 
2,758 
4,951,254 
15,917,800 
15,394,792 
285,216 
41,7Q2,279 
137,301 
2,682 
6,396,213 
357, 52€! 
Q,623,722 
41,134 
133,011 
174.145 
S 
June 30, 
1994 
5,249,963 
514 
5,078,711 
15,969,895 
15,787,205 
265,861 
42,352,Q90 
137,301 
2,682 
7,367,623 
47Q.970 
],216,:276 
49,911 
159,510 
209,421 
S4£L!330.146 S50,540,087 
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March 31, 
1994 
S 5,536,528 
5,595,492 
15,919,409 
14,853,230 
295,837 
42,201. 496 
275,895 
12,000 
9,422,170 
503,375 
1Q, 21:L HO 
196,376 
197.941 
394,317 
552.609,253 
December 31, 
S 
1993 
5,570,792 
5,874,737 
16,180,415 
14,051,021 
303,57Q 
42,Q90.642 
193,207 
12,000 
10,423,2 
492. €!. 
11.)21.023 
314,933 
129,778 
444! 711 
553.656,3]Q 
(PIS3 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated Financial Statements 
December 31, 1993 and 1992 
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KPMG· Peat Marwick LLP 
SUlle 2000 
1211 South West Fifth Avenue 
Por;land. OR 9720~ 
The Board of Directors 
ALA Services Corporation: 
Independent Auditors' Repon 
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of AJA Services Corporation as 
of December 31, 1993, and the related consolidated statements of income, stockholders' 
equity, and cash flows for the year then ended. These consolidated financial statements are the 
responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on 
these consolidated financial statements based on our audit. The consolidated financial 
statements of ALA Services Corporation as of December 31, 1992, were audited by other 
auditors whose report dated February 26, 1993, on those statements expressed a qualified 
opinion due to the accounting for an acquisition and subsequent sale discussed in Note 13 to 
the consolidated financial statements. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes 
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant 
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement 
presentation. We believe thar our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion, 
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial position of AIA Services Corporation as of December 31, 
1993, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in conformity 
with generally accepted accounting principles. 
We also audited the adjusrrnents described in Note 13 that were applied to restate the 1992 
consolidated financial statements In our opinion, such adjusrrnents are appropriate and have 
been properly applied.. 
A-3 
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The Board of Directors 
AIA Services Corporation 
Page 2 
As discussed in Note 17, the Idaho Department of Insurance (the Department) in its recent 
examination of The Universe Life Insurance Company (Universe), a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of the Company, advised management of certain adjustments to Universe's starutory capiral 
and surplus which the Depanment will permit Universe to make prospectively. The 
adjustments relate to the carrying value of Universe's subsidiary, AIA Insurance, Inc. and the 
methodology used in calculating a component of the reserves of Universe's group accident and 
health insurance contracts. The Department has agreed to allow Universe to make the required 
reserve adjustment ratably over six quarters beginning July 1, 1995. The adjust.rr:Jent related to 
the carrying value of AIA Insurance, Inc. must be made by July I, 1995. Accordingly, no 
provision for these adjustments has been made in the starutory financial statements upon which 
the risk based capital requirements discussed in Note 19 are determined. 
As discussed in Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements, the Company changed its 
m::thod of accounting for income taxes in 1993 to adopt the provisions of the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board's Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 109, 
"Accounting for Income Taxes." 
February 25, 1994, except 
Note 7 which is dated June 24, 
1994 and Notes 17 and 18 which 
are dated December 23, 1994 
A-4 
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated Balance Sheets 
December 31, 1993 and 1992 
Investments 
Cash 
Accrued investment income 
Assets 
Receivables, net of allowance of S21,610 
($31,700 in 1992) 
Income taxes receivable 
Prepaid expenses 
Property and equipment, net 
Deferred policy acquisition costs 
Cost of insurance and licenses acquired 
Total assets 
Liabilities 
Policy benefits and other policy 
liabilities 
Unearned commissions 
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Mortgages and notes payable 
Deferred income taxes 
Total liabilities 
stated value preferred stock - redeemable 
and convertible, no par value, 200,000 
shares authorized, 199,220 shares issued 
and outstanding (200,OOO in 1992) 
Stockholders' Equity 
Common stock - S1 par value, 5,000,000 
shares authorized, 1,018,729, issued and 
outstanding 
Additional paid-in capital 
~rea8ury stock, 60,046 shares at cost 
(54,598 in 1992) 
'let unrealized appreciation of equity 
securities, net of income taxes of $1,250 
(S44,949 in 1992) 
Retained earnings 
Total stockholders' equity 
~otal liabilities and stockholders' equity 
J~~3 
$46,748,582 
169,464 
267,351 
8,322,448 
148,004 
1,025,545 
1,483,806 
7,482,857 
4,265.663 
SQ~, ~13 I 12Q 
$53,656,376 
850,000 
5,294,742 
2,564,452 
1.319.LZ3 
.63.684,743 
}, 992 ,2QQ 
1,018,729 
507,177 
6, 762 
3.948,262 
4,236.771 
269 ,913, 72 0 
19~2 
(Restated) 
S39,506,813 
1,100,134 
194,176 
6,863,462 
285,617 
1,124,748 
4,035,975 
6,450,677 
5.143.755 
Sfi~L lQft, 3:il 
$48,038,557 
1,121,000 
5,246,937 
3,947,871 
1.355,114 
59,7Q9,479 
L 851, 50Q 
1,018,729 
507,177 
(1,131,271) 
302,025 
2,448,718 
3,}45,318 
;;;64,106,35 7 
.lle accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated statements of Income 
For the Years Ended December 31, 1993 and 1992 
Revenues 
Insurance premiums earned 
Ceded premiums 
Commissions 
Net investment income 
Administrative fees 
Other 
Total revenues 
Benefits and expenses 
Policy benefits 
Reinsurance recoveries 
Commission expense 
General and administrative expense 
Interest expense 
Total expenses 
Income before income taxes and cumulative 
effect of income tax accounting change 
Provision for income taxes 
Income before cumulative effect of income 
tax accounting change 
cumulative effect at January 1, 1993, of 
income tax accounting change 
Net income 
1993 
$ 78/333,930 
L3Q,580, 54 :z) 
47,753,381 
6,420,246 
3,134,192 
119,174 
13,311 
57.440,304 
51/169,730 
(2Q,1BO,B6ti) 
30,988,864 
9,720,663 
14,865,193 
262,246 
55,836,966 
1,603,338 
349,848 
1,253,490 
394,554 
S 1. 64!3- 244 
1992 
(Restated) 
$65,863,651 
(14,1]9,073) 
51,684,578 
4,475,354 
6,366,515 
118,915 
ti2.645,362 
47,021,009 
(lL3ti3,84ti) 
35,657,163 
6,634,533 
16,013/911 
380,044 
58,685,tiS} 
3,959,711 
857,522 
3,102,189 
5 3,102,189 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated statements of stockholders' Equity 
For the Years Ended December 31, 19·93 and 1992 (Restated) 
Net 
Unrealized 
Additional Appreciation 
Common Paid-in Treasury of Equity Retained 
Stock Capital stock Securiti~s EarnioQ" 
Balance, December 31, 1991, 
as previously reported ~lf018,729 S 507,177 S S 439,564 S 519{675 
Cumulative effect of 
restatement under APB 
No. 16 11.035,7~6 
Balance, December 31, 1991{ 
as restated 1,018,729 507,177 439,564 (516,071 
Net income, restated 3,102,189 
Unreali'zed investment loss (137,539) 
Accretion of preferred 
stock (137,400) 
Purchase of treasury stock £1.131.271) 
Balance, December 31, 1992, 
restated 1,018,729 507,177 (1,131,271) 302,025 2,448,718 
Net income 1,648,044 
Unrealized investment loss (295,263) 
Accretion of preferred 
stock (148,500) 
Purchase of treasury stock (112,882 ) 
Balance, December 31, 1993 51, QHl. 722 S 5QZ, 111 §(1,211,153) S. Q,262 S3,:l~8,2Q2 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial stateme~~s. 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows 
For the Years Ended December 31, 1993 and 1992 
Cash flows from operating activities: 
Net income 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net 
cash provided by operating activities 
Depreciation and amortization 
Loss (gain) on sale of property and equipment 
Gain on sale of investments 
Gain on sale of insurance business 
Increase in accounts receivable 
Increase (decrease) in prepaid expenses 
Increase in deferred policy acquisition costs 
(Decrease) increase in accounts payable 
Decrease in income taxes receivable and deferred taxes 
Increase in future policy benefits 
(Decrease) increase in unearned commissions 
Loss on disposition of subsidiary 
Gain on sale of intangibles 
Total adjustments 
Net cash provided by operating activities 
cash flows from investing activities! 
Payments received on notes receivable 
Proceeds expended on notes receivable 
capital expenditures 
Costs of acquiring new business 
Purchase of bonds and stocks 
Proceeds from sale of bonds and stocks 
Disposition of subsidiary cash 
Net cash used for transfer of insurance business 
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment 
Net decrease in mortgage loans 
Net (increase) decrease in policy loans 
Net decrease (increase) in short-term investments 
Net increase in other assets 
Proceeds on sale of intangibles 
Net cash used by investing activities 
Cash flows from financing activities: 
Borrowings of long-term debt 
Principal payments of long-term debt 
Repurchase of common stock 
Redemption of preferred stock 
Net cash used by financing activities 
Net decrease in cash 
Cash at beginning of period 
Cash at end of period 
1993 
S ],648,Q44 
1,950,444 
19,243 
(909,634) 
(1,789,206) 
83,832 
(1,645,882) 
(497,213) 
145,437 
5,617,819 
(271,000) 
22,451 
(6,928) 
2,719,363 
4,367,407 
93,814 
(125,396) 
(381,158) 
(58,807,865) 
49,636,504 
(17,212 ) 
709,387 
119,206 
(10,825) 
4,711,044 
(21,000) 
57,500 
(4,035,001) 
(1,141,394) 
(112,882) 
17,8QQ) 
(l, 262, 01Ei) 
(930,670) 
1.100,134 
S 16~,161 
199.2 
(Restated) 
5 3,102,189 
1,522,881 
(3/919 ) 
(2,900,049) 
(765,531) 
(4/103,874) 
(494,338) 
(3,504,184) 
1,930,855 
1,055,202 
8,260,153 
106,000 
1.103,l9fj 
4,205,385 
263,56 f 
(880,369) 
(54,521) 
(69,725,598) 
95,9.38,247 
(24,381,053) 
323,735 
240,42.3 
658,372 
(5,581,983) 
1,853 
(3,197,32Q) 
655,900 
(2,012,618) 
.....J..l, 356,11£) 
(348,661) 
1. 448, 79~ 
S 1, lQQ, 131 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements .. 
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All'. SERVICES CORPORATION 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 
December 31, 1993 and 1992 
NQte 1 - Summary of significant AQQQunting Policies 
Principles of Consolidation -
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of AlA Services 
Corporation (Company) and its wholly-owned subsidiaries: The Universe Life 
Insurance Company (Universe) ; Great Fidelity Life Insurance Company (Great 
Fidelity), All'. Ins4rance, Inc., AlA Travel, Inc., AlA Bancard Services 
Corporation, All'. HiciArnerica, Inc., All'. Pacific Marketing Corporation and Woodcom, 
Inc. All material intercompany transactions have been eliminated in 
consolidation. 
Investments -
Bonds are valued at cost, adjusted for amortization of premium or discount and 
other-than-temporary market value declines. Common stocks are carried at market 
value. Mortgage loans and policy loans are carried at unpaid principal balances. 
Real estate is carried at cost less depreciation. Depreciation is provided on 
a straight-line basis over the estimated useful life of 31 to 40 years for 
buildings. Short-term investments are carried at cost which approximates market 
value. Gains and losses on disposition of securities are recognized at the time 
of disposition with the amount of gain or loss determined on the specific 
identification basiB. Changes in market values of common stocks are charged or 
credited directly to stockholders' equity without affecting net income. 
Deferred Policy Acquisition Costs -
Costs of acquiring insurance business which vary with and are primarily related 
to the production of such business are deferred and amortized over the period the 
related premiums are recognized. Such costs include commissi ons and certain 
expenses reLated to policy issuance and underwriting. 
Property and Equipment -
Property and equipnent are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation. Where 
ilpplicable, cost includes interest and real estate taxes incurred during 
construction and other construction related costs. Depreciation is computed 
principally by the straight-line method using lives of 31 to 40 years for: 
buildings and five to seven years for equipment. 
Cost of Insurance and Licenses Acquired -
The cost of licenses acquired is being amortized on a straight-line basis over 
30 to 40 years. The cost of insurance acquired is being amortized over the 
premium-paying period of the related policies, estimated to be 5 to 15 years. 
Policy Benefits and Other Policy Liabilities -
f)rdinary life insurance and annuity policy benefit liabilities are computed on 
a net level premium method using assumptions with respect to current investment 
yi.eld, mortality, withdrawal rates, and other assumptions determined to be 
~ppropriate as of the date the business was issued or purchased by the Company. 
Such estimates were based upon past experience adjusted to provide for possible 
adverse deviation from the estimates. 
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION 
Notes to Consolidated Financial statements 
December 31, 1993 and 1992 
Note 1 - Summary of Significant AccQuntinQ Policies (continuedl 
Reserves for the Universal Benefit (UB), the Withdrawal Value (WV), and the 
Supplemental Benefit Accumulation (SBA) components of the group accident and 
health insurance contracts are computed on a graduated scale from 25 percent to 
100 percent of the certificateholders' UBI WV, or SEA balances over a IS-year 
period. Using the graduated scale in effect discounts the reserve for expected 
withdrawals and therefore takes credit for expected surrender charges. However, 
this is done on a conservative basis. While this is not as conservative as 
reserving at full account value, it is reasonable, sound, and consistent with 
actuarial principles. 
The liability for unpaid claims is an estimate of payments to be made on 
insurance claims for reported losses and estimates of incurred but not reported 
claims. 
Reinsurance -
Reinsurance premiums, commissions, expense reimbursements and reserves related 
to reinsured business are accounted for on a basis consistent with those used in 
the contracts. Premiums ceded to other companies have been reported as a 
reduction of premiums earned; amount,s applicable to reinsurance ceded for future 
policy benefits and claim liabilities have been reported as reductions of those 
items; and expense reimbursements received in connection with reinsurance ceded 
have been accounted for as a reduction of the related policy acquisition costs. 
Recognition of Premium Revenues and Costs -
Premiums on life insurance are recognized as revenue when due. Benefits, losses 
and related expenses are matched with earned premiums in order to recognize 
income over the term of the contracts. This matching is accomplished by means 
of the provision for future policyholder benefits, estimated unpaid losses and 
the amortization of deferred policy acquisition costs. 
Administrative Fees -
AlA Insurance, Inc., a significant subsidiary, is a group health and life 
insurance adminis~rator conducting most of its business through various trusts 
which accumulate and invest premiums collected for the policy groups. These 
trusts include the Grain Growers Association Membership and Insurance Trust, the 
National Growers and Stockmene Group Trust, the AlA Producers Trust, the American 
Soybean Association Membership and Insurance Trust, and the National Contract 
Poultry Growers Hembership and Insurance Trust. The Company also provides 
administrative and data processing services for these trusts. All adminis~rative 
fees earned result from such arrangements. 
Income Taxes -
The Company files separate consolidated income tax returns for its life insurance 
and non-life insurance subsidiaries. The life insurance subsidiaries qualify for 
a "small life insurance company" deduction of 60 percent of taxable income. 
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